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THE WILLINGNESS TO build at a rapid
rate in cities throughout the Middle East
has led to the construction of some of the
planet's most impressive structures and
infrastructure developments. It has,
however, unveiled a host of logistical
problems that need to be overcome in
order to ensure economic growth is able
to keep pace with development.
One priority throughout the GCC has
been the rush to build a rail network that
will bring the region’s largest economic
hubs closer together. With that in mind,
this issue of Technical Review ME takes an
in-depth look at the ongoing
development of the GCC Railway Project,
which if completed will span an
impressive 2,177 km. We also look at
Kuwait's infrastructure market, current
trends within the region's electrical sector
and sustainable innovation within the
UAE's construction industry. 

At Technical Review we always 
welcome readers comments to

trme@alaincharles.com
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Honeywell’s UOP launches
biological wastewater
treatment system 
HONEYWELL’S WHOLLY-OWNED
SUBSIDIARY UOP has launched an
integrated bioreactor system to
efficiently remove organic and
inorganic contaminants from
industrial wastewater streams.
The UOP XCeed bioreactor system,
based on Honeywell’s immobilised
cell bioreactor technology, helps
industrial, manufacturing, and
groundwater remediation facilities
meet contaminant removal
specifications for wastewater
discharge or reuse. Mike Millard,
senior vice-president of Honeywell’s
UOP Catalysts, Adsorbents and
Specialties Business, said,
“Manufacturers are subject to stricter
wastewater regulations and fees,
which creates a need for more cost-
effective treatment solutions that
meet regulatory requirements and
more stringent internal treatment
standards. We have designed a high-
performance biological treatment
system that meets requirements
efficiently and cost-effectively.”
The integrated treatment process
can be delivered as a modular system
and incorporates mixed-media
support for immobilised bio-catalysts
or microbes. A sophisticated
biological ecosystem enables longer
biomass retention time and results in
efficient biological oxygen demand
(BOD) removal with low sludge
production. The system also has a
simple mechanical design that
minimises energy consumption and
required operator attention.

Ma’aden and Alcoa joint
venture aluminium plant
begins operations 
SAUDI ARABIAN MA’ADEN’S joint
aluminium smelter with USA-based
Alcoa has started commercial
operations. The US$10.8bn plant at
Ras al-Khair had experienced issues
during the initial start-up phase last
year when it had to shut one of its
two smelting lines in October 2013
due to problems encountered during
ramp-up. The smelter has a
production capacity of 740,000 mt a
year of aluminium with commercial
operations to begin impacting
Ma’aden’s financials from Q3 2014,
the company said. 
Alcoa owns 25 per cent of the joint
venture with Ma’aden holding the
remaining share.

THE FIRST PHASE of Qatar’s
US$7.4bn New Port Project is set to
be operational by the end of 2016
with the initial capacity to
accommodate two million
containers, which will eventually
be increased to six million
containers once the project is
completed by 2020.
The  announcement was made
during a ceremony held for placing
the last precast concrete block of
the new port’s Quay Wall by Prime
Minister Sheikh Abdullah bin Nasser bin Khalifa
Al Thani in Mesaieed.
The premier was earlier briefed by the port
committee on the concluded phases of the 26 sq
km project. The prime minister also called for
finishing the project within time frame in order
to achieve the Qatar National Vision 2030.

The project has, so far, recorded 45mn
accident-free working hours as 9,000 workers
carry out the project, increasing to 18,000
during rush times, Jassim Seif Ahmed Al Sulaiti,
minister of transport, said. The new Qatari port
is planned to compete with the largest ones in
the Middle East.

Qatar’s new US$7.4bn port to begin operations in 2016 

THE GLOBAL SUKUK industry is expected to be
one of the fastest growing segments of the Islamic
finance industry with huge growth potential in the
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region, particularly
in Dubai where Sukuks are expected to play an
important role over the next decade in securing
funds for the substantial line-up of new projects, a
Dubai Chamber of Commerce and Industry report
has stated. 

Abdul Rahman Saif Al Ghurair, chairman of
Dubai Chamber, said, “Islamic economy has
become increasingly relevant in the modern world,
offering new hopes of revival for the fragile global
economy. The Dubai Chamber research note
highlights the Sukuk market as one of the most
attractive areas of Islamic finance that has
attracted considerable interest from the business
community worldwide. In addition, the Sukuk
market has remarkable growth avenues that can
be effectively tapped to support the growing
investment requirements in various sectors.”

While the GCC and Malaysia have emerged as the
main hubs for Sukuk issuance, the main issuers of
the Sukuk in the global market are sovereigns,
followed by corporates and government related
enterprises. Countries such as Tunisia, Mauritania,
Senegal and Oman are set to be key markets for
Sukuks, the chamber observed in the research note. 

The report, however, maintained that Sukuk
issuance is not limited to Islamic countries. In
2014, a number of high profile debut sovereign
issuances are expected to take place in countries
such as the UK, Ireland and South Africa. It is
further anticipated that sovereign issuances by the
UK are likely to spur interest in Europe for

sovereign Sukuks as they provide access to the
growing Islamic liquidity pool, the report added.

According to PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC),
over US$16bn of Sukuks are expected to be issued
by 2014 with Dubai already emerging as a centre
for this asset class. The UK, which announced its
maiden sovereign Sukuk issue at the 9th WIEF in
London in 2013, has already completed the issue
earlier this year, PwC said.

The Sukuk bond issuance has significantly grown
over the last decade. The Dubai Chamber report,
citing data from Rasameel Structural Finance,
shows that the issue of Sukuk bonds has registered
cumulative annual growth rate of about 47 per
cent over the period 2001-13.

A graphical representation of New Port in Qatar

The Sukuk market has growth avenues that can be tapped to
support the growing investment requirements in various sectors

Massive growth potential for Sukuk market in Gulf region
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Oman water project
secures US$176mn Saudi
Arabian funding
SAUDI ARABIA-BASED ISLAMIC
Development Bank (IDB) will
provide US$176mn for a water
supply project in Oman. 
IDB, on its website, said that its
board of executive directors have
approved US$987mn financing for
new socio-economic development
projects in member countries and
Muslim communities in non-
member countries.
IDB added that financing for Omani
project has been approved for Wadi
Dayqah water supply project. The
scheme is one of the major projects
implemented in the sultanate to
ensure sustainability of water
resources. 
The IDB board approvals also
included several major projects in
member countries such as
US$226.8mn for development of
Sharm-El-Sheikh International
Airport and US$198mn for the
Assiut oil refinery upgrade in Egypt.

Turkish Airlines records
US$190mn net profit in 
Q2 2014
TURKISH AIRLINES RECORDED an
operating profit of US$234mn and
net profit of US$190mn in Q2 2014,
completing the first half year with
US$152mn operating profit and
US$88mn net profit. 
Compared to the same period in
2013, the sales revenue also
increased by 15 per cent to
US$5.2bn, the airline said.
In the first seven months of 2014,
the passenger traffic increased
15.2 per cent to 31mn. The airline
also saw the number of
international-to-international
transfer passengers increase by 28
per cent in the same period.
The flag carrier witnessed a 17.4
per cent rise in domestic
passengers and a 13.8 per cent
increase in international customers.
Turkish Airlines currently has
scheduled flights to 45 domestic
and 218 international destinations
in 260 cities and 108 countries. The
fleet consists of 263 aircraft
comprising of 200 narrow body, 54
wide body and nine cargo aircraft.
Turkish Airlines was named
‘Europe’s Best Airline Company’ for
the fourth consecutive year on July
2014, according to Skytrax’s 2014
passenger evaluations.

THE INDUSTRIAL INVESTMENTS in the GCC
will hit US$1 trillion by 2020, compared to
US$323bn at present.

According to a recent economic report, the
GCC countries are looking to raise contribution

by the industrial sector to 25 per cent of the
GDP in six years from 10 per cent at present.

The region is also expected to achieve a
growth rate of 4.2 per cent this year worth
about US$1.7 trillion, compared to US$1.65
trillion in 2013.

The bi-annual report, issued by the
secretariat general of the Federation of the GCC
Chambers (FGCCC), said the member states look
forward to a larger share of the economic sector
within their GDP, especially the industrial one.

The GCC also plans to support small and
medium industries, which make up to 86 per
cent of the total industrial facilities in the six-
member block although they do not exceed 22
per cent of the total investments in the sector,
the report added.

GCC set to invest US$1 trillion into industrial sector by 2020

SAUDI ARABIA HAS been awarded contracts
worth US$22.64bn in Q2 2014 with the power
sector and oil and gas industry accounting for 60
per cent of the value, National Commercial Bank
said in its latest quarterly review of contract
awards in the Saudi Arabian construction sector. 
As such, the total value of awarded contracts in the
first half of the year has reached US$33.22bn.

According to the bank, there has been a
significant upswing in the value of awarded
contracts during that period. During the first half of
2014 power and oil and gas industries grabbed 49
per cent of the contracts. The roads sector
garnered a distant third with nine per cent. 

The ‘NCB Construction Contracts Index’ report
said the construction market relies heavily on key
market determinants such as demographic
dynamics, labour size and the health of the
Kingdom’s industries. 

The report noted, “These factors continue to
propel the growth of the construction sector as
demand for social and physical infrastructure have
and will continue to be a focal point of the
government.”

The Saudi Gazette reported that upcoming
contracts are expected to include numerous mega-
projects within the anchor sectors. One significant
project is the terminal upgrade at King Khalid
International Airport. Additionally, Saudi Aramco is
receiving bids for its US$2.93bn Khurais oil field
expansion, the report added.

The Q2 2014 contract values saw a 60 per cent
increase from the same period last year. As efforts
to focus expenditures on construction projects
continue, the value of awarded contracts in 2014
will likely parallel the magnitude of projects that
were awarded over the last several years.

The concentration of oil and gas contracts in
the Jizan region allowed it to capture 33 per cent
of the overall share by region. Jizan was the
recipient of numerous contracts as part of Saudi
Aramco’s development of the Jizan Refinery and
Terminal project. 

Numerous contracts were awarded by the
Saudi Electricity Company (SEC) across the
Kingdom as part of it strategic plan to increase
power generation to further its reach into more
households. Alfanar was the largest recipient of
contracts with seven wins by SEC worth
approximately US$850mn of the total US$1.52bn. 

The roads sector was awarded US$290mn in
contracts. With the majority of these contracts
given by the Ministry of Transport, the largest
contract was won by Al Fahd Company worth
US$239mn to develop 12km of road work as
phase two of the Abu Bakr Al Siddiq motorway
up-grade project. The contract is expected to be
completed by Q2 2017.

The GCC countries are working on fostering the industrial
sector as part of their strategy to develop new investment
opportunities other than petroleum and gas

The Q2 2014 contract values saw a 60 per cent increase from
the same period last year

Saudi Arabian contracts reach US$22.64bn in Q2 2014
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Siemens inks SEC deals to
build transmission
network in Saudi Arabia
SIEMENS HAS SIGNED two
contracts with Saudi Electricity
Company (SEC) for the construction
of Static Var Compensators (SVCs)
at Madinah East, Hail-2 and Al Jouf-
2 380kV substations. 
Within the scope of these contracts,
Siemens will provide SEC with SVC
plus and protection systems,
transformers, switchgears, civil and
electro-mechanical work with a
execution timeline on the project of
24 months. 
SVC plus will be used for the first
time in the Kingdom to enhance the
performance of the SEC
transmission networks of western
and central regions of Saudi Arabia,
according to the company. 
Arja Talakar, CEO of Siemens Saudi
Arabia, said, “The construction of
SVC will play a vital role in the
stability of the network and smooth
transmission of power in Madinah,
Hail and Al-Jouf regions, particularly
during summer, Haj and Ramadan.”

Abu Dhabi energy firm
Masdar launches Samoa’s
first wind farm
ABU DHABI’S RENEWABLE energy
company Masdar has delivered the
first wind farm in the Polynesian
island Samoa.
The 550kWe project is the second
project completed under the UAE’s
US$50mn Pacific Partnership Fund,
which is managed by the Abu Dhabi
Fund for Development (ADFD),
news agency WAM reported.
Prime Minister of Samoa, Tuilaepa
Aiono Sailele Malielegaoi, officially
opened the wind farm located on
the Samoan island of Upolu.
Sultan Ahmed Al Jaber, chairman of
Masdar, said, “This UAE- supported
project, and others like it underway
across the Pacific, unlock significant
economic and social benefits across
the region. 
“By providing local sources of
renewable energy and reducing
reliance on imported fuels, the UAE
is helping countries like Samoa to
realise their development
ambitions, while also delivering
valuable clean energy
infrastructure,” Al Jaber remarked.
The wind farm is expected to supply
1,500MWh of power per year in the
island country, thus saving
US$475,000 in annual fuel costs.

OMAN’S HAYA WATER
will invest an average of
US$259.6mn each year
on various projects in the
sultanate over the next
decade, which includes
the construction of the
sewage network, sea
fallout system and
sewage treatment plants,
according to a company
official. 
A budget of around
US$5.71bn has been
allocated for the
implementation of
projects between 2002 and 2025, Said Rashid Al
Asmi, projects general manager at Haya Water,

told Times of Oman. 
Speaking on drainage
development, Al Asmi
said that Haya Water
builds the facilities to
prevent flood and storms
and has taken measures
to prevent areas from
being flooded with
sewage when water fills
up drains. 
“We put the drainage
system around the plant
and into the wadi areas,”
he explained, adding
that the sea outfall

system developed in particular areas plays a key
role in case of any emergency. 

Omani sewage projects set for investments of US$259.6mn

OVER THE PAST 12
months, the finance
institution the
International Finance
Corportation (IFC)
has increased its
investments in vital
infrastructure across
the Middle East and
North Africa (MENA)
region, focusing on
the energy sector. 

During the 2014
fiscal year, which
ended on June 30, 
IFC committed almost
US$640mn towards
infrastructure
projects that will
enhance access to
power and affordable
transport, as well as
essential water provision in the MENA region. This
followed the US$647mn that was invested in 2013,
and continued IFC’s strategy of tackling
development challenges with innovative
infrastructure solutions, a World Bank member said. 

Mouayed Makhlouf, IFC director for the Middle
East and North Africa, said, “In the MENA region
power is a priority, because electricity shortages
are common and power demands are increasing.

“Our investments have targeted the massive
potential of renewable energy in the region, while
making sure that communities get the most from
existing resources.”

Over the past year, IFC also arranged a

US$221mn debt
package to help the
Jordan Wind Project
Company develop the
country’s first
privately-owned wind
farm with a capacity
of 117 MW. 

IFC provided a loan
of  US$25.5mn to
Dubai-based  water
and wastewater
treatment company
Metito, to provide
infrastructure for
clean drinking water
and improvements 
to    wastewater
treatment projects,
across the MENA
region and parts 
of Asia. 

IFC said that it would also invest up to
US$100mn in Saudi Arabia-based firm ACWA
Power, which will help the company significantly
increase the amount of power it generates from
renewable sources.

Iraq will see a total investment of US$10.5mn by
IFC in Nafith International, which will go towards
the construction of new truck yards and ease
freight traffic that has proven crucial for cross
border trade. 

IFC has said that it will continue to help the
private sector tackle serious development
challenges across the region, because it is uniquely
placed to provide essential services to people.

Sea outfall is a pipeline from a sewage treatment plant
(STP) into the sea

In fiscal year 2014, IFC committed US$2.2bn in total in MENA, including
US$509mn mobilised from other investors, and an advisory programme
worth a total of US$105mn spread over 96 projects

International Finance Corporation ramps up investments
in infrastructure and essential services across Middle East
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EMIRATES INTEGRATED TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Company, du, has announced that it will expand its
4G LTE network by 25 per cent by the end of 2014,
in a move that would enable faster connectivity
and downloads.

Saleem Al Beloushi, executive vice-president,
Network Development and Operations at du, said,
“Our internal analysis and monitoring of data
usage patterns on our network have shown
healthy growth in line with global trends.” 

Globally, mobile data traffic in Q1 2014
exceeded the total mobile data traffic of 2011,
according to Ericsson’s latest Mobility Report. The
same report anticipates a compound annual
growth rate of around 45 per cent between 2013
and 2019, leading to a 10 times increase by the
end of 2019, Gulf News reported.

This year, du has also introduced Voice over LTE
(VoLTE) technology, an innovative addition that
allows customers to browse the internet while
making clear voice calls. Additionally, du has held a
successful field test for LTE-A Carrier Aggregation
between the 800MHz and 1800MHz bands. This
technology allows for greater speed and reliability
for mobile subscribers, the company said.

The telecommunications company plans to
deploy IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) on its
network later in 2014, further enhancing
customers’ experience when using du’s network.

du is 39.5 per cent owned by Emirates
Investment Authority, 20.08 per cent by Mubadala
Development Company, 19.5 per cent by Emirates
Communications and Technology and the
remaining stake by public shareholders. 

Increasing du’s 4G LTE network will mean higher bandwidth for
customers and enhanced experience when downloading

New TDS NT Cable 
Diagnostic System
N TDS NT C bl

The Next Generation in 
Cable Diagnostics.

50Hz Slope Technology 
offers partial dischage 
diagnostics representa-
tive of 50 Hz network 
frequency.

TDS NT unit offers both 
VLF and Damped-AC 
voltage source.

Megger Limited
Dubai, UAE
T: 00971 4443 5489
E: mesales@megger.com

www.megger.com

du to expand 4G LTE network for improved connectivity
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Indonesian telecom firm
eyes Middle East market
PT TELEKOMUNIKASI INDONESIA
(Telkom), the telecommunications
operator in Indonesia, aims to
expand its business to Saudi Arabia
as well as other Middle East
countries this year, expecting to
benefit from the large number of
Indonesians living in and travelling to
the region.
Telkom president director Arief Yahya
said that the company would partner
with local mobile-network operators
in the region and operate as a mobile
virtual network operator (MVNO)
through its international subsidiary
PT Telekomunikasi Indonesia
International (Telin). 
An MVNO provides wireless
communication services without
owning the network infrastructure.
It partners with network operators
to access network services at
wholesale rates then sets retail
prices independently.
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Readers should verify dates and location with sponsoring organisations, as this information is sometimes subject to change.

THE LARGEST GATHERING on sustainability in the Middle East is
set to return to Abu Dhabi in early 2015, bringing together world
leaders, policy makers, business leaders and environmental
experts to discuss and debate energy and sustainability challenges.

Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week (ADSW) will take place between 18-
24 January 2015 and will be anchored by the World Future Energy
Summit (WFES) at Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre (ADNEC).  

In 2014, ADSW featured more than 32,000 participants from
170 countries, and attracted more than 650 regional and
international media representatives.

Along with WFES, the programme will feature a series of
complementary events, conferences and exhibitions such as the
International Water Summit, Abu Dhabi Renewable Energy
Conference and the Zayed Future Energy Prize Award Ceremony. 

In a sign of regional cooperation on sustainability policy issues,
the UAE Ambassador to Bahrain, Mohammed Sultan Al-Suweidi,
recently handed over an invitation to participate in ADSW from
the UAE Energy Minister Suhail bin Mohammed Al-Mazrouei to
Bahrain’s Minister of State for Electricity and Water Affairs, Dr
Abdul Hussain bin Ali Mirza.

Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week to
highlight region’s energy challenges LIGHT MIDDLE EAST will return for its

ninth edition in November highlighting
the latest products and innovations
within lighting design and technology.

Set to take place at Dubai
International Convention and Exhibition
Centre from 3-5 November 2014, the
show will provide a platform for
manufacturers, architects, designers,
consultants, engineers, construction
companies, hospitality industry
professionals and government officials.

More than 250 companies are
expected to attend the event, which is
being organised by Epoc Messe
Frankfurt, including LG, Osram, Artemide and Targetti.

Saudi Arabia and the UAE accounted for 70 per cent of the
US$2.5bn regional lighting market value in 2013, according to Frost &
Sullivan. The consultancy firm revealed that the Gulf lighting fixtures
market is expected to grow between 8 to ten per cent annually
between 2014-2018, creating a host of investment opportunities for
global manufacturers and designers working throughout the region.

Light Middle East will take place
in Dubai from 3-5 November
2014 (Photo: Asif Akbar)

The spotlight is set to shine on Dubai 
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MIDDLE EAST
AIRLINE Saudi
Airlines has
implemented a
business
intelligence (BI)
solution with
Microsoft Corp
to allow the
airline to
manage global
aviation operations.
Saudi Airlines officials stated they hoped to gain insight into
various aspects of the business by implementing the integrated
software. Once the BI project is complete, the airline plans to
extend it to its subsidiaries, such as Saudi Cargo, Saudi Catering
and Saudi Ground Services. www.technicalreview.me/it

Saudi Airlines integrates Microsoft
business intelligence solution

GULFTAINER HAS ANNOUNCED a 14 per cent year-on-year
growth in container volumes in the first six months of 2014 at
Sharjah Container Terminal (SCT).

The growth in volume was driven, in part, by the UAE-East Africa
trade route, and new projects and developments in Sharjah, the
company said.

SCT signed more than 20 new consignees and organically grew its
market share during the first half of the year, it added.
www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/logistics

Saudi Airlines will manage its airline operations using the
solution from Microsoft (Photo: Konstantin von Wedelstaedt)

Sharjah terminal records 14
per cent growth

14 Developments
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ON THE WEB

VOLVO TRUCKS
MIDDLE East has
optimised the
transport solutions
for its regional
customers in order
to help boost
productivity and
truck efficiency.
The company said
that it was
committed to
supporting Volvo Truck’s global goal of becoming the world leader
in providing sustainable transport solutions.
The Swedish premium truck manufacturer launched three new
state-of-the-art models in January 2014.
www.technicalreview.me/logistics

Volvo Trucks optimises sustainable
transport solutions

Volvo Trucks launched three new state-of-the-art models
in January 2014 (Photo: Volvo Trucks)

SCOTT SAFETY HAS launched
a new welding headtop that
provides facial and respiratory
protection for professionals in
the welding industry.

The FH4 welding headtop
provides advanced protection
from flash burn, ultraviolet
light, sparks, infrared light and
extreme heat caused by a wide
variety of welding applications, company officials said.

The device is compatible with Scott Safety Proflow 160 and
Tornado-powered respirators, both of which are available with
particulate, gas and combination filters.
www.technicalreview.me/hse

Scott Safety launches new welding
headtop equipment

GERMAN CLEAN ENERGY solutions provider Care-Energy is set to
provide solar infrastructure and related products in Lebanon.

The company will deliver products like photovoltaic (PV) systems,
storage, and infrastructure facilities to the Port of Beirut from
Hamburg, stated officials from the company.

According to the company, supplying energy in the Middle East is
expensive and challenging due to improper infrastructure. Setting
up an energy supply based on an independent, decentralised
system that does not require raw materials would offer significant
advantages to the locals.
www.technicalreview.me/power-a-water

Care Energy to provide solar solutions
to Lebanon

A round up of the leading developments and innovations recently featured on Technical Review Middle East’s online portal.
To read more or to stay up to date with all the latest industry news, visit www.technicalreview.me

Contracts for medical facilities to
reach US$9.53bn in UAE
THE DUBAI HEALTH Authority (DHA) has stated that contracts for
new medical facilities in the GCC are expected to reach US$9.53bn
by the end of 2014.

According to DHA authorities, this is a 25 per cent increase from
the expenditure in 2013, and GCC nations are set to triple healthcare
expenditure by 2018. 
www.technicalreviewmiddleeast.com/events

The equipment can protect from flash
burns, UV light and extreme heat 
(Photo: Scott Safety)
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Insulating Materials 
that save you money

Saudi Rockwool Factory is the largest manufacturer
of Rockwool insulation in the Middle East region,
providing insulation products for a secure and
sustainable living. Our wide ranges of environmental
friendly products are suitable for new buildings or
refurbishments with both commercial and residential
applications. With the benefit of new technology
Saudi Rockwool provides efficient thermal, acoustic
and fire resistance products with excellent durability.

Thanks to the unique open cell structure, Saudi
Rockwool insulations absorb the sound and make a
comfortable living with the help of acoustic ceilings,
wall insulation & poor insulation.

As an additional benefit, due to its non-combustible
property, it acts as a fire stopper without emitting
harmful smoke.

Today with the raise of energy costs, the most
practical and cost effective way to make a house
more energy efficient is by keeping it cooler in
summer and warmer in winter and save money by
lowering your electricity bills by insulating your home
with Saudi Rockwool insulation products.

P.O.Box 145, , Riyadh 11383 Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Riyadh 
Factory: +966 11 2650034
Fax: +966 11 2650089 

UAE – P.O Box 44493, Dubai
Tel. Office: +971 4 2959739 / +971 4 2940424

E-mail: sales@saudirockwool.com

www.saudirockwool.com
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THE VALUE OF planned construction
projects in the UAE is set to reach
US$315bn in 2014, according to a

new report by EC Harris, International Focus
on United Arab Emirates, Summer 2014.

“The UAE has experienced a shifting
momentum of activity over the past decade
with 2009 onwards proving to be difficult
years for the market. The dynamic has
changed from a period of negative to low
inflation over the last few years to a period
of moderate increase,” says EC Harris head
of property and social infrastructure
Christopher Seymour.

“The market is finally showing real signs of
recovery and prospective growth suggesting
that the construction market will remain
strong this year. We are seeing tenders in the
market covering the full range of projects
including large-scale programmes and also
smaller schemes right down to the small fit
out work,” Seymour adds. 

Meanwhile, the report reveals, “The UAE’s
rapid growth, urbanisation and young
population will continue to fuel demand
across leisure, infrastructure, real estate and
utilities sectors. 

“However, with GCC markets, such as
Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, undergoing
similar diversification and investment

programmes, the UAE is being placed under
further pressure as it is in close competition
with its neighbouring economies.” 

A growing number of projects in the UAE
could continue to increase construction
spend in the country towards the end of
2014 and in early 2015.

Dubai is one example where the real
estate market is becoming stronger and
more sustainable, while Abu Dhabi’s market
has remained stable through the first half of
2014. Within the past two to three years,
many large-scale projects have been
unveiled in Dubai, including Mohammed Bin
Rashid City, DWC Golf City, the Lagoons and
Deira Islands (previously known as Palm
Deira). Furthermore, Sharjah, the third
largest of the seven emirates, is expanding in
size as a large number of people from across
the Arab world have entered the emirate,
which Harris notes could increase social
infrastructure and infrastructure spend. 

Dubai Holding recently announced the
Mall of the World project, a 48mn sq ft
shopping project to be centrally located in
Dubai. According to the firm, construction of
the project will get underway during the first
quarter of 2015.

“Our ability to continue to generate solid
earnings highlights both the strength of our
financial position and the success of our
strategy that is focused on investing in
sectors vital to Dubai’s economic
development,” says Dubai Holding chairman
Mohammad Abdulla Al Gergawi. 

“We are confident that our financial
position will strengthen further once
construction starts in the strategic projects
we announced recently.” 

Damac Properties, one of the largest
luxury property development companies in
the Middle East, has announced that it will
be launching a brand new community.
AKOYA 2 will be constructed in an area
measuring 55mn sq ft and is said to be
“impressive in its design, while affordable at
the same time”. The community will be
located along Umm Suqeim Road in Dubai,
offering easy access to the rest of the city.
Conveniently located in Dubailand, Phase 1
of AKOYA 2 named Oxygen includes 3 to 6
BR townhouses starting from US$680mn.
The new development will be in close
proximity to the Arabian Ranches, Universal
Studios and the Reem Community, and a
short car ride from the centre of the city. ■

Construction activity in the UAE is growing once more, with US$212bn worth of construction projects already underway.
And now the increase in social infrastructure spend is bringing the sector to near full capacity.

UAE megaprojects set to 
total US$315bn 

16 Analysis 
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Dubai Holding
recently announced

the Mall of the
World development,

a 48mn sq ft
shopping project to
be centrally located

in the emirate 
Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2014

The Mall of the World project announced earlier this year
will be located on the Sheikh Zayed Road in Dubai 
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THE KUWAITI INFRASTRUCTURE market – defined to
include projects in the transport, power, water, and marine
sectors – is expected to grow massively over the next few

years. Awarded contracts are estimated to be worth US$7.35bn by
2015, which is a rise of more than 50 per cent on the US$4.76bn
worth of contracts awarded in 2012, according to the management
consultants and market researchers Ventures Middle East.

Progress in this sector has, however, been slower than intended in
the past. In 2010, Kuwait launched its initial investment plan, which
identified privatisation and infrastructure as essential to the
successful development of the country’s economy. Under the Kuwait
Development Plan (KDP), officials claimed that US$104bn was
required to be channelled into developing the country’s
infrastructure, which included projects to build further transport
facilities, upgrade railway services and expand ports.

This KDP reflects the fact that the Kuwaiti government recognises
the dangers its economy faces by relying whole-heartedly on its oil
sector. It demonstrates how the country's officials appreciate that if
the country is to establish a strong economy and be able call itself a
true regional powerhouse within the next few decades, in line with
the Kuwait Vision 2035, it has to build up its infrastructure.

Despite this, the initial KDP expired earlier this year and has not
necessarily been deemed an overall success. The government had

reportedly spent just 57 per cent of the allocated budget as of
January 2014, and many of the major projects were not achieved,
primarily because they were put on hold following plans by the
Ministry of Communications to review large privatisation plans. 

It was announced in August 2014, however, that a new five-year
development plan has provided renewed energy to the country’s
infrastructure development, set to run from 2015-2020. According
to a recent report by Ventures Middle East, the Kuwaiti government
has ring-fenced large sums of money for the aims of the new KDP,
with an annual budget of US$3.5bn for 2014. Reports also claim that
public private partnerships (PPP) are seen as the key to the success
of the revived KDP.

Transport expansion
One of the major infrastructure projects under the KDP is the
US$6bn expansion of Kuwait International Airport (KIA). The
programme includes a large redevelopment of KIA to significantly
increase passenger numbers. The redevelopment will focus
primarily on improvements to the buildings, fire stations, rescue
centre and service roads, as well as on the construction of a second
terminal. The new terminal is expected to be located south of the
current one and completed by September 2016. Construction of the
new terminal is reported to be worth US$3.3bn and be able to

After years of expectation and attempts to kick start major construction projects in Kuwait, its infrastructure
market is now set to pick up speed.

18 Country Focus
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Kuwaiti infrastructure is set to undergo massive
development over the next few years
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infrastructure ambitions
Kuwait renews its 
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initially handle 13mn passengers annually,
with plans to increase that to at least
25mn in the future.

Looking elsewhere in Kuwait’s transport
sector, another large-scale infrastructure
project is the Kuwait metro service, which is
estimated by Ventures Middle East to have
a project cost of US$7bn and was carried
over from the initial development plan.
With the layout recently finalised by the
Ministry of Communications, the Kuwait
metro system will consist of 61 stations
distributed along three railroads covering
all the governorates of Kuwait.
Construction is expected to begin in 2017
and the system to be operational by 2020.

Furthermore, reports claim that Kuwait is also set to channel
US$10bn into the Kuwait National Rail Road System ¬– a project to
create an integrated rail network with an estimated length of 511km
of double track.

Marine aspirations
From sky to land to the sea, the KDP also incorporates construction
developments to Kuwait’s marine infrastructure, primarily through
its US$1.2bn Mubarak al Kabir (MAK) Boubyan Island project. The
investment programme will see Boubyan, Kuwait’s largest island,
turned into an economy-boosting commercial sea port.

With these project and the country’s
overall booming infrastructure sector in
mind, 22-24 September 2014 sees the
return of The Big 5 Kuwait. As the
country’s largest building and
construction exhibition, this will follow its
successful debut last year, which saw
more than 5,000 industry professionals in
attendance. According to a recent study
quoted by the exhibition organisers,
construction contracts in Kuwait are set to
be worth US$17.5bn by the end of 2014.

“The demand for fresh technology and
new building material is steadily rising in
Kuwait, driven by robust performance of

the construction and infrastructure sector,” says The Big 5 group
event director Andy White.

“The total cost of infrastructure and construction projects in
2014 will touch US$23.2bn,” he adds. 

According to industry professionals, the ever-growing rate of
construction and infrastructure development projects in Kuwait will
go further than simply affecting those people and businesses
directly involved. 

As the demand for higher service levels grow parallel to the
investment being made, the construction projects will also drive
the expansion of the facilities management sector, which has been
lacking in the Arab state. As more buildings and infrastructure is
erected, the need for ensuring the functionality of the built
environment will also increase. Evidence of the growing attention
being paid to this sector is evident in the fact a Facility Management
Congress will be held at the International Fair in Kuwait City during
the first day of The Big 5 Kuwait. 

Mike Dalton, chairman of the British Institute of Facilities
Management, says, “In recent years, a heightened awareness of the
facilities management sector has been evident, like the growth in
large iconic buildings and the need to keep them well maintained.”

Furthermore, Bassam N Hamady, the resident engineer at Sabah
Al-Salem University City, explains, “Facilities management is badly
needed in Kuwait for many reasons; there is a lack of awareness on
the subject, [it is] not in practice and [it is] poorly used in many
facilities or where there are adverse weather conditions.”

Additionally, with all the construction projects planned or
currently underway, as well as the expected expansion of the
facilities management sector, more jobs will be available across a
range of occupations and industries. Taking into consideration the
major role the government is playing in this growth, primarily
through new PPPs and funding, it is likely that many of these new
job opportunities will be filled by local talent in line with the
government’s drive to employ more native Kuwaiti nationals.

“The public sector is moving forward with the Kuwaitization
process especially in the administration sectors, which means that
more Kuwaitis will be managing facility management contracts,”
says Hamady. 

Kuwait has big plans and expectations for the national economy
over the next five year. If the investments are realised and the
infrastructure projects are achieved, this should significantly boost
Kuwait’s role and reputation in the Gulf and alter its economy.
Looking back at recent years, however, the question is whether or
not the aims will actually be successfully implemented as stipulated
in the KDP. 

Either way, it is clear that Kuwait is determined to make changes
and, most importantly, to diversifying its oil-reliant economy. ■

Kuwait International Airport is set to undergo a US$6bn
expansion as part of the Kuwait Development Plan
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LARGE-SCALE INVESTMENT is the
main theme of this special-issue
industry round-up, but half way

through the period between successive
editions of the Middle East Electricity
exhibition it would be remiss not to outline
what’s going on at the consumer end, too.

“Volumes up, margins down” remains
the flavour of retail electrical trade as China
continues to make its manufacturing
presence felt across the globe. Photovoltaic
panel sales say it all between the lines and
columns of the latest International Trade
Statistics from the World Trade
Organisation (WTO), a useful 2013 round-
up that can be read online at www.wto.org.

The report sums up all the main electrical
and electronics sectors including telecoms
and other ICT equipment.

As with mobile phones, which continue
to offer more power and applications each
and every year, smart handhelds are now
available at below the US$100 mark in
China. The price of construction-grade PV
panels has tumbled as output has been
ramped up and feed-in tariff subsidies have
shrunk. Watch out for the same thing as
automotive battery technology and super-
capacitors improve under the influence of
innovators like Tesla.

Of course, the main sector driving the
capital end of all the electricals businesses

Common issues concerning electricity supplies affect all MENA states and, as vital transmission links continue to grow,
Technical Review ME takes a look at the sector from both global and regional perspectives, revealing the trends
that are influencing the electrical and electronics sectors.

Powering ahead in 
the electrical sector

22 Power
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The IEA estimates that investments
totalling US$7 trillion will be

required to maintain and expand
global T&D networks

“The world needs
US$48 trillion in

investment to meet
its energy needs to

2035” 
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is power generation, transmission and
distribution. On this subject, the
International Energy Agency (IEA) has
recently issued a special global report on
capital investment¹. This focuses heavily on
the escalating need for funds by the power
industries worldwide – from fuel source to
final meter – as demand soars and old plant
simply wears out. This affects the Arab
world heavily as consumption in this region
is increasing twice as fast as almost
anywhere else.

“The world needs US$48 trillion in
investment to meet its energy needs to
2035,” the report states. More than one-
third of this will be required within the
power sector alone, including US$10 trillion
for basic generation. 

Average annual spend on efficiency
measures, such as installing smart meters,
needs to rise from US$130bn today to more
than US$550bn. None of this will be
possible without credible policy
frameworks from government bodies and
stable access to long-term sources of
finance, hopefully from the private sector,
amongst others. 

New investment in renewable sources,
and in power T&D, the IEA says, will be
particularly important; investments in
these now account for around 30 per cent
of annual capital flows. Investment in
conventional thermal generation, including
in new gas-fuelled stations in the Gulf, will
swallow up much of the rest.

The report notes, “In the electricity
sector, administrative signals or regulated
rates of return have become ... the most
important drivers for investment.”

And of the cumulative global investment
bill of US$48 trillion, of which the Middle
East component summed up here forms just
a small part, around US$40 trillion will be in
energy supply alone, with the rest in
efficiency measures. Of the required
investment in global supply, US$7 trillion
will be needed to maintain and expand the
T&D networks that reach the customers
who actually settle the accounts.

More than half of the energy supply
investment will be required “just to keep
production at today’s levels”, e.g. to replace
ageing generation and distribution plant,
the IEA says.

A BP report reveals that despite stagnant global
economic growth global primary energy consumption
accelerated in 2013 (Photo: rawku5)
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Much abbreviated, the regional summary
figures that the agency presented earlier
this year can be viewed in the table to right.

While market conditions are significantly
tighter in North Africa, rapid progress
continues to be made on benefiting from
the third and final link-up phase of the Gulf
Power Grid, which now connects all six GCC
countries via the region’s brand-new 400kV
‘super-grid’. Oman in the east has been
connected to the ground-breaking power-
sharing scheme since 2011.

A second Power Trade Forum was held in
Dubai last year. Following this successful
commercial-issues meeting, the KSA-based
GCC Interconnection Authority (GCCIA)
announced that the whole scheme was now
“beyond the stage of stability and
reliability”, (i.e. delivering cross-border
emergency supplies only), according to chief
executive Eng Adnan Al-Mohaisen. 

This implies that the breakthrough joining
up of the four-plus-two subsidiary networks
ensures that member countries no longer
have to put up with significant economic
losses caused by blackouts and brownouts,
which, in turn, means huge savings in both
investment and opportunity costs for
businesses in all six states. These savings are
claimed to have amounted to US$180mn
last year alone, with more to come as the
system beds in.

GCCIA and utility officials are now
working on specific means to reduce supply
costs further by optimising the generation
and distribution pattern right across the
region, exchanging energy, including
supplies from renewable – and soon nuclear
– sources as a direct result of national

differences in the costs of generation and
demand for power, at different times, and
from different suppliers using varied fuels
and generation technologies. 

Since 2010, a full GCC-wide energy
market management system has effectively
been in operation to ensure optimisation of
supply in this way.

The location of the International
Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) in nearby
Abu Dhabi has helped this process along.
The two institutions held a successful joint
workshop in January.

Events such as Middle East Electricity
have also boosted the regional power sector

and the most recent show, held in February
2014, attracted a recorded attendance of
50,000-plus and 1,250 exhibitors from
nearly 60 countries. The event is now co-
located with the Solar Middle East trade
show further highlighting this fast-growing
sector within the regional power industry.
Both shows will return in March 2015.
Meanwhile, the annual Saudi Energy
exhibition and conference is an associated
get-together for power professionals in
Bahrain and Saudi Arabia.

And finally, according to BP’s latest
Statistical Review of World Energy² global
consumption of electricity generated by all
means grew by 2.5 per cent last year, a slight
increase on 2012, but below the decade’s
3.3 point upward trend. 

“Global primary energy consumption
accelerated in 2013, despite stagnant global
economic growth,” the oil major says.  

Of course, actual ‘demand’ for power,
much of it unmet, is almost certainly
significantly higher. Growth continues to be
fastest outside the OECD world, particularly in
the Gulf. China predictably heads the trend –
this fast developing country is now the
world’s largest player in the electricity market
– and the one which is most dependent on
atmosphere-threatening coal.

Total power demand, measured in
conventional terawatt hours and highlighted
in the table below, has grown as follows
around the world over the last two decades
says BP’s all-forms energy team. It is notable
how the Middle East region (which excludes
North Africa in this survey) heads the
aggregated regional growth trend.

In terms of national market dimensions
the KSA easily heads the GCC consumption
league, distantly followed by Kuwait, the
UAE and Qatar. ■

¹ ‘World Energy Investment Outlook’, June 2014,
www.iea.org

² June 2014, www.bp.com/statisticalreview
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Middle East Electricity attracted more than 50,000 visitors in February 2014
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Growth continues
to be fastest outside

the OECD world,
particularly in the

Gulf
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Middle East (excl. North Africa)
Average annual investments/Power generation, T&D*    Cumulative investments*

                                              Historical                    ‘New Policies’           scenario1                    NPs¹ 450s²
                                              2000-2013                  2014-2025                 2026-2035                  2014-2035

Generation                          16                                 46                                 60                                 573                      690
Transmission                       2                                   5                                   6                                    60                        57
Distribution                         5                                   14                                 16                                 165                      133
Total energy supply            107                               268                              327                               3,229                  2,762
Total energy efficiency      -                                    10                                 23                                 169                      365

All figures in US$bn
¹ based on likely common-sense emissions measures being adopted
² ambitious ‘450ppm’ CO2 scenario

                                          1993               2003                2013
Middle East 297                 542                  1,013
North America 4,013             4,873               5,181
Europe/Eurasia 4,380             4,927               5,324
World total 12,486           16,787             23,127
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WE HAVE A say in what the future will hold for us and that
proactively, as opposed to reactively, will offer us our
desired results. Each and every day we, our relatives, our

companies and even our governments are confronted with the
compulsion to make decisions and, selecting one or the other, to
move forward. At times, the decision of the greater elements of
society sets off a domino effect, the repercussion trickling down to the
nucleus. There may also be instances when the effects of the choices
made by citizens escalate to the powers that be. In most cases, the
relationship between the components of a society may not be linear –
there may be a constant push-and-pull, imposition-and-retaliation or,
at best, demand-and-submission. 

Let us contextualise the current discussion and look to the present
energy situation in the Middle East, by examining it through the
prism of ‘choices’, and study how a marginal shift in behaviour could
lead to encompassing and durative effects. 

Power at home
In the Middle East the temperature during the summer often hits as
high as 50°C and turning on the air conditioning (AC) is a foregone
conclusion; otherwise living conditions would be almost
unbearable. We believe, however, that consumers have a choice in
deciding which AC unit to buy, or in considering the long-term

lifecycle cost of an electric product instead of its first face-value
cost. We could also argue that they also have a choice in how to take
advantage of the power subsidy that they get from their
governments, and on ascertaining how much electricity is
essentially needed in their daily lives.

Studies cite that in Saudi Arabia utility users use nine times more
electricity than the citizens of four of the largest Arab countries. An
individual in Saudi Arabia consumes around 8,200kWh compared to
an average 951kWh by an individual from Egypt, Algeria, Sudan or
Morocco. Energy consumption per individual in Saudi Arabia was
observed to have risen by three per cent in 2011 and by nine per
cent in 2012. In the entire energy mix, the housing sector was
estimated to be responsible for consuming 50 per cent of the
country’s total energy production.  

Though not absolute, energy industry experts ascribe a large part
the high electricity consumption to the poor energy efficiency of AC
systems that the citizens of the region bring home. Heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems consume
approximately 51 per cent of all electricity production in the region,
and this can reach up to 70 per cent during the summer months. A
considerable number of AC systems on offer are observed to have
low-energy efficiency ratios (EERs) despite the presence and
promotion of energy efficiency standards in Middle Eastern

Changing the way we think about energy usage is key to reducing costs and emissions across the Middle East, writes
Altaaqa Global’s marketing manager Robert Bagatsing and strategic accounts director Majid Zahid.

Using power to
change the future
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Temperature and lifestyle are two major reasons
behind high energy usages in the Middle East
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countries. In most cases, air conditioners with low EERs are the
cheapest, attracting buyers to give premium to the price they see
on the tag rather than to the number of stars rating the
performance of the unit. 

What most users are not aware of is that, although units with
higher EER are more expensive, they run more efficiently, reducing
both monthly power consumption and electricity bills. More
technologically advanced units also operate longer without the need
for repair or servicing, thereby cutting on maintenance costs.

Power in the country
Industry experts have observed that the upward trend in the regional
power demand is due to the fact that most Middle Eastern
development is based on energy-intensive industries, such as
construction, manufacturing, water desalination and oil and gas. The
region’s economic conditions are also highly attractive to expatriates
and foreign businesses, which causes the Middle East’s population to
spike. Due to the region’s unique climate, residents live energy-
intensive lifestyles in their homes, offices and means of transport. 

The energy situation in the region is predicted to take more
challenging turns. In Saudi Arabia, for example, authorities are
predicting that by 2020, the demand for electricity in the Kingdom
would have increased by 30,000 MW. The World Energy Council
supports this forecast and adds that the power consumption in the
Middle East and North Africa could rise by as much as 80-114 per
cent by 2050. 

According to industry studies, there may be real dangers looming
in light of the observed depletion of the Middle East’s fossil fuel
reserves, largely due to the continuous growth of the regional power
demand and the use of domestically-produced resources. When
fossil fuel resources can no longer support the electricity
requirement, power supply may become unstable and interruptions
may occur, resulting in a myriad of negative impacts to the region’s
economy, business and people. A power interruption affecting
critical facilities, such as hospitals, airports, telecommunication
towers, data centres, and oil and gas installations, has the potential

to make an entire country or region come to a standstill, and in light
of regional integration among Middle Eastern countries,
consequences are sure to spill over into national borders.

Market projections also suggest that the persistence of the current
energy requirement patterns in the region may render Middle
Eastern countries vulnerable to economic and social instability.
Looking at Saudi Arabia as an example, the unrestrained domestic
fuel consumption in the Kingdom may hamper its ability to export oil
within a decade. Considering that more than 80 per cent of the
country’s government spending is dependent on oil, a downtrend in
the Kingdom’s oil export activities may affect its capacity to provide
for its residents’ needs in future. 

On the other hand, a limited supply to other countries could lead
to soaring prices of oil and other petroleum products, which will
consequently distress all the industries that depend on it for
production and operation. 

Predicaments and choices 
At present, the governments of the Middle East have initiated
tapping alternative sources of energy, such as the solar power, but
designing, constructing, commissioning, testing and employing
these technologies may take time and millions, if not billions, of US
dollars in initial investment. Authorities have also launched
conformity assessment schemes and energy efficiency and
conservation programmes aimed at modifying the attitude and the
behaviour of end-users towards energy consumption. Shifting the
existing paradigm, however, may take decades, if not generations,
and without curbing the present energy requirement, the region’s
existing power resources may not be able to sustain it until the
foreseeable future.

Empowered choice
While the long-term solutions are underway, countries in the Middle
East may take a proactive approach in dealing with the region’s
energy situation by hiring the services of rental power companies. 

Hiring temporary power generation plants to bridge the supply
and the demand of electricity yields many advantages, particularly
when there is a predicted delay in the completion of permanent
electricity facilities or when a considerable amount of power is
immediately needed. Interim power generators are essential,
particularly in times when the electrical grid is unstable or when
power distribution networks are unavailable. The technology is also
vital in mitigating the effects of planned or unplanned facility shut
down or of load shedding. 

Temporary power plants also have tested and recognised benefits
in times of emergencies, natural calamities, weather disturbances or
intense seasonal demand. Disasters, weather shifts, and peak power
requirements put unpredicted pressure on the region’s energy
reserves, and addressing these ad hoc cases could mean tapping
into power resources already allocated for other functions. Utilising
interim power generators in times like these not only instantly
resolves the deficiency in supply, but also precludes untoward and
long-term effects that reorganisation of energy resources may have
to a wide array of industries. 

Interim power generation facilities are sustainable, efficient and
cost-effective solutions to a gamut of energy-related challenges. They
respond to the questions of immediacy, viability and affordability.
They are highly practical, especially for short- and medium-term hire,
as building permanent facilities for provisional usage may not be the
most economical and workable choice. Temporary power plants offer
utmost flexibility, scalability and modularity to fit in any situation, for
any requirement, and to every budget. ■

28 Power

Hiring temporary power generation plants could offer a number of advantage to
utility companies
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THE UAE’S ROLE at the forefront of
sustainable innovations within the
field of construction has led to a

number of ground-breaking building projects
that are helping transform the way architects
and construction firms approach projects
within the country. 

While considerations such as cost and
delivery time remain at the forefront of the
minds of those delivering such projects,
concerns about the economics of
construction are beginning to give way to
arguments concerning sustainability, argues
Jumbo Engineering LLC (JEL) general manager
Masood Raza. 

“The UAE has taken great strides to
implement green building parameters that
are in sync with international standards and
regulations,” says Raza. He points towards
sustainability models such as the Estidama
Pearl Rating System in Abu Dhabi and the
Emirates Authority for Standardisation and
Meteorology (ESMA), who governs green
standards conformity throughout the country. 

“The UAE has also forged partnerships with
international organisations such as the US
Green Building Council, who awards the LEED
certification, the green standard that is widely
accepted as the best in the world,” says Raza.

“While the nation has a long way to go to
catch up with the advancements made in
green standards in Europe and North
America, there is clearly a firm and
progressive movement towards
implementing measures that will help UAE
achieve its sustainability goals,” he adds. 

The rapid transformation of the
construction industry, along with signs of
maturity among developers, has, Raza argues,
been taking shape hand-in-hand with a move
towards sustainable construction practices
that can help reduce long-term ownership
and operational costs. 

JEL has been increasingly contracted for its
expertise in implementing energy efficient
technologies and systems, Raza notes. 

“With the government rolling out stricter

quality and sustainability benchmarks, we
expect to see more developers utilise value
engineering inputs earlier on in the
construction process to achieve reduction in
costs and wastage of resources,” he explains. 

“With many of the international green
standards bodies represented in the UAE, the
country is uniquely poised to initiate
knowledge-sharing forums that will benefit
the entire region. 

“At JEL, we also work with and educate
consultant bodies to provide unique solutions,
such as low-power fresh air solutions and IR
reflective coatings,” Raza adds. 

JEL is currently installing low-power
consuming Air2o Hybrid Fresh air units
(170,000 cmh) at the Royce Plastics facility in
Dubai Techno Park. The units are a
combination of indirect evaporative cooling
and chilled water coils, which save more than
30 per cent of recurring power cost. 

“Given that it is a new technology and fairly
unknown in this region, it was difficult to
convince the client to buy in to the results we
promised,” Raza points out. “The solution,
however, was perfect and met the client’s
most important requirements, which were to
increase efficiencies and reduce costs.”

Enforcing standards
While Raza admits difficulties remain in
convincing property developers and landlords
to opt for ‘greener’ solutions, he calls for
government intervention to ensure standards
and regulations are met. 

“There is a bottle neck for retrofitting
green solutions in existing properties,” he
says. “The way it stands currently, it seems as
if enforcement of government regulation is
the only way forward. For new properties,
however, the government can offer incentives
for compliance, and also make certain norms
mandatory for municipal approvals.” 

Raza calls for greater awareness of the
benefits offered by green building standards,
especially to end-users, stating, “In the UAE’s
drive to become a world-class nation, core

industries such as construction and
infrastructure development need to be able
to reach a level of conformity that is
participative rather than enforced.

“At JEL, we take special care to ensure that
we deliver to the client’s requirements and, at
the same time, share the savings with the
owner in a transparent manner. Some of our
best practices include alternating large
capacity air-cooled chilled water plants with
water-cooled centrifugal chiller plants, as well
as installing cost-saving LED lighting fixtures. 

“In one instance, we successfully
redesigned a building’s air-conditioning
capacity to provide an operational average
monthly cost saving of AED30,000 (US$8,168).
JEL has also been contracted to provide MEP
services to DEWA’s sustainable office building
at Al Quoz in Dubai, a project that has been
widely acclaimed by the government for its
green standards capabilities.”

JEL’s HVAC division is ISO 9001:2000
certified, and has been contracted to work on
government and large corporations projects
in the UAE. 

“Our experience in delivering critical
projects such as the DEWA facilities,
warehouses for Abu Dhabi Ports Company,
and other such installations in free zones
across the nation have helped us create
strong synergies with green standards
authorities,” Raza concludes. ■

Masood Raza, general manager of Jumbo Engineering LLC (JEL), shares his thoughts on the implementation of green
building standards within new-build and retrofitted construction projects in the UAE.

Stimulating sustainability
within construction
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Jumbo Engineering general manager Masood Raza
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DUBAI ELECTRICITY AND Water Authority (DEWA) has
revealed that it is working to enhance its generating and
distribution capacity by increasing the use of advanced

‘smart’ technologies and introducing a network of electric vehicle
charging stations, in a bid to boost the use of electric vehicles and make
Dubai a ‘greener’ city to live in. 

According to DEWA, 100 charging stations will be set up for electric
cars across Dubai in the next two years. Dubai Silicon Oasis will be the
first community to roll out electric car charging stations, according to
Saeed Mohammed Al Tayer, MD and CEO of DEWA.

“We signed a memorandum of understanding with [the project’s
developer]. They will be setting up the stations in the smart city. We are
going to have more memorandum signing ceremonies with other
developers soon,” says Al Tayer.

The move to reduce environmental pollution across the city was
highlighted in the Smart Dubai plan with three key initiatives set out by
DEWA. Firstly, the plan outlines that more home and building owners
will be encouraged to install solar panels for domestic use and export
surplus electricity back to the grid. Secondly, DEWA has revealed that it
has set-up 70,000 smart metres so far and an extra 200,000 metres are
set to be installed during the next phase. The third initiative will see the
roll out of electric-powered vehicles. DEWA said it has joined forces
with the transport sector including car manufacturers, airports,
shopping malls, petrol stations and local transport authorities. 

“We seek to achieve that by focusing our efforts on setting up an
excellent energy infrastructure that meets the emirate’s development
needs,” says Al Tayer. 

Expo 2020 Dubai is also set to contribute to Dubai’s efforts in
becoming a ‘greener’ city. The project will highlight the development of
renewable energy in the city. Al Tayer explains it “will be a unique
opportunity for us to show the world our excellence in the public
utilities and infrastructure sectors ... and to help make our country a
leading international economic hub.” 

Expo 2020 Dubai is set to welcome 25mn visitors, with 70 per cent of
those from abroad, and will explore new innovations in the transport
and logistics sectors.

Furthermore to Dubai’s move in becoming a greener city, Dubai-
based Damac Properties plans to build a new project in Dubailand,
featuring what it called the “greenest living spaces” in the emirate.

Covering more than 55mn sq ft, the development will offer parklands,
green open spaces and private gardens. 

“Akoya Oxygen is being developed along the ethos of ‘escape the
city’ and will be a lush green environment with an upscale resort feel,”
the company states. 

Luxury residential homes will be situated near retail and hospitality
projects including a five-star hotel and a wellness centre, it adds.

“Akoya Oxygen is set to be the first community of its kind in Dubai. It
is being designed to be a masterpiece that isn’t just architecturally
accomplished, but also lives in harmony with the environment,” says
Ziad El Chaar, managing director of Damac Properties. 

“We will be relocating more than 4,000 trees into the development
to ensure cleaner air and naturally cooler temperature. This will be in
addition to many water features throughout the community.

“When we created Akoya Oxygen, we had a clear vision that is being
translated into every component of the project. From low emission
residences, to our utilising of recycled materials, all this will contribute
in transforming Akoya Oxygen into the first green luxury residential
address in Dubai.”

The new project is expected to be as environmentally friendly as
possible, with ‘keeping green’ being a focus of the new community. As
well as using energy efficient materials in the construction of the
project, the homes will also be built to meet environmental standards.
El Chaar also adds that the road network will be designed in a way to
minimise pollution.

“After the success of Akoya by Damac, Akoya Oxygen came as a
logical continuity to this brand and an important step forward in
further building on the success in terms of quality, innovation and our
association with international brands,” states El Chaar. ■
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Dubai has implemented a 10-year plan to enhance the city’s utilities’ infrastructure, which includes promoting the use of
electronic vehicles to reduce pollution and relocating more than 4,000 trees for a ‘green’ mega project.

Dubai envisages a 
‘greener’ future  
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DEWA will install 100 charging stations for electric cars across Dubai in the next two years

Expo 2020 Dubai is set to
welcome 25mn visitors, with 70

per cent of those from abroad
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The advancement in concrete technology is helping the region’s contractors meet new sustainability and durability
requirements, writes Ihab Bassiouni, country manager - UAE at Grey Matters.

Building a 
solid foundation 

34 Construction

DESPITE THE AVAILABILITY of so many building materials in
the construction industry, concrete remains one of the top
options, because it is still among the most economical,

durable and strong building materials available. Moreover, concrete
technology is advancing, enabling it to cope with the region's new
sustainability initiatives and requirements of the industry. 

The Middle East, specifically the Gulf region, is considered to have
one of the world’s most severe environments. Therefore, it is essential
we use the most up-to-date concrete technology, which we have done
for more than a decade. Although there have been no recent major
innovations in concrete technology, some of those that did not
immediately make an impression are now widely applied, such as Self-
Consolidating Concrete (SCC). Nowadays it is a must to consider SCC
for a wider use in the region's large-scale construction projects. SCC
enables different means of construction and new designs.

In the past 10 years, designers have specified concrete with
supplementary cementitious materials, such as GGBFS, PFA and Silica
Fume, to resist the harsh environmental conditions. This has
contributed to the noticeable enhanced durability of structures and,
ultimately, their service lives. It is time, however, for concrete
designers to adopt performance specifications rather than adhere to
prescriptive specifications. Performance-based specifications give
the concrete producer the opportunity to take advantage of unique
material combinations and technologies along with the flexibility of
mix optimisation, leading to a more durable product with lower life
cycle costs.

As the GCC region is close to seismically-active hotspots in Iran and
Turkey, earthquake-resistant concrete solutions have gained ground.

Dubai has increased its seismic classification from zone 2A to 2B for
buildings taller than 10 floors as well as schools and hospitals to
withstand earthquakes between 5.5 and 5.9 on the Richter scale. This
has been reflected in an increase in concrete strength requirements.

Most of the ready-mixed concrete producers in the region operate
the latest and most advanced batching plants and concrete delivery
vehicles in the world. The demand on new concrete mixing, delivery
and placing equipment has grown this year, with many ready mix
suppliers upgrading their existing fleet. Moreover, some local
authorities, such as the Dubai Municipality, have recently introduced

Buildings need to be able to resist the region's harsh environmental conditions
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new regulations to control the quality of ready mix concrete facilities
and ensure they can produce quality concrete.

‘Green’ concrete technologies
With the growing trend toward sustainability in the region, many
‘green’ concrete technologies have been made available to
contractors. These include use of sustainable materials like GGBFS
and PFA in concrete mixtures; new innovative techniques in
manufacturing cements; and use of recycled materials. Performance-
based specifications should be the cornerstone of the role that
sustainability will increasingly play in the market. Also, more
emphasis should be put on using sustainable concrete plants in the
production of concrete. Importantly, too, we need to change the
mindset of developers and contractors, persuading them that
sustainability benefits the ultimate usage of the structure and so
fights the myth of high cost attributed to the implementation of
sustainability within projects.

The International Concrete Technology Forum, to be held in Dubai
within the Middle East Concrete Exhibition, (as part of The Big 5), on
18-19 November this year, will cover topics about the latest green
concrete technologies.

Considerable variations in qualifications exist between ready-
mixed concrete producers and also within countries in the region.
This is due mainly to the varying minimum qualification requirements
set by certain authorities if they exist at all. Recently, however, there
has been a noticeable trend toward improving the skills and
qualifications of technical staff at ready mix companies, mainly
through continuing education. Unfortunately, too, many engineers
from consulting and contracting firms in the region lack the basic
knowledge in concrete technology, and this affects the quality and
progress of the job. We recommend that engineers at all levels
should be aware of basic concrete technical information. Organisations like the American Concrete Institute (ACI) and the

National Ready Mixed Concrete Association (NRMCA) provide
information on concrete technology through publications, webinars,
conferences and training courses that are accessible online or
through local agencies. 

Grey Matters services the concrete construction industry and
specifically the ready-mixed concrete sector. We offer a wide range
of services from facility certifications, personnel training 
and certifications, material and equipment supply, concrete
solutions and third-party consultancy services. We are proud to be
the first to modify international certifications to meet with the
Middle East requirements. ■

With the growing trend toward
sustainability, many ‘green’ concrete
technologies are now being used
(Photo: Piotr Ciuchta)

“As the GCC region is close to
seismically-active hotspots in
Iran and Turkey, earthquake-

resistant concrete solutions
have gained ground”
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THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR in
the GCC is likely to spend US$4.3
trillion on projects over the next 10

years, according to a report by Frost &
Sullivan, which states that the line-up of
planned projects will lead to an increase in
the demand for flooring solutions. Flooring
solutions are primarily focused in
commercial offices, data centres and elite
residential spaces, the report adds.  

Some of the highly-anticipated projects
in the Middle East include Expo 2020, the
FIFA World Cup in Qatar and Dubai’s Mall
of the World. To supplement the booming
construction sector, industry experts and
market leaders have reported a marked
increase in the demand for flooring
solutions. Concrete floor slabs, raised-
access floor systems, resin floor coating
and even luxury coatings for opulent
interiors are gaining popularity. 

In addition to existing solutions, new
technologies are making a foray into the
market through events such as Index and
the Middle Eastern Coatings Show (MECS).
DMG, organiser of the annual design trade
show Index, noted that in 2014 the total
revenue for sales generated by 700
exhibitors increased by 34 per cent on
2013’s figures, adding that growth of 140

per cent was registered by the 120
exhibitors at Workspace at INDEX. MEC is
scheduled to take place from 10 to 12
March 2015 in Dubai and will host a
number of international brands and
manufacturers including Perstorp,
Decorazioni Rivedi and Zehtner. 

The need for innovative flooring and
coating solutions has attracted a wide
range of manufacturers to the region. 

German construction and interior
projects manufacturer Avant Holding
stated that it is on track to capture a 30 per
cent share of the Middle East flooring
market over the next three years with its
innovative flooring solutions. 

Antonio Varghese, CEO of Avant Holding,

says that the company has a line of fully
sustainable interior solutions and can offer
replacements for wooden flooring. 

“When it comes to infra-development,
the UAE is taking the lead in sustainable
and eco-friendly solutions, while
embracing advanced technologies,” says
Varghese. “We understand it is highly
important to use materials that are eco-
friendly in the construction industry.” 

New and cutting-edge technologies are
also procured by construction majors in the
Middle East. Italian tinting equipment
manufacturer Corob has entry-level
dispensers and new manual gyroscopic
mixers. It also offers a broad range of high-
quality tinting systems, including mixers,
shakers, do-it-yourself (DIY) paint vending
units and optimal in-plant engineering
solution Tinting During Filling (TDF). 

Japanese technology company Konica
Minolta, meanwhile, offers advanced
colour management solutions, including
the software Colibri, which covers product
design, colour matching, quality control
and global sourcing. 

The growth of the construction sector is
having an impact on several sectors,
including the flooring industry, which is set
for a facelift in the Gulf region. ■

With construction projects estimated to cost over US$4.3 trillion in the GCC, the flooring market is set to get a new lease of life.

Floored by new 
developments in the GCC 
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Eco-friendly flooring solutions are gaining popularity in
the Middle East 
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THE DEMAND FOR flat glass products
across the GCC has continued to soar as
project developers embrace the latest in
glass technology to protect building
occupants from hot and humid conditions
outside and conserve energy from air
conditioning systems inside.

A Bowmedia report from 2013 forecasted
a 7.1 per cent rise per year in international
demand for flat glass through to 2016 to
reach 9.2bn sqm, with the global market
value of fabricated flat glass to reach
US$90bn in 2016. The rising price of glass
throughout the Middle East has also surged
due to growing demand. 

“We expect prices to go up by another
seven to 10 per cent in 2014 due to an
increase in the cost of raw materials and
surging demand across GCC and
international markets,” says Abdulaziz Bin
Yagub Al Serkal, general manager of Dubai
Investments (DI).

The glass sector has witnessed a number
of deals in recent months, with Saudi Arabia
particularly active following Qalaa Holdings

and Jeddah-based Construction Products
Holding Company (CPC) recent US$180mn
purchase of Egyptian float glass
manufacturer Sphinx Glass.

Meanwhile, in July, Japan's Asahi Glass
Company and its consolidated subsidiary
AGC Glass Europe signed a letter of intent
with Saudi Arabian glass manufacturer
Obeikan Glass Company to establish a solar
control glass coating joint venture. The
processing line for temperable solar control
glass coating will be built in Yanbu, Saudi
Arabia, where Obeikan currently operates

the largest float glass plant in the Gulf
region, with operations scheduled to start in
early 2016. 

The industry's growth is also being
reflected in the success of events such as
the biannual Gulf Glass exhibition, which
will next take place in Dubai in September
2015, after the 2013 show attracted more
than 2,300 visitors over three days.

One of the most exciting developments
within the regional glass industry has been
the announcement in late 2013 by DI, the
largest investment company listed on the
Dubai Financial Market, of the launch of the
"first-of-its-kind", coloured solar glass,
which generates energy on its own.
Emirates Insolaire, part of DI's wholly-
owned subsidiary Glass LLC, will produce
the solar glass at the Emirates Glass
manufacturing facility in the UAE, which has
been modified to adapt the new technology.

With the region at the forefront of glass
innovation, and with a host of new deals in
the pipeline, growth in the glass sector looks
set to continue for the foreseeable future.

40 Construction
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Glass industry continues to shimmer in the Gulf

The global market value of fabricated flat glass has
been forecast to hit US$90bn in 2016 
(Photo: Peter Hellebrand)
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THE 11TH ROUND of SABIC Technical
Meeting (STM), under the patronage of
Saudi Arabian Basic Industries
Corporation (SABIC), will be held 3-5
November 2014 at the Multi Event Center
in Jubail Industrial City, Saudi Arabia.

Organised by Al-Harithy Group’s ACE
Creative, STM is a specialised meeting
where SABIC officials and researchers
gather every other year to exchange
technical knowledge and get acquainted
with state-of-the-art technologies.

This year’s exhibition is touted to be
the largest exhibition in the Kingdom and
one of the largest in the Middle East, with
the theme ‘Commitment to Reliability &
Sustainability’. SABIC has invited
companies from all over the world to
present their latest products, services
and technologies to SABIC decision
makers and top professionals. 

The three-day event includes a wide range of technical
programmes like keynote speeches, workshops and paper sessions
by experts from Saudi Arabia and other parts of the world. 

An exhibition, also part of STM-11, has been drawing a growing
number of participants over the years, the organisers said. The last

exhibitor event attracted 310 participants
from 23 countries. 

STM has been attracting leading
corporations such as GE, ABB, Siemens,
Emerson, Schneider, Shell,  Yokogawa,
Emerson, Johnson Matthey, Honeywell,
Hisaka, Endress & Hauser, 3M, BASF
Corporation, HOERBIGER, GEA Group, V
Line Group and many others who have
participated consecutively in the last
three events. 

The sectors for STM-11 include
petroleum, mineral resources and
chemicals, industry and electricity,
infrastructure and development,
environment, agriculture and water,
communications and electronics,
education and training, health and safety,
operations and maintenance, and
transportation and shipping.

The STM has seen a notable growth in
the number of speakers, visitors and exhibitors that has led to a
demand for an increase in the exhibition space from 12,000 sqm to
20,000 sqm.

SABIC operates in 40 countries as the world’s second largest
diversified chemicals company.

STM-10 had 310 exhibitors and 30,000 visitors. 
(Image source: ACE Creative)

SABIC’s Technical Meeting set to return in November
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Machine construction company LiSEC will
be introducing a new product gamma at the
glasstec 2014 trade show in Düsseldorf,
Germany, to be held 21-24 October. The
series — ‘base’ — includes lines and stand-
alone machines for emerging markets, i.e.
small to medium-sized companies and
growing flat-glass processing businesses in
high-growth markets. 
Othmar Sailer, CEO of LiSEC Group, said,
“LiSEC is very successful in the high-end
segment. We now want to offer our
technology and experience in other
segments.”
Besides two production lines (an insulating
glass line and a cutting line), the base series
from LiSEC also includes stand-alone systems
like break-out tables, washing machines,
assembly presses, bending machines,
automatic butyl application machines, i.e.
everything that is required to cut flat glass
and process it into insulating glass. 
Sailer added that products in the base
gamma provide LiSEC quality at an affordable
price. “Our goal is to grow with the customer
and make our user know-how available to a
larger market. The most critical aspect for us
is that our customers are satisfied, and that
includes all segments.”
According to LiSEC, the machines in the

base series distinguish themselves through
their heavy duty design and easy operation
and have been designed for easy
installation. The entire series keeps in line
with the core concept of economy. The
spare parts are low-cost and service and
maintenance work can usually be
completed in-house. 
According to the CEO, LiSEC is consciously
introducing this product line under the
LiSEC brand, because if it has the brand
name written on it, a high price-
performance ratio throughout the product’s
life cycle is guaranteed. 
Sailer said, “These new base products are
no exception. In terms of quality and
performance, we’re uncompromising; the
additional claim ‘engineered by LiSEC’
makes this point clear.”

Another important feature of the base
product series is the fact that products
and machines only feature basic functions
in terms of automation. The machines
cannot be upgraded. They possess their
own performance features and the
number of options available has been
onsciously limited. 
Christian Krenn, management of sales at
LiSEC for base, said, “The amortisation
rate of these machines is very short, and
depending on the situation we also offer
attractive financing conditions. This will
enable many growing companies to use
the highest quality machines for the
production of high-quality glass products
from a very early stage, which will also
enable them to achieve the maximum
level of customer satisfaction.” 

LiSEC’s base series to make its debut at glasstec 2014

A cutting line of type ‘base CUT’ including loader and break-out table costs in the region of US$157,300
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FOOTBALL FANS ACROSS the Middle East have been asking
whether it would be possible to take a train from the region’s
major cities, such as Kuwait City, Riyadh or Abu Dhabi, to see

the World Cup in Qatar in 2022. The GCC planned regional rail
network will link all six countries and has been scheduled for
completion in 2018, but, according to Srinath Manda, programme
manager – transportation & logistics practice, Middle East, North
Africa and South Asia, for Frost and Sullivan, the project is still in the
design stage for the overall route linking Kuwait to Muscat. 

Each individual GCC member is currently planning or scheduling
the execution of their individual country railway networks, which
will form part of the GCC-wide rail network. Two member states,
Saudi Arabia and the UAE, have started construction, but the Gulf
Railway Authority, essential for the establishment of uniform
standards and specifications such as track gauge, signalling systems
and power source necessary for seamless cross-border traffic of
freight and people, is not yet operational. (For a summary of the
state of the project see Table 1).

The GCC Railway has been envisaged as a 1,940 km-long route,
largely running in parallel to the east coast, from Kuwait in the north to
Oman in the south. The railway will link Kuwait City in the north,
Dammam in Saudi Arabia, Manama in Bahrain, Doha in Qatar, Abu
Dhabi and Al Ain in the UAE and Muscat in Oman, carrying both
passengers and freight, and costing at least US$19bn to construct.

An exclusive look at the current state of progress of the ongoing development of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC)
Railway project, examining the drivers and the challenges behind current developments, the technology, the major
actors and problems stakeholders face. Nicholas Newman reports.

Getting on 
the right track
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Table 1: State of the GCC Rail Project – August 2014
GCC Saudi Railway Organisation and Etihad Rail have announced the 

formation of a number of joint committees to help standardise 
protocols on the network.

Oman Has announced three consultancy agreements relating to design of 
the route and has started the tendering process between Muscat and 
the border with the UAE.

Saudi Arabia Has completed around 200 km of track and is completing the 
designs for the rest of its section of track.

UAE Has completed the first phase of 266 km and trains are due to start 
commercial operations at the end of this year. 

Sources: Saudi Railway Co, Etihad Rail, International Railway Journal, Roland Berger Strategy

The total length of the GCC Railway
will be an estimated 2,177 km
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It is expected, air-conditioned diesel-powered passenger trains
will run mostly during the day at speeds of up to 200kph, while
mostly at night, container and bulk freight trains will run at 80-
120kph, according to the Gulf Petrochemicals and Chemicals
Association (GPCA) report, Gulf Rail Connection: Realizing GCC Unity
2013. Of the member states, only Saudi Arabia has any experience of
operating a railway line. Its 695 km section of the GCC rail project
forms a part of its ambitious US$97bn master plan to connect all of
its major industrial and population centres by 2040.  

The GCC Railway will have an estimated total length of 2,177 km,
including about 180 km of rail track of connecting lines to traffic-
generating facilities and other transport facilities, such as ports,
airports and industrial parks. (Each participating country’s
designated track length together with the operating company is
outlined in Table 2). 

Route benefits 
The GCC-wide rail network will drive regional economic growth by
creating a fast, environmentally-friendly and relatively cheap means
of transporting goods and people throughout the region as noted by
Dr Abdulwahab Al-Sadoun, GPCA secretary general in April 2014. 

“An integrated railway network is an important catalyst in driving
increased economic integration between GCC countries as it fosters
the region’s development agenda.” Etihad Rail has already designated
two trains to move 22,000 tonnes of sulphur a day enabling the UAE to
become one of the world’s biggest sulphur exporters and
simultaneously helping it to diversify from its primary export, oil. 

Similarly, Helmut Scholze, the Dubai-based principal of Roland
Berger Strategy Consultants, said, “The new rail connections are

likely to turn Oman into a key freight gateway for the Gulf region and
beyond, due to the development of its new ports and its favourable
geostrategic positioning for shipping routes.” 

There are also significant environmental and cost benefits. Trains
use 60-80 per cent less energy and are 30 per cent cheaper than
road transport reports MEED Insight’s MENA Rail and Metro Projects
2014. Additionally, this train network should significantly relieve car
and truck road congestion along highways, within urban areas and at
border crossings, as all GCC states enter an ambitious phase of rapid
economic development requiring huge quantities of goods and
materials to be transported. Railways would be a demonstrably
more effective means of transportation since a single freight train
can carry more than 400 lorry loads, which is equivalent to a line of
1,000 cars, according to Etihad Rail. Last, but not least, there should
be a security benefit since the new rail network, together with Saudi
Arabian plans to build a line to Red Sea port of Jeddah, will help
bypass any disruption in the Straits of Hormuz.

An estimate by the Saudi Rail Company of the impact of the GGC rail
project on passenger traffic forecasts a net increase in passenger
travel attributable to the train and a significant reduction in passenger
numbers travelling by car, bus and plane as Table 3 below shows. 

“The new rail connections are
likely to turn Oman into a key

freight gateway for the Gulf
region and beyond”

- Helmut Scholze, principal of Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

Technical Review Middle East - Issue Four 2014

Table 2: GCC Rail Project – share of member states
Operating Company Rail track Percentage 

length (km) of network
Kuwait Kuwait National Rail Road 145 6.7
Saudi Arabia Saudi Railway Co 695 31.9
Bahrain Bahrain’s 64 2.9

Ministry of Transport
Qatar Qatar Rail 283 13.0
United Arab Emirates Etihad Rail 684 31.4
Oman Oman Railway Company 306 14.1
Total 2,177 100.0
Source: Gulf Petrochemicals and Chemicals Association 2013

Table 3: Impact of completed GCC Rail Project on traffic by mode 
(Unit: 1,000 passengers)

Train Car Bus Plane Total
Before the Operation of 0 28.820 1.106 13.034 42.960
Gulf railway network
In the beginning of 3.308 27.425 989 11.670 43.392
the Operation of Gulf 
railway network
Source: Saudi Railway Company 2014

Saudi Arabia and the UAE have already started construction of their domestic rail network, but much work still remains if a region-wide rail network is to exist in the GCC
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Engines and infrastructure
It is likely that all partner railways will initially employ diesel-electric
locomotives owing to the current ultra-low price of diesel in the
region, the unreliability of electric power supply networks and the
wish to operate double stack container freight trains along the
existing SRO Riyadh-Damman port corridor, which links Saudi
Arabia’s largest port with its capital city. Saudi Railways Organisation
(SRO) and the UAE’s Etihad Railways have announced orders for
SD70ACS locomotives at a cost of at least US$2mn each from the US
firm Electro-Motive Diesel (EMD), EMD reported in June 2014. These
locomotives are powered by EMD 710-T1 engines, are equipped for
the European Train Control System (ETCS) and feature pulse
filtration systems and movable sand ploughs, ideal for operating in
harsh desert conditions. 

Project problems
Building the GCC rail project requires overcoming geological and fiscal
challenges, as well as coordinating among six countries. One of the
biggest challenges faced by train operators is the region’s desert
conditions of shifting sand dunes and extreme temperatures. 

To cope with shifting sands, engineers from Etihad Rail are looking
at Chinese soil stabilisation plant techniques, which can turn sand
dunes to clay over 20 to 30 years and Saudi Arabia’s locomotives are
being equipped with sand-sucking locomotives that push sand

particles away from the engine. This capital-intensive project may
need significant support from governments. It is unlikely that
passenger services will make a profit, leaving them dependent upon
government subsidies or cross subsidies from the profits earned
from freight transportation, Scholze notes. Governments are looking
at private-public partnerships and project bonds. 

The hitherto domination of pipelines to transport oil and gas
diminishes returns from investments in rail, notes a 2013 Frost &
Sullivan report, Strategic Insight on the Development of Rail Projects
in the Middle East and North Africa. In consequence, project
planners are considering allowing private sector companies to
operate trains as is customary in Europe. Already, the Saudi Railway
Organisation, the country’s regulator, has invited expressions of
interest for a concession to maintain and operate its North-South
Railway. An alternative is to raise a loan. Nevertheless, perhaps the
key challenge faced by the GCC countries “is the lack of coherence
between needs, expectations, country-level plans, and expected
schedules of implementation for every country individually”, says
Srinath Manda.

As for the more distant future, there are ambitious plans to
extend the rail system into Yemen in the South and Iraq and Jordan
in the north, and, ultimately, to connect into the railway networks
that link Central Asia with Europe and China. Now, however, appears
not the time considering the current security situation. ■
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Construction on rail networks in Saudi Arabia and the UAE are
already well under way (Photo: Saudi Railways Company)

A vast reduction in road traffic is expected in Saudi Arabia upon
completion of the rail project (Photo: Saudi Railways Company)

The length of the UAE's Etihad Rail network
will reach 684 km (Photo: Etihad Rail)
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THE DIVERSE ECONOMIC structure of the Middle East is
well-documented, in particular the high dependence of
Gulf and North African economies on oil and gas and the

exponential growth of Dubai and other Middle Eastern cities’
economies via the services industry. The ongoing growth of these
economies is now becoming increasingly reliant on the successful
implementation of robust data security solutions that guard
against global cybersecurity threats and the highly damaging data
loss of business-critical information.  

Numerous information security breaches and compromises
have taken place in the Middle East over the past few years,
which have targeted governments, petrochemical and financial
institutions. Recently, the Central Bank of the UAE asked a
number of banks operating in the country to block the usage of a
significant number of debit cards on the suspicion of potential
data compromise. A greater emphasis on information security is
now emerging, with many organisations investing in enterprise
security programs and the latest security solutions. 

Greater levels of data security governance anticipated
Earlier this year in Dubai, analyst house Gartner forecast that IT
infrastructure spending, comprising storage, server, and
enterprise networking equipment in the Middle East and Africa,
would reach US$3.47bn by the end of 2014, a 4.1 per cent
increase from 2013. Security and mobility were both referenced
as primary drivers for infrastructure spend in the Gulf region. 

The threat of being compromised is leading to Middle Eastern
governments and enterprises becoming increasingly aware of the
need to have clear security governance models in place. Such a
realisation requires both the application of international
standards, as well as the enforcement of enabling technologies
that can assure the proper application of data control by offering
both protection and peace of mind.

Some governments have already applied international security
standards and have Information Secure Awareness (ISA)
committees in place, as well as local customised versions of ISO
27001, for example, the Abu Dhabi Government (ADSIC V2)
Security Standard. This standard states that “sensitive
information systems should be sited in dedicated (isolated)
physical computing environment, demarcated from other
computing environments. The level of access control to this area
should be restricted to only those personnel with a verified need
for access”. 

Increasingly, organisations are accepting the need to securely
exchange, store and access data within their environment
without compromising security standards or leaking information.
There has been an increased uptake in data leakage prevention

solutions, with many governments and organisations in the
Middle East adopting ISO 27001 certification as part of their
overall enterprise security strategy. This provides the assurance
that information is not being leaked accidently by enabling
authorised end-point control on employees’ devices as well as
equipping them with high encryption devices to transfer their
corporate data safely. 

A growing emphasis on data security in the Middle East
The Middle East has traditionally been a region that prides itself
on its progressive attitude towards new technology. With a
historically strong interest in the latest technologies and new
approaches, the region has become synonymous with the early
adoption of technology. 

Against this backdrop, the demand for ultra-secure portable
storage devices is growing and this is being driven by a cultural
preference to keep data secure. Encrypted USB flash drives for
personal use are now sought after, and it is anticipated that the
number of professionals and organisations prioritising the
adoption of rigorous security processes will increase. 

Data mobility is arguably the most important security factor
that needs to be addressed in the Middle East, with the
commonplace use of unsecure USBs for the transference of data
and with growing levels of adoption of private cloud usage by
firms. The application of integrated security solutions looks set to
become increasingly important to ensure that firms are compliant
and meeting rigorous international ISO 27001 standards. 

In the face of growing international cybersecurity concerns,
organisations that endeavour to minimise data leakage through
the accidental loss of sensitive information are set to benefit from
highly-secure, encrypted devices through the ability to directly
control who has access to data and how this is shared. ■

Marwan Zalloum, distributor of iStorage secure storage products in Kuwait and managing partner of Panorama Consulting
and Business Solutions, explores the data security solutions of the future and their anticipated application in the Middle East.

Data security: 
what lies ahead?
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Firms across the region have been
heightening their integrated security
solutions in order to protect essential data
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CUMMINS HAS BEEN at the
forefront of delivering innovation,
and customer and shareholder

value, by focusing on sustainable products
and business practices. The company
attempts to do this through what it says is
“living its values and focusing on people,
products and practices”. 

Cummins focuses on leveraging its people
to strengthen the communities in which we
live, reducing emissions with innovative
products and setting goals to protect natural
resources by focusing on best practices and
process improvements. “Demanding that
everything we do leads to a cleaner,
healthier, safer environment” has been a
cornerstone of the company’s mission
statement for more than a decade. 

In 2014, for the seventh consecutive year,
Cummins was named one of the world’s
most ethical companies by Ethisphere
Institute, marking its continued
commitment to ethical leadership,
compliance practices, and corporate
responsibility.

Achieving sustainability through its
people
After nearly two years of study, Cummins
recently adopted a comprehensive plan to
reduce the company’s environmental
footprint. The plan addresses everything
from manufacturing operations to the
operation of the engines and generators it
produces. The company has been working
hard to reduce its environmental footprint
for many years, with a special focus over the
last decade on waste, water, and energy. 

Cummins claims to manufacture the
cleanest engines and generators within the
industry and has been engaged with
communities on environmental issues
through programmes such as Environmental
Challenge. Environmental Challenge is a
Cummins Corporate Responsibility initiative
wherein more than 200 Community

Involvement Teams from around the world
compete to have their projects chosen as
one of the 15 best environmental efforts of
the year. In 2013, through hundreds of
projects, more than 11,000 employees
invested more than 60,000 hours to reduce
19,000 tons of greenhouse gas (GHG), more
than four times the reduction achieved in
the previous year’s effort.

Demanding a cleaner environment
An overwhelming majority of Cummins’
environmental footprint is created by the
end use of its products. Cummins has
created a plan that commits the company to
working collaboratively with a number of
stakeholders to make a positive
environmental impact, while delivering
economic value to its customers. 

“With millions of engines and generators
in service, and customers in 190 countries
and territories, there’s no question in my
mind that Cummins has the global reach to
make a positive impact on the
environment,” said chairman and chief
executive officer Tom Linebarger. 

The work behind the Cummins Connect
series of generators is an example of greater
design efficiency and sustainability.
Technical advances in engine speeds
combined with the use of turbochargers and
other developments enabled engineers to
use the same basic engine platform to

design 12 different variations of the standby
generators, producing 20kW to 60kW of
power. 

The concept ‘Super Truck’ is another
example of sustainability achieved through
innovation. In February 2014, the President
of the United States praised the concept
‘Super Truck’ developed by Cummins and
the Peterbilt Motors Company, which during
testing under real world conditions,
achieved a 75 per cent increase in fuel
efficiency as compared to a typical truck on
the road today. In 2013, Cummins
introduced more than 70 new products or
product updates around the world, many
improving emissions and fuel efficiency or
both.

Setting examples through practices
and processes
Around the world, Cummins has been
leading by example when it comes to
emission standards by helping regulatory
bodies to challenge the norms, standards,
and art of the possible. Cummins helped
develop the first GHG emission regulations
for commercial trucks in the USA and was
the first company to have an engine
certified to meet those regulations, which
went into effect in 2014. Cummins focuses
its practices on three main areas –
compliance, pollution prevention, and
resource conservation. ■

Engine and generator manufacturer Cummins has adopted a comprehensive plan to reduce its environmental footprint
by setting measurable targets on its energy and water usage.

Cummins acts to
reduce emissions
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Cummins has adopted a comprehensive plan to reduce its environmental footprint
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THE 32–125KVA RANGE of generator
sets from FG Wilson complements
the manufacturer’s existing product

ranges and has been designed to provide a
more diverse and competitive product
offering across multiple customer segments
such as domestic, retail and industrial.  

The launch of the new product range
comes at a time when FG Wilson’s Asia Power
Systems (APS) facility in Tianjin, China,
celebrates five years in operation after being
established in 2009 in order to meet growing
production requirements.

Highlighting FG Wilson’s policy of
continued investment in its world-class
manufacturing facilities across the globe, the
APS plant in China is one of the main source
plants for the recently-opened Product
Distribution Centre (PDC), located at
Zeebrugge, Belgium. 

The facility has also achieved a series of
acclaimed industry accreditations recently -
including LEED Gold (Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design), MQ 12005 Gold,
ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 certifications.

With manufacturing plants located in the
UK, Brazil, China, India and the USA, FG
Wilson’s ‘One Global Standard’ guarantee has
acted to ensure that every one of its
generator sets has been designed to the same

global standard, with the ‘One Global
Standard’ principle applied to the new F
model range.  

An exclusive feature of the new range is
the introduction of the FG Wilson engines to
the generator set core design. Coupled with
robust components, the F models deliver a
high-quality, ready-to-run product that
meets industry standards for the value-
utility market. 

FG Wilson general manager Stephen
McKinty said, “This product range delivers, as
always, performance, serviceability and
durability with a FG Wilson engine and a
simplified choice of options,” 

He added, “This will allow us to compete in
new markets and broaden our customer base.
Such new product introductions are part of
Caterpillar’s strategic plans to position FG
Wilson as the volume brand within its Electric

Power Division for all diesel and gas generator
sets from 6.8–750kVA.

“Our ability to continually evolve our
products to meet the ever-changing needs of
customers, in a market that is more
competitive than ever, has been key to FG
Wilson retaining its global leadership position
in power generation,” he added. 

Available in non-emissions compliant
variants, suitable for non-regulated
markets and non-mobile applications
within Europe, the 32–125kVA range is
now available to order.

FG Wilson, a global brand with 48 years
of industry-leading experience in the
supply of diesel and gas generator sets
from 6.8–2,500kVA, has more than 370
authorised dealers in more than 150
countries provide global expertise, with
local advice and support. ■

FG Wilson has strengthened its position as a leading global manufacturer of diesel and gas generator sets with the
launch of its new F model range.  

FG Wilson launches 
F model range
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Workers assembling generator sets from the 
32–125kVA range

FG Wilson has more than 370 authorised dealers in
more than 150 countries

FG Wilson's new F model range
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DOOSAN’S PONTCHÂTEAU PLANT,
located in the French town of Loire
Atlantique, has manufactured its

20,000th Bobcat telehandler. The plant
produces all Bobcat telehandlers for the
world market, with telehandler design,
development, production and sales
organisations all based at the plant.

Telehandler products manager Xavier
Larroque and Pontchâteau plant manager
Laurent Gicquel joined the site’s 200-strong
workforce at an official ceremony to mark
the landmark. Larroque and Gicquel then
presented the keys of the 20,000th machine
to roll off the production line – a Bobcat
T40180 model – to the machine’s purchaser,
the Manuco dealership. 

The ceremony gave Bobcat the opportunity
to highlight the role of Pontchâteau plant in
the company’s successes. 

Gicquel remarked, “We foresee growth of
around 15 per cent in sales and 17 per cent
in turnover this year compared to 2013. This
growth is largely due to good results from
the agricultural sector, which represents
some 49 per cent of Bobcat telehandler
sales.  The remaining 51 per cent of our

sales come from the rental and construction
sectors and general industry.” 

To underline the optimism felt by Bobcat
management, various investments have
been planned for the Pontchâteau site in
2014 to boost production and take
advantage of the strong demand for
Bobcat’s French-made telehandlers.

Larroque noted, “80 per cent of our
production is exported. Apart from France,
we have a strong presence in Eastern
Europe, Germany and the Middle East.” 

The Pontchâteau site currently produces
12 different Bobcat telehandler models,

with lifting heights from five to 18 metres; a
new generation of machines is, however,
being introduced continuing the trend set
by the TL360 and TL470 models with Stage
IIIB engines and the top-of-the-range
T40140 and T40180 construction industry
models launched last year. 

Since Bobcat acquired Pontchâteau from
Sambron, the plant has gone on to
celebrate its 50th anniversary in 2013 and
is a model of industrial evolution, driven by
what the company termed “a passion for
its products and continuous investment in
its workforce”. ■

A T40180 model became the landmark 20,000th Bobcat telehandler to be manufactured at
Doosan’s Pontchâteau plant in France.

Plant produces 20,000th
Bobcat telehandler
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The 20,000th Bobcat telehandler to come off the
Pontchâteau production line
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(Left to right) Laurent Gicquel, Mickael Coutard and Michel Coutard of Manuco, Benoit Pion, Bobcat District
Manager, Northern France and Xavier Larroque
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INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECT AWARDS across the GCC, fuelled
by expenditure on rail projects, have been forecast to exceed
US$86bn in 2014, representing an increase of 77.8 per cent on

2013 figures.
Figures released by construction intelligence firm Ventures

Onsite have shown a dramatic increase in contract awards across
the region in every country except Saudi Arabia. According to
Ventures, infrastructure projects make up 16 per cent of the total
construction value of all GCC projects.

The report revealed that Qatar was set to award projects worth
a total of US$26.2bn in 2014, compared with just US$9.4bn in
2013, while Kuwait has been estimated to award contracts in the
region of US$3.45bn in 2014, close to 10 times the amount it
awarded in 2013. 

Contracts totalling more than US$15bn will be awarded in the UAE
in 2014, representing more than five times the amount awarded in
2013, while infrastructure awards in Oman will grow by US$5.5bn on
2013 figures with a total value of US$7.4bn in 2014. In Bahrain,
meanwhile, a huge jump in infrastructure contracts is expected, with
the figure rising from US$382mn in 2013 to US$3.4bn in 2014. 

The figures were released by Ventures Onsite, the intelligence
partner for Middle East Concrete and PMV Live exhibitions, which
will run alongside The Big 5 international building and construction
show set to take place in Dubai in November 2014. 

While Saudi Arabia’s forecasted awards remain the highest in the
region at US$29.34bn for 2014, it has decreased year on year from
last year’s total awards of US$33.6bn, which included the US$22.5bn
Riyadh Metro project. Ventures has estimated that the rail sector is
worth in the region of US$200bn, with the six member countries
aiming to construct an integrated GCC-wide network by 2018.

Infrastructure will be a key focus for seminar sessions at this year’s
Middle East Concrete and PMV Live exhibitions. During the first day
of the events there will be a panel session entitled ‘Market update
and future forecast of the Middle East’s infrastructure sector’, which
will look at the key issues the region has to overcome.  

Panellist Paul Groves, head of tunnelling and ground engineering
with Atkins, will also present a case study on a metro project. Atkins
is among the leading rail sector consultancies in the Middle East and
has recently set up a centre of rail excellence. The UK-based firm has

been involved in a number of major rail and metro projects in the
UAE, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, having first developed its team to
provide multi-disciplinary design and management of the civil works
on Dubai Metro seven years ago. 

Atkins director of planning and infrastructure Dr Ghassan Ziadat
said, “Existing roads are already over capacity, to the point where
congestion is having an impact on the local economy and quality of
life for residents.” 

Feras Shadid, a rail assurance and asset management consultant
who will also be a panellist at the infrastructure seminar on the first
day of the exhibitions, said that it was not simply about cutting
congestion and improving freight transport links, noting that the
railway network would create new jobs and bring environmental
benefits to the region.

“Rail networks create a more sustainable society that is not
dependent on one mode of transport for passengers and goods,”
said Shadid. “Also the environmental advantages of using railways
have been documented extensively, and the rail projects will create
a range of employment opportunities including high-tech
engineering positions.”

PMV Live and Middle East Concrete will take place at the Dubai
World Trade Centre from 17-20 November 2014. ■

Increased infrastructure spend throughout the GCC region will give a timely boost to construction firms ahead of the
return of Middle East Concrete and PMV Live in November 2014.

GCC infrastructure 
spend set to leap
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Ventures has estimated that the rail sector is worth in the region of US$200bn
(Photo: Saudi Railways Company)

Table 1: Estimated value of awarded infrastructure projects
(US$mn) in GCC countries 2014, compared with 2013

Year Qatar KSA UAE Bahrain Oman Kuwait
2013 9,426 33,609 2,939 78 1,922 382
2014 26,258 29,387 15,184 4,360 7,375 3,451

Table 2: Total value of GCC infrastructure projects (in various
stages) by country, August 2014

Country Qatar KSA UAE Bahrain Oman Kuwait
Value in US$mn 103,022 163,022 95,121 14,270 32,121 32,871
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Technical Review ME: How can The Big 5
Kuwait benefit those attending this year's
event?
Andy White: This year’s edition of The Big
5 Kuwait will offer several free education
features such as The Big 5 Kuwait FM
Congress, which will offer an informative
insight into Kuwait’s facilities
management sector and will include case
studies on Sabah Al Salem University
(Kuwait University City), Jaber Al Ahmed
Al Sabah Hospital, Misherf Pumping
Station and many more. Additionally, a
Round Table Zone will offer an interactive
platform for visitors and industry experts
to debate on topics related to Kuwait’s
construction sector. The show is also
launching a new Interiors Product Zone
where visitors will be able to source
products including bathrooms, kitchens
and sanitaryware, marble, ceramic and
stone, building services, and landscaping
products and services. 

Technical Review ME: What projects in
Kuwait have you been most impressed by
and what role will they play in boosting the
country's economy?
Andy White: Many key projects are
currently in progress in Kuwait, with two of
the most impressive being the Kuwait
Metro project and the Kuwait International
Airport development projects. The Kuwait
Metro will span more than 160 km with its
three lines and 69 stations, while the
Kuwait International Airport
redevelopment project will see the
construction of a new terminal complex,
renovation of airport buildings, and
enhancement of other facilities, such as fire
stations, rescue centres and service roads.

Technical Review ME: What can we expect
in terms of the profile of exhibitors and
visitors to this year's exhibitors?
Andy White: We are looking forward to the
participation of around 300 exhibitors from
more than 20 countries, including Kuwait,
Italy and Germany. Our visitors will include
architects, engineers, project managers,
consultants, contractors and those involved
in the procurement process. Last year we
had seven out of the top 10 ‘clients-by-

work-under-construction’ attend, including
the Kuwait Oil Company, the Kuwait
Ministry of Public Works and the Kuwait
Public Authority for Housing Welfare.

Technical Review ME: What can delegates
and participants expect from attending the
Round Table Zone and FM Congress at this
year's event? 
Andy White: The Round Table Zone will offer
an interactive platform, as industry experts
debate on relevant topics related to Kuwait’s
construction sector such as ‘What building
standards and regulation in the region should
be applicable to the Kuwait construction
market’ and ‘What factors need to be
considered when planning and scheduling
construction projects’. The participants will
get networking opportunities while getting
an in-depth analysis about challenges and
opportunities in a 45-minute debate
followed by a Q&A session. 
During the show, the supporting FM
congress will be held under three key
themes – ‘Market Outlook on the Region’s
Facilities Market’, ‘Increasing Building
Performance through FM’ and ‘Innovations
and Technologies for FM’, along with several
case studies. ■

With Big 5 Kuwait set to get underway at Kuwait International Fair on 22-24 September 2014, we speak to group event
director Andy White about his plans and hopes for the show, as it return for its second edition.

Building business
in Kuwait
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The Big 5 Kuwait will return following its first edition in 2013

Andy White, group event director, The Big 5
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Dhahran Exhibition Center in the Saudi
Arabian city of Dammam will host the
launch event of 4P Arabia from 16-18
September 2014 for plastic, petrochemical,
print and packaging sectors.

The combined three-day exhibition and
conference, sponsored by Saudi Aramco
and the Royal Commission for Jubail and
Yanbu, will aid networking for these
sectors in the Kingdom.

Split into two events, Plastics &
Petrochem Arabia features an exhibition
and a conference, while Print & Packaging
Arabia will debut  in the region. 

More than 35 senior speakers, including
director of Chemicals Growth Projects
department at Saudi Aramco, director of
Value Parks department at Sadara
Chemical Company and executive director
at the Higher Institute for Plastics
Fabrication will attend Plastics &
Petrochem Arabia conference this year. 

Featuring international organisations in

plastics and petrochemicals, including
Saudi Aramco, Royal Commission for
Jubail & Yanbu, FAAB Industries, Hel Ltd,
Chemanol, Middle East Plastic Industries &
RePall Plastic Pallets, for the first time in
the Eastern Province of Saudi Arabia, the
Printing & Packaging sector will exhibit
inside the exhibition, focusing on
innovations and new technologies.

Worth US$800mn and US$5.33bn
respectively, the Kingdom’s printing and
packaging sectors have substantially
benefitted from rising population levels,
the organisers said.

International suppliers of the latest
print and packaging solutions include
AlSanad Trading Est – Muller Martini,
Ampacet Europe SA, El-Ajou – Canon,
Graphis Pre-Press, GS Packaging, Labo
Print SA, Lanca Equipment Maintenance,
OKI Europe Ltd – Al Eqtessad Holding Co &
Sunpack Brand Packaging Est.

Alain Marhic, managing director of BME

Global and co-organiser of the exhibition
said, “It is the first time the Eastern
Province will see a show dedicated to
these industries, where so many businesses
require new ideas, fresh suppliers and
sustainable technologies to serve their
business needs.” 

Plastics, petrochemicals, printing and packaging
industries gather in Saudi Arabia 

Spanning over 10,000 sq m of exhibition space and co-
located with Plastics & Petrochem Arabia, Print &
Packaging Arabia will gather all the key industry
players of the two sectors under one roof
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BALKRISHNA INDUSTRIES LIMITED (BKT), manufacturers of ‘off-
highway’ tires, and Almuftah Tyres and Lubricants Division conducted a
technical seminar in June 2014 at the Radisson Blu Hotel in Doha, Qatar.

Chaired by Ibrahim Almuftah, managing director of the Almuftah
Group, and Anshul Samant, senior export manager of BKT, the seminar
was attended by senior delegates and clients in Qatar.

BKT showcased their OTR radial range under the sub-brand of
EARTHMAX. These are premium earth moving tires, which deliver high
performance with superior value.

BKT’s OTR radial programme has focused on future growth and new
sizes will be developed in ultra-large OTR segment, which will further
enhance their massive product range, the company said. The
association in Qatar with Almuftah is strategic and the focus is on
upcoming major activities in the construction segment.

Mostafa Afyouni, assistant workshop manager, said, “BKT tires are an
excellent quality brand with a competitive price and it covers the whole
range of OTR tires. This seminar gave us a closer look on BKT tires range,
especially on the Radial OTR.”

According to the company, over the years, BKT has emerged as a
global leader in the ‘off-highway’ tire segment. BKT is reportedly the
largest exporter of tires from India, exporting to 130 countries around
the world. The vision is to achieve 10 per cent of the world market share
in off-highway by 2015 and US$2bn in sales revenue by 2020.

Terming itself as a ‘one stop shop’ for ‘off-highway’ tire requirements,
BKT has a vast range of more than 2,300 SKUs. Every year, BKT

introduces over 150 new SKUs to its range.
The company said that its new state-of-the-art plant at Bhuj is a

massive investment of over US$500mn. The new facility is spread over
300 acres, which will include a huge testing track for their range of tires.

BKT now plans to schedule regular market visits with Almuftah to
facilitate better customer service. The radial OTR range has already
generated great interest with the end users. The performance has led to
increased product demand from Qatari market.

BKT now plans to schedule regular market visits with Almuftah to facilitate better
customer service

Balkrishna Industries Limited holds tire seminar in Qatar
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THE UPGRADED VERSION of the Case IH websites offers an easy-
to-navigate interface and has improved content for Middle East
and Africa.

The new Case IH websites for Africa and the Middle East went
live in July 2014, offering comprehensive information about the
brand’s full range of products and services available to farmers in
these regions. The new overhauled website presents a fresh,
user-friendly interface.

The variety of materials on the site is offered in different
formats, exploiting the possibilities offered by the digital
medium. For instance, brochures on all the products can be
browsed with Flip Viewer as well as being available for
downloading. Direct links to the YouTube channels Case IH Africa
and Case IH Middle East make it easy to access videos on the
latest Case IH news and products in the region.

The Media Centre section only contains material specific to
Africa and the Middle East. The ‘About Case IH’ section has also
been expanded with informative material, which includes a page
dedicated to plant tours of the brand’s manufacturing sites, an
informative history of Case IH and the brand’s vision. 

Customers of Case IH can purchase branded merchandising and
work wear in the ‘FanShop’, the online store.

In the ‘Contact Us’ section visitors to the site can be put directly
in touch with Case IH’s Customer Care team, who will promptly
take care of replying to queries or resolving any issues raised.
The URL of the two websites are as follows: 
Case IH Middle East: www.caseih.com/middleeast  
Case IH Africa: www.caseih.com/africa

Case IH launches new websites for
Middle East and Africa

ATLAS COPCO AND industrial generator brand Gesan have
announced a collaboration to provide ‘Predictable Power’ solutions
to a wider range of industries, such as construction, rental, mining,
oil and gas, healthcare, data centres, telecom, manufacturing,
government, and transportation. The company will offer industry-
specific products through a network of expert dealers.

Ben van Hove, vice-
president, Marketing
Portable Power with Atlas
Copco Portable Energy,
said, “Atlas Copco is a
strong, global brand and
Gesan has a reputation
for delivering quality
industrial power
solutions.”

The Gesan line
generators will have their

own design in line with the Atlas Copco product branding. Unit
names will follow the Atlas Copco naming standards, with all existing
Gesan products to be renamed by the end of 2014, the company said.

With this alliance, Atlas Copco will operate a dual market
approach. The generators for industries such as oil and gas,
construction, mining, and rental will continue to be sold through the
Atlas Copco customer centres. Atlas Copco Gesan solutions will be
distributed via a dealer network that will cover segments such as
healthcare, data centres, telecom, manufacturing, government, and
transportation. 

Gesan is a dedicated Atlas Copco product line
since 2011, according to company sources

Atlas Copco and Gesan join hands to
expand Predictable Power offerings
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YOKOGAWA ELECTRIC CORPORATION has launched the Energy
Performance Analytics (EP-Analytics) software tool that uses
energy performance indicators (EnPI) to track energy being
consumed in a plant

The tool identifies gaps between EnPI targets and actual
performance, and helps identify countermeasures to improve
energy performance. 

The EP-Analytics software is powered by the Visual MESA™ energy
management and optimisation solution, stated officials from
Yokogawa. The EP-Analytics plant energy performance visualisation
software is based on Yokogawa’s know-how in production processes
and operations.  

Kim Hock Teo, head of the solutions service business headquarters'
advanced solutions business division, said, “Energy regulations are
becoming stringent and this is driving up energy costs. It is clear that our
customers are looking for ways to make more effective use of sensors
and controllers to improve their energy performance.”

The device has a rigorous calculation engine, which uses first
principle modeling to precisely calculate how much energy is being
consumed by turbines, boilers, and other plant systems and equipment.
It also calculates the mass balance of the steam and other forms of
energy that are supplied to the production processes, and thus can
quantify energy losses and other imbalances in the overall system.

EP-Analytics software supports ISO50001 methodologies such as the
plan-do-check-act (PDCA) cycle as well as activities such as
management reviews. The British Standards Institution (BSI) has
assessed the EP-Analytics software scope and functionality with regard
to the key requirements of the ISO50001:2011E standard. BSI confirms
that it is faithfully represented in a Yokogawa report elaborating the
functionalities of EP-Analytics that it can be used to reliably visualise
data and achieve conformity with ISO50001:2011E.

The new software helps track energy usage and save costs 

Yokogawa launches energy performance analytics software

EMERSON PROCESS MANAGEMENT has enhanced the
Rosemount Analytical 6888 In Site flue gas O2 analyser with
new diagnostics, which help maintain optimum levels of oxygen
in flue gas.

Optimising O2 levels in flue gas helps maintain combustion
efficiency of large boilers and industrial furnaces at an ideal
level. The 6888 enhancements decrease machine
maintenance and improve measurement accuracy, stated
officials from Emerson. 

According to the company, the 6888 incorporates a
“calibration recommended” diagnostic with gas-switching
solenoids embedded within the probe electronics, making
automatic calibration easier than ever, and maintaining the
best accuracy possible. The embedded diagnostic reduces the
cost of providing and installing a separate solenoid box, and
also reduces the effort to wire and pipe between the probe and
electronics, decreasing man-hour
requirements. Additionally, the
calibration recommended diagnostic
removes the need to conduct
calibrations on a schedule,
eliminating many validations. The
new analyser also includes a
‘plugged diffuser/filter’ diagnostic
for applications that have fly ash or
other particulate entrained in the flue
gases, which further reduces personnel
time and maintenance as well as helps ensure accuracy. 

Another new feature of the 6888 is a variable insertion
option, which permits ideal placement of the probe into the
flue gas duct. With standard length probes from 0.5 m to 3.65

m in horizontal or vertical installation, the probe can be
adjusted at any time online to characterise stratification across
large ducts.

Doug Simmer, combustion analyser worldwide product
manager for Emerson Process Management, said, “The new
6888 has raised the bar on flue gas analyser operation while
maintaining exceptional economy for our customers. In
today’s industrial applications, where budgets are tight and
personnel time limited, the 6888 provides essential analysis
of combustion efficiency, while significantly reducing
maintenance time and the cost of unnecessary calibrations –
all in an affordable analyser with great accuracy. This
improved accuracy not only provides better combustion
efficiency, but can also minimise the production of
greenhouse gases such as CO2, and of thermal NOx.” Easy to
use and integrate, the 6888 is fully field-repairable. All active
components can be replaced, including the diffuser and filter,
sensing cell, heater and thermocouple, and all electronics

cards. The 6888 offers HART and
FOUNDATION fieldbus digital

communications, and can also be
configured with the optional Smart

Wireless THUM adapter for
wireless operation.

Emerson Process Management enhances device to optimise O2 levels in flue gas 

The enhanced 6888 optimises machine
accuracy and efficiency 
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Gensets
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Section One: Suppliers of Equipment and Services

A.E.Z. S.r.l.

Via Chiesaccia, 13
Calcara di Crespellano
Bologna
40056
Italy
Tel: +39 051 739099
Fax: +39 051 739094
Web: www.aezitaly.com
E-mail: info@aezitaly.com
beatrice.tassi@aezitaly.com

Electronic controllers and devices for
generating sets: Digital genset controllers,
engine start & engine protection units,
speed governors, battery chargers,
automatic voltage regulators, remote
genset management systems - control
motorpumps devices - genset
switchboards and control panels - load and
test banks for genset application: resistive
load banks and dummy loads, inductive
loads, complete equipment and control
software for automatic genset testing and
certification - control systems for “Green”
power production plants: LT and HT
switchboards for the control and command
of genset for power production in parallel to
mains, systems and solutions for the
automation of power production plants
energised by gas, biogas or vegetable oil
fuels.

ABZ Aggregate-Bau GmbH & Co. KG

Gutenbergstr. 11
Henstedt-Ulzburg
24558
Germany
Tel: +49 4193 90360
Fax: +49 4193 93473
Web: www.abz-power.com
E-mail: info@abz-power.com

ABZ manufactures, installs and services
custom-built diesel gensets of 50 kVA to
5000 kVA capacity for continuous, stand by
or peak load operation for all possible
applications as stationary, mobile,
containerized or canopied units. A wide
range of control systems and switchboards
for all kinds of operations is available.

Aggreko Middle East Ltd.

PO Box 16875
Jebel Ali, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8086100
Fax: +971 4 8831827
Web: www.me.aggreko.com
E-mail: rentals@aggreko.ae

Aggreko has grown to become the world’s
leading provider of rental power and
temperature control solutions and offers
round-the-clock service, support and
equipment availability in the Middle East
through a network of twelve locations.
Aggreko serves a diverse market from
construction sites to quarrying, oil & gas to
refineries and events.

Aksa Power Generation FZE

PO Box 18167
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8809140
Fax: +971 4 8809141
Web: www.aksauae.ae
E-mail: sales@aksauae.ae

For 30 years, Aksa Power Generation has
manufactured generating sets from 1 kVA
upto 2500 kVA, supplies comprehensive
spare parts, rental solutions and a
customer-focused after sales service all
around the world.

ALAA Industrial Equipment Factory

PO Box 9998
Dammam
31423
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 13 8470033
Fax: +966 13 8470077
Web: www.afi.com.sa
E-mail: afi@afi.com.sa

For more information on our Middle East
offices, please log on to our website.

Alfanar

PO Box 301
Alfanar Building Northern Ring Road
Alnafal, Riyadh, 11411, Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 920006111
Fax: +966 1 12756699
Web: www.alfanar.com
E-mail: hossam.fashtaki@alfanar.com

Headquartered in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia,
Alfanar operates construction and
manufacturing businesses, design &
development centers and a host of facilities
in the Middle East and other countries.
Alfanar is deeply involved in manufacturing
low, medium & high voltage electrical
products as well as executing turnkey
construction projects and allied engineering
services.

Alkhorayef Commercial Co.

PO Box 281808, Riyadh, 11392
Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 11 4955452
Fax: +966 11 2134716
Web: www.alkhorayefcommercial.com
E-mail: msd@alkhorayef.com

Alkhorayef Commercial Company is an
authorized dealer of Volvo and John-Deer
Engines & Broadcrown Diesel Gensets in
KSA. We produce ‘’Gulfpower’’ Diesel-
Gensets.
• Our diesel-gensets comprise of Volvo &

John-Deere Engines with Stamford
Alternator. Range 32 kVA - 750 kVA.

• Broadcrown comprise of Cummins
Engines with Stamford Alternators. Range
750 kVA - 4000kVA.

Altaaqa Global CAT Rental Power

PO Box 262989, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8808006
Fax: +971 4 8808007
Web: www.altaaqaglobal.com
E-mail: rbagatsing@altaaqaglobal.com

Altaaqa Global, subsidiary of Zahid Group,
has been selected by Caterpillar Inc. to
deliver multi-megawatt turnkey temporary

power solutions. The company owns,
mobilizes, installs, and operates temporary
independent power plants at customer
sites, focusing on markets in Sub-Sahara
Africa, Central Asia, Indian Subcontinent,
Latin America, South East Asia and MENA.

Anhui EvoTec Power Generation 
Co. Ltd.

No. 9, Suhe Road
Lujiang Economic Development Zone
Hefei, Anhui Province, 231500
China
Tel: +86 551 87717188
Fax: +86 551 87868333
Web: www.evotecpower.com
E-mail: jameslai@evotecpower.net
gm@evotecpower.com

EvoTec Power is a reputable manufacturer
of 3 Phase AC Synchronous Generators,
with both single and double bearing
configuration, power output up to 4000kVA,
50-60Hz of low, medium and high voltage
(up to 11kV).
EvoTec Power alternators are well-proven
for its superior performance, high quality,
long operational life-span, compact design,
superb outlook finishing and has
successfully registered 8 design technology
patents in China.

Ansaldo Energia

Via Nicola Lorenzi
8, 16152
Italy
Tel: +39 010 6551
Fax: +39 010 6553411
Web: www.ansaldoenergia.com
E-mail: ansaldoenergia@aen.ansaldo.it

Ansaldo Energia is Italy’s largest supplier,
installer and service provider for power
generation plants and components and one
of the world’s leading players in the sector.
It’s a full-cycle, integrated operator, with the
capabilities to build turnkey power plants
on green field sites using its own
technology and its own independent
design, production construction,
commissioning  and service resources.
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Ansaldo Thomassen Gulf

PO Box 427, Abu Dhabi, UAE
Tel: +971 2 6119500
Web: www.ansaldothomassengulf.com
E-mail: info@athgulf.ae

Ansaldo Thomassen Gulf (ATG), located in
Abu Dhabi, is the Center of Excellence for
Ansaldo Energia in the Middle East offering
state-of-the-art repair and refurbishment
capabilities of gas turbine components
including the complete repair cycle of gas
turbine rotating blades from chemical
stripping to coating and heat treatments.
ATG covers GE parts (GE Frame Size
5001/6B/6FA:26,3/39,16/70,14 MW ISO at
5100 rpm; GE Frame Size 9E/9FA:
123,4/226,5 MW ISO at 3000 rpm; GE
Frame Size 7EA/7FA: 128/172 MW ISO at
3600 rpm) as well as Ansaldo Energia
(AE94.2) serving the local Middle East
market and Ansaldo Energia AE94.2
worldwide fleet.

Ascot S.r.l.

Zona Industriale, Terza Strada
Gela (CL), 93012, Italy
Tel: +39 0933 901192
Fax: +39 0933 917682
Web: www.ascotinternational.it
E-mail: sales@ascotinternational.it

Tailor made generating sets built to
customer specifications. Special design for
telecom, industry, defence, hospitals etc.
Range 10 - 2500 kVA
DC Generators for special purposes,
harsh environments - designed for Africa
and the Middle East.

Atlas Copco

Atlas Copco Services Middle East
PO Box 122778, Gold & Diamond Park
2119-2126 Building 2, Al Quoz, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 7040111
Fax: +971 4 3233961
Web: www.atlascopco.com/aeus
E-mail: info.acsme@bh.atlascopco.com

Atlas Copco is a world-leading provider of
sustainable productivity solutions. The
Group serves customers with innovative
compressors, vacuum solutions and air
treatment systems, construction and
mining equipment, power tools and
assembly systems. Founded in 1873 and
based in Stockholm, Sweden. We have a
global reach spanning more than 180
countries.

Beijing Kadara Science & Technology
Development Co. Ltd.

No. 509 Shining Tower
35 Xueyuan Road Haidian District
Beijing, 100191, China
Tel: +86 10 82318499
Fax: +86 10 82318490
Web: www.kadara.cc
E-mail: czf@kdl.com.cn

Kadara engages in professional design and

supply various power equipment such as
gasoline generator, diesel generator,
welding generator and ATS. The generator
brand is BINSON from 0.5kVA to 1000kVA.

Broadcrown Ltd.

Airfield Industrial Estate
Hixon, Stafford, Staffordshire
ST18 0PF
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1889 272200
Fax: +44 1889 272220
Web: www.broadcrown.com
E-mail: info@broadcrown.co.uk

Broadcrown is a leading independent
manufacturer of standard generator sets
and bespoke power generation systems
from 6kVA to +30mVA. All generators
systems are manufactured in our UK
factories and carry worldwide warranties.
Broadcrown designs, delivers and supports
highly specified power generation systems,
including renewable energy power plants.
Agents: 
Saudi Arabia - AlKhorayef (Broadcrown Ltd.)

Caterpillar Electric Power

PO Box 0610
Mossville
61552-0610
USA
Web: www.catelectricpowerinfo.com
E-mail: cat_power@cat.com

Caterpillar has been building engines and
electric power systems for more than 80
years. Supported by the worldwide Cat®
dealer network, Caterpillar offers integrated
power systems with a broad range of
products pre-configured to work together
for optimum performance.

CG

PO Box 341201
Dubai Silicon Oasis E/6/7
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 3724667
Fax: +971 4 3724677
Web: www.cgglobal.com
E-mail: middleeast@cgglobal.com

With over 75 years of experience in the
energy sector, CG is an established
manufacturer of three-phase distribution
and power transformers and a strong
competitor in the market of substations,
integrated solutions, automation systems
and services. At CG we continually focus on
providing smart solutions to our customers
challenges.

Claude Lyons Ltd.

Brook Road
Waltham Cross, Hertfordshire
EN8 7LR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1992 768888
Fax: +44 1992 788000
Web: www.claudelyons.co.uk
E-mail: info@claudelyons.co.uk

COELMO spa

Agglomerato Industriale ASI
Acerra (NA), 80011
Italy
Tel: +39 081 8039731
Fax: +39 081 8039724
Web: www.coelmo.it
E-mail: sales@coelmo.it

COELMO is one of the oldest European
manufactures of industrial and marine
generators from 3kVA up to 3000kVA.
Based in Italy, with a large stock of
Generating Sets available to be shipped
overnight to any destination in the world.
Company profile, products and models are
available online at www.coelmo.it
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - COELMO (JTL branch)

ComAp

Kundratka 2359/17
Prague 8, 18000
Czech Republic
Tel: +420 2 46012111
Fax: +420 2 66316647
Web: www.comap.cz
E-mail: info.comap.cz

ComAp is a dynamic international company
with reputation for delivering innovative
electronic solutions to the on-site power
generation and industrial engine markets. A
demanding global customer base ensures
quality and flexible design in all ComAp
products. Our portfolio covers power
generation and engine-driven applications
all over the world.

CRE Technology

130 Allée Charles Victor Naudin
Zone des Templiers
Sophia-Antipolis
Biot, 06410, France
Tel: +33 492 388682
Fax: +33 492 388683
Web: www.cretechnology.com
E-mail: info@cretechnology.com

Genset control and paralleling unit (all-in-
one), Man/Auto synchronizer and load
sharer, marine paralleling, compact genset
control unit, marine range, battery
chargers, power metering.
Agents: 
Cyprus - Industrial & Marine Electrical Solutions
Iraq - Speed Electro
Qatar - Progress Building Materials Qatar WLL
United Arab Emirates - Ocean Automation Solutions

LLC

Cummins Generator Technologies
Ltd.

Fountain Court
Lynch Wood
Peterborough
PE2 6FZ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1733 395300
Fax: +44 1780 484100
Web: www.stamford-avk.com
E-mail: info@
cumminsgeneratortechnologies.com

Cummins Middle East FZE

PO Box 17636, South Zone 2
Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8809911/800
Fax: +971 4 8860518/9
Web: www.middleeast.cummins.com
E-mail: cummins.middleeast@
cummins.com

Cummins Middle East FZE, the first wholly-
owned Cummins Inc. Distributor in the
region, was established in 2000, and
covers United Arab Emirates, Bahrain,
Qatar, Yemen, Oman, Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia, Kuwait, Jordan, Iraq, Lebanon,
Afghanistan and Pakistan. CPG (Cummins
Power Generation) offers one of the widest
ranges in diesel power generators, from
8kVA till 3325kVA.

Dale Power Solutions

PO Box 487282, Suite 28, 33rd Floor
HDS Business Centre, Cluster M1
Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 3641228
Web: www.dalepowersolutions.com
E-mail: info@dalepowersolutions.com

Founded in 1935 as a diesel generator
manufacturer, Dale Power Solutions has
since grown into a manufacturer of UPS
systems, AC/DC systems and generators
which manage and provide back-up
electricity and can ensure a smooth transition
between mains and generator power. On top
of this we can provide turnkey solutions -
keeping your power in safe hands.

Deep Sea Electronics PLC

Highfield House, Hunmanby Indl. Estate
Hunmanby, North Yorkshire
England, YO14 0PH, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1723 890099
Fax: +44 1723 893303
Web: www.deepseaplc.com
E-mail: sales@deepseaplc.com

DSE is a UK manufacturer of genset and
ATS controls, battery chargers & power
supplies. With an outstanding worldwide
reputation for a range of expertly
engineered products that offer user-friendly
operation and with 24hr global support
there’s no surprise DSE is the world’s
Number 1.
Agents: 
Kuwait - Al Fajr Al Jadid
Oman - UES

Dmeco Engineering S.r.l.

Via P. Togliatti, 27, Noci (BA)
70015, Italy
Tel: +39 080 3482720
Fax: +39 080 3482720
Web: www.dmecoitalia.com
E-mail: donatomottola@dmecoitalia.com

Today Dmeco Engineering represent an
important reality in Italy and worldwide
operating in soundproofing sector for genset
as well as all that concerns the reduction of
noise level. Dmeco Engineering stands for
competence and professionalism placing
itself on top of the soundproofing sector.
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Eksen Teknik Sunger San. 
ve Tic. Ltd. Sti.

Zuhuratbaba Mah
Sukran Ciftligi Sk. 49/10
Bakirkoy, Istanbul
Turkey
Tel: +90 212 5831241
Fax: +90 212 5831285
Web: www.eksensunger.com
E-mail: info@eksensunger.com

Eksen specializing in technical foams
delivers the best combination of functions
in acoustic comfort with fire-safe products.
Procell® Flame proof acoustical foam, PE,
EPDM and rubber tapes, seals and auxiliary
items are customized for clients
requirements for gen-set enclosures,
engine housing linings, lagging in air-
ducting & hvac applications.

Elcos S.r.l.

SS 234 km 58,250
Grumello Cremonese (CR)
26023
Italy
Tel: +39 0372 72330
Fax: +39 0372 7233220
Web: www.elcos.net
E-mail: info@elcos.net

A company specialised in the design,
development and manufacturing of gensets
from 1kVA to 3000kVA, lighting towers and
energy generation products.

Endress Power Generators

Neckartenzlinger Strasse 39
Bempflingen
72658
Germany
Tel: +49 7123 973745
Fax: +49 7123 973750
Web: www.endress-generator.com
E-mail: export@endress-generator.com

German Manufacturer of power generators
for construction and rental industry and
supplier to civil defense untis like
firebrigades, vechicle builders or disaster
management units. We can provide smart
generator solutions from 2 - 3,500kVA
including remote control and monitoring
systems for mobile and stationary use.

Enrogen Ltd.

Electricity Building
Belenheim Road
Pocklington Ind. Est.
York
YO42 1NR
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1759 307070
Fax: +44 1759 305070
Web: www.enrogen.com
E-mail: mail@enrogen.com

Enrogen supply, install and maintain diesel
generating sets from 10kVA to 2500kVA. All
our generating sets are of United Kingdom
origin, powered by Perkins, Sisu, Scania
and Mitsubishi engines at 1500 rpm. We
can also assist with spare parts, switch-
gear and distribution panels. Standard
changeovers range from 63A to 4000A.

FAMCO (Al-Futtaim Auto &
Machinery Co. LLC)

PO Box 5502
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 2135100
Fax: +971 4 2135400
Web: www.famcouae.com
E-mail: famco@alfuttaim.ae

FAMCO is a market leading supplier of
products and services to a diverse range of
industries and commercial undertakings
covering the transportation, construction,
manufacturing, warehousing, oil & gas and
marine sectors. FAMCO serves these
industries with world-class brands like
Yanmar generators & Himoinsa generators
& lighting towers, Volvo, Merlo, Ingersoll
Rand, Linde, Dexion, Hart, Nassau, Stertil &
Stanley Proto. FAMCO’s operations cover
the entire UAE, with bases in Dubai, Abu
Dhabi, Al Ain and Ras Al Khaimah, plus
branches across Saudi Arabia, Oman and
Qatar. The company’s development and
success has been based on an in-depth
understanding of customer needs and the
dedication of its skilled staff.

FG Wilson

1 Millennium Way
Springvale Business Park
Springfield Road, Belfast
County Antrim
Northern Ireland
BT12 7AL, United Kingdom
Web: www.fgwilson.com

FG Wilson provides reliable, fuel-efficient
diesel and gas generator sets from 6.8 -
2,500kVA, that are designed and
manufactured to the highest UK standards.
Coupled with our global product availability
via our product distribution centres and
expert local support through our worldwide
dealer network, we have the power to
deliver.

Firefly Hybrid Power Generators

Unit 20
Cliffe Industrial Estate
South Street, Lewes, BN8 6JL
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1273 409595
Web: www.fireflycleanenergy.co.uk
E-mail: info@fireflycleanenergy.co.uk

Firefly’s Cygnus® Hybrid Power Generator
is a clean energy storage solution that
integrates a range of power sources for
base load management, Off Grid and UPS.
Cygnus® can be linked to any diesel
generator and  solar to optimise energy
efficiency, saving up to 50% in diesel fuel
consumption, CO2 and runtime.

First Forever Co. Ltd.

New Taipei City North Deep Pit Road
Section 151, No. 151, Sec 1
Pei Shen Road, Shen-Keng District
New Taipei City, 22246
Taiwan
Tel: +886 2 26627367
Fax: +886 2 26627882/3
Web: www.kudostools.com
E-mail: sales@kudostools.com

Forest City Export Services Ltd.

Bowden Hall, Bowden Lane
Marple, Cheshire, England, SK6 6NE
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 161 4490660/0770
Fax: +44 161 4490880
Web: www.forestcitygenerators.com
E-mail: forestcity@compuserve.com

Supplier of diesel generator sets from 7.5 –
3045kVA, powered by Perkins, Volvo, MTU
and Deutz engines coupled to Stamford or
Mecc-Alte alternators. Various control
systems. Sound attenuated enclosures. All
associated original manufacturers spare
parts.

FPT Industrial S.p.A.

Via Puglia 15, Torino, 10156
Italy
Tel: +39 011 0072111
Fax: +39 011 0074555
Web: www.fptindustrial.com
E-mail: marketing1@fptindustrial.com

FPT Industrial is dedicated to design,
production and sale of powertrains for on-
off road, marine and power generation
applications. The company is characterized
by wide range of products (engines from 31
to 740 kw and transmissions with
maximum torque from 300 to 500 nm) and
close focus on R&D activities.

G&J Technical Services Limited

PO Box KA 30249, Energy House 2
43 Ring Road West
Accra, Ghana
Tel: +233 302 689178/9/682177/8
Fax: +233 302 689177
Web: www.gjtechghana.com
E-mail: sales@gjtechghana.com
customer.service@gjtechghana.com

We are a company solely involved in the
sale, installation and maintenance of diesel
engine driven generating sets. Since 1994,
we have supported various sectors of the
Ghanaian economy through back-up power
supply to a total of over 250 megawatts.
Our operations are backed by first class
aftersales support.

GE Jenbacher GmbH & Co. OG

Achenseestrasse 1-3, Jenbach
6200, Austria
Tel: +43 5244 6000
Fax: +43 5244 600548
Web: www.ge-distributedpower.com

Gencoeec Ltd.

Units 3/7/8, Pit Lane, Ketton
Lincolnshire, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1780 721619
Fax: +44 1780 721385
Web: www.gencoeec.co.uk
E-mail: generators@gencoeec.co.uk

Brushless low maintenance long life
alternators 4 & 2 pole 5 - 85 kVA single/two
bearing.

Genmac S.r.l. - Power Products

Via Don Minzoni, 13, Gualtieri (RE)
42044, Italy
Tel: +39 0522 222311
Fax: +39 0522 829218
Web: www.genmac.it
E-mail: info@genmac.it

Genmac is Italian manufacturer of
generators:
• Open, super silent and in container
• Power range: from 2kVA up to 1000kVA

and over in parallel
• Engines: Subaru, Lombardini, Perkins,

Cummins, Deutz, Iveco, John Deere,
General Motors

• Alternators: Mecc Alte, Stamford
• 3000rpm/1500rpm in 50Hz and 

3600rpm/1800rpm in 60Hz
• Diesel, Gasoline and Gas (Natural Gas

and LPG)
• Automatic Transfer switches, external

fuel tanks, trailer
• Spare parts availability
• Welders

Genmac is distributed in over 40 Countries.

Greaves Cotton Ltd.

Industry Manor
Appasaheb Marathe Marg
Prabhadevi, Mumbai, 400025, India
Tel: +91 22 24397575
Fax: +91 22 24377730
Web: www.greavescotton.com
E-mail: rahul.rao@greavescotton.com
Agents: 
Oman - Mohamed & Ahmed Alkhonji LLC
Oman - Technical Trading Co. LLC
Qatar - M/s. Mannai Trading Co.WLL Industrial

Supplies & Building Materials 
Saudi Arabia - M/s. Hydrofit Trading Est.
Saudi Arabia - M/s. Mohammed & Ibrahim Deifallah

Company
Saudi Arabia - Qurum Technical Co.
Yemen - Al-Mahfadi Company Ltd.
United Arab Emirates - Greaves Cotton Middle East FZC

Green Power Systems S.r.l.

Localita’ Maiano
Caprazzino Di Sassocorvaro
61028, Italy
Tel: +39 0722 726411
Fax: +39 0722 720092
Web: www.greenpowergen.com
E-mail: giovanni@greenpowergen.com

Manufacturer of generating sets up to 2200
kVA
• Different engine types: Perkins - Cummins

- Deutz - Volvo - John Deere - Iveco -
Lombardini - Yanmar - Mitsubishi - Honda

• Telecommunication Power solutions
• Customized generators 
• Natural Gas and LPG gen sets
• Lighting towers
• Welding Machines
• ISO 9001/2000 - ISO 14001/2004

Grupos Electrógenos Europa 
(Gesan) SA

Polígono Pitarco II, Parcela 20
Muel, 50450, Spain
Tel: +34 902 110316
Fax: +34 902 110318
Web: www.gesan.com
E-mail: info@gesan.com
export@gesan.com

Founded in 1986, Gesan is today an energy
solutions integrator engaged in the
manufacture of water & air-cooled diesel
generators, welders, petrol units and
lighting towers.
Offering a complete range of products up to
3,100 kVA, we are able to supply over
778,000 kVA per annum in 90 countries
around the world.
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - Express Engineering
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Haefely Test AG

Birsstrasse 300, Basel, 4052
Switzerland
Tel: +41 61 3734111
Fax: +41 61 3734912
Web: www.haefely.com
E-mail: sales@haefely.com

Haefely Test AG is market leader in the field
of high voltage test equipment for the
electric power industry. The company offers
a wide range of instruments and complete
high-voltage test laboratories for
measurements and diagnostics, in factories
and in the field. Precision Swiss Made.
Since 1904.

Highsite Contractors

PO Box 529, Edgemead Cape Town
South Africa
Tel: +27 82 5714108
Fax: +27 21 5581840
Web: www.highsites.co.za
E-mail: malcolm@highsites.co.za

Highsite Contractors supply and distribute
control and protection products and
consulting services in the energy sector. We
specialize in control systems and products
and solutions for alternative and standby
power installations.
We assist with installations, system site
planning, generator section, emissions,
control systems, communications, safety
and protection equipment.

HIMOINSA

Ctra. Murcia - San Javier, Km 23.6
San Javier / Murcia, 30730
Spain
Tel: +34 968 191128
Fax: +34 968 191217
Web: www.himoinsa.com
E-mail: info@himoinsa.com

HIMOINSA is a multinational specialising in
the manufacture of gensets and lighting
towers. One of HIMOINSA’s main strengths
is that it is a vertical manufacturer. We can
guarantee the reliability and excellent
performance of our products because we
manufacture all of the components in the
genset, and only use engines from leading
manufacturers. As a result HIMOINSA is
able to react more swiftly and flexibly to
market demand. HIMOINSA is currently the
largest manufacturer of gensets in Spain,
the third-ranked in Europe and one of the
top five in the world.
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - HIMOINSA Middle East

Inmesol

Ctra. Fuente Álamo, 2
Corvera - Murcia
30153, Spain
Tel: +34 968 380300
Fax: +34 968 380400
Web: www.inmesol.com
E-mail: inmesol@inmesol.com

IREM S.p.A.

Via Abegg 75
Borgone (Torino)
10050
Italy
Tel: +39 011 9648211
Fax: +39 011 9648222
Web: www.irem.it
E-mail: svm@irem.it

IREM S.p.A. specializes in design and
manufacture of 1PH and 3PH electro-
dynamic voltage regulators and line
conditioners – in standard and customized
versions – with power ratings from 1 to
4600kVA for indoor and outdoor
installation. In business since 1947, IREM is
a medium size company (staff 110 people)
exporting all over the world. Company
according to ISO9001 (since 1983) and ISO
14001 (since year 2000) Standards. Typical
application fields: Broadcast,
Telecommunication, Industrial Applications,
Electro-medical appliances, Machine tools,
Manufacturing plants, Banks and Insurance
Companies, Construction, Oil and Gas,
Mining, a.s.o.

JCB Power Products

Lakeside Works
Rocester, Staffordshire
ST14 5JP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1889 590312
Web: www.jcbgenerators.com

JCB Power Products offer a comprehensive
range of over 170 generators and lighting
towers ranging from 8 - 3300kVA. Open or
canopied, single or 3-phase, 50 or 60Hz
frequency, plus various voltage options; the
JCB range of generators gives you a lot of
options to meet your exact power
requirements.
Agents: 
Egypt - IPC
Iraq - Al Ghodwa
Iraq - KM Machinery 
Kuwait - Equipment Co.
Kuwait - Riham
Lebanon - Fares Baladi
Libya - Al Noras
Oman - MOS
Qatar - Mannai
Saudi Arabia - Abahsain
Turkey - SIF 
United Arab Emirates - Galadari

JMG International

33 Pasteur Street
West End Building 3rd Floor
Gemayze
Beirut
Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 445667
Web: www.jmglimited.com/iraq
E-mail: adib@jmglimited.com

JMG, official FG Wilson dealer in Iraq is a
leading member of the power generator
industry, providing reliable diesel and gas
generators and turnkey power solutions,
with excellent after-sales support to all
industries.
Agents: 
Iraq - JMG Iraq

John Deere Power Systems

Orléans-Saran Unit
La Foulonnerie BP 11013
Fleury Les Aubrais Cedex, 45401
France
Tel: +33 2 38826019
Web: www.deere.com
E-mail: jdengine@johndeere.com

JDPS develops, manufactures and markets
diesel engines from 36 to 448kW for a large
variety of industrial applications, generator
sets, compressors, material handling and
agricultural equipment.
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - Genavco

Jubaili Bros

Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8832023
Fax: +971 4 8832053
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail: jbdubai@jubailibros.com

Jubaili Bros is one of the leading providers
of power solutions in the Middle East, Africa
and Asia. With over 35 years of experience
in the field of power generation, Jubaili
Bros is the perfect choice for your power
solution needs. Jubaili Bros serves its
customers from 8 countries with 23
branches and a strong dealer network.
Agents: 
Kuwait - Jubaili Bros 
Lebanon - Jubaili Bros
Qatar - Jubaili Bros WLL 

Kirloskar Oil Engines Ltd.

Laxmanrao Kirloskar Road
Khadki, Pune, 411003
India
Tel: +91 20 66084574/25810341
Fax: +91 20 25813208
Web: www.koel.kirloskar.com
E-mail: krishnakumar.mundhada@
kirloskar.com

Kirloskar Group is counted among India’s
larget multi-products,multi-location
diversified engineering conglomerates with
annual sales of US $1.6 billion. Kirloskar Oil
Engines Ltd. was incorporated in 1946, and
is the flagship company of the Kirloskar
Group. Today KOEL is an acknowledged
leader in the manufacturing of diesel
engines, agricultural pump sets and
‘Kirloskar Green’ generating sets. Company
has state-of-the-art manufacturing units in
India that offers world-class products. KOEL
has a sizable presence in international
markets, with offices in Dubai, South Africa
and Kenya and representatives in Nigeria.
KOEL also has a strong distribution network
throughout the Middle East and Africa.                                                                                              
Agents: 
Bahrain - M.H. AL Mahroos BSC ©

Egypt - Egyptian Engineering & Trading Co. 
Kuwait - Boodai Trading Co. 
Lebanon - Hassan Hussein Machinery Est.
Morocco - EL Midakhat Rotaxe
Oman - Al Shirawi Modern Enterprises LLC
Qatar - Boodai Trading Co. Ltd.  
Saudi Arabia - Abdullah Hashim Co. Ltd. 
Sudan - Central Advanced Digitech Garri Free Zone

Area
United Arab Emirates - Al Shirawi Enterprises LLC
United Arab Emirates - Kirloskar JLT

Kohler Power Systems

Kristallaan 1m Zevenbergen
4761
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 168 331630
Web: www.kohlerpower.com
E-mail: powersystems.emea@
kohler.com

For every aspect of your critical load
requirements, Kohler has engineered the
product: EPA-compliant generator sets
from 5 to 3250kW, a full line of automatic
transfer switches, customizable paralleling
switchgear, controls that can manage a
multitude of power systems applications,
along with wireless and Web-enabled
remote PC power system monitoring.
Agents: 
Saudi Arabia - A.Abunayyan Trading Corporation

Leroy Somer

Boulevard Marcellin Leroy
CS 10015-16915
Angouleme Cedex 9
France
Tel: +33 545 644564
Fax: +33 545 644504
Web: www.leroy-somer.com
E-mail: contactleroysomer.ials@
emerson.com

Leroy-Somer, a business of Emerson, is the
world leader in low- and medium-voltage
alternators and one of the world’s leading
manufacturers in electromechanical and
electronic drive systems, with extensive
ranges of electric motors, gearmotors,
variable speed drives and electronic
controllers. These drive solutions help
increase productivity and energy efficiency.
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - Leroy-Somer C/o Emerson FZE

Linz Electric S.p.A.

Viale del Lavoro
30 Arcole (Verona)
37040
Italy
Tel: +39 045 7639201
Fax: +39 045 7639202
Web: www.linzelectric.com
E-mail: info@linzelectric.com

Linz Electric S.p.A is specialized in the
production of alternators and rotating
welders. Part of the Pedrollo Group of
companies, Linz Electric has become one of
the major players in the sector in just a few
years, thanks to the original innovative
solutions in energy transformations.

POWER PRODUCTS
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Lister Petter Ltd.

Unit 13-15
Waterwells Business Park
Quadrant Way
Hardwicke, Gloucester
GL2 2RN
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1452 229990
Fax: +44 1452 886771
Web: www.lister.petter.co.uk
E-mail: sales@listerpettergroup.com

Lister Petter manufactures range of diesel
powered generators from 2 to 
280KVA. These are available open or
canopied 50 and 60 HZ either
1500, 3000, 1800 or 3600rpm and in
various voltages. These generators
are available in single or three phase
configration and are designed for 
both standby and prime applications.
Agents: 
Bahrain - Abbas Biljeek & Sons
Iraq - Nafithat Al-Sharq For General Contracting

Company
Jordan - Yazoure Est. Engineering Mechanical Agri
Kuwait - Al-Khonaini Gen. Trading & Contracting Co.

WLL
Lebanon - Arison SARL
Oman - Mohamed & Ahmed Alkhonji LLC
Oman - Moosa Abdul Rahman Hassan & Co. LLC
Palestine - Eng. Mostafa Mourtaga & Sons Co.
Qatar - Al-Kholaifi Trading Co.
United Arab Emirates - Al Masaood
United Arab Emirates - M.A.H.Y. Khoory & Co.
Yemen - Bahaj Yemen

Lloyd Dynamowerke GmbH & Co. KG

Hastedter Osterdeich 250, Bremen
28207, Germany
Tel: +49 421 45890
Fax: +49 421 4589260
Web: www.ldw.de
E-mail: sales@ldw.de

LDW is a manufacturer of AC and DC
machines. We do not manufacture standard
machinery, instead we develop specific
solutions for your individual needs. As a
former AEG factory we are also able to
supply spare parts for old AEG machines and
complete machines as replacement, too.
Agents: 
Bahrain - Elctrical Machines Industries 
Bahrain - SALWO Trading Ltd. 
Oman - Energy Machine Services LLC
Qatar - SALWO Trading Ltd. 
Saudi Arabia - Elctrical Machines Industries
Saudi Arabia - SALWO Trading Ltd.
United Arab Emirates - SALWO Trading Ltd. 
United Arab Emirates - TRIZAC Abu Dhabi Oilfield

Supply and Services

Lovato Electric S.p.A.

Via Don Mazza, 12, Gorle (BG)
24020, Italy
Tel: +39 035 4282111
Fax: +39 035 4282400
Web: www.lovatoelectric.com
E-mail: info@lovatoelectric.com

World leader manufacturer of
Electromechanical or Electronic products for
genset control panels. Range includes

generators, controllers, automatic trans switch
controllers, battery chargers, changeover
controller and switches and more.

Luvata Söderköping AB

Industrigatan 2, Söderköping
SE-614 81, Sweden
Tel: +46 12119100
Fax: +46 12110101
Web: www.luvata.com
E-mail: luvata.soderkoping@luvata.com
mattias.lindhe@luvata.com

Luvata is a world leader in metal solutions
manufacturing and related engineering
services. Luvata’s solutions are used in
industries such as renewable energy,
power generation, automotive, medicine,
air-conditioning, industrial refrigeration and
consumer products. The company’s
continued success is attributed to its
longevity, technological excellence and
strategy of building partnerships beyond
metals. Employing over 6,500 staff in 17
Countries. Luvata works in partnership with
customers such as Siemens, Toyota, CERN
and DWD International.

Mahindra Powerol - 
Mahindra & Mahindra Ltd.

FES, Gate No 02
Akurli Road, Kandivali East
Mumbai, 400101, India
Tel: +91 22 67504023
Web: www.mahindrapowerol.com
E-mail: shelke.krunal@mahindra.com

Mahindra Group, US 16.5 bn dollar empire,
tractor & multi-utility vehicles major in India
forayed into the field of power generation in
2002. Today, Mahindra engines with the
brand name Mahindra Powerol are
powering over 270,000 diesel generating
sets in India & in global markets ranging
from 5kVA to 500kVA.
It offers several advantages like: fuel
efficiency, minimal vibration and low noise
levels apart from diesel generators,
Powerol also deals in industrial engines
across India & home inverters in selected
markets.
Mahindra Powerol products are presently
available in over 20 countries across Africa,
Middle East & Asia.
Agents: 
Bahrain - Al Thawadi Electrical & Mechanical Est. 
Kuwait - Abek Intl’ General Trading & Contracting Co. 
Oman - Bin Salim Enterprises LLC
Qatar - Mannai Trading Co WLL 
Saudi Arabia - Intermodal Services of SA Trading &

Contracting 
Saudi Arabia - Utility Auto Corp JLT (Distributor for

Saudi Arabia) 
United Arab Emirates - Al Rawahy Establishment LLC

MAN Diesel and Turbo SE

Stadtbachstrasse 1, Augsburg
86153, Germany
Tel: +49 821 3220
Fax: +49 821 3223382
Web: www.man.eu
E-mail: info-de@mandieselturbo.com

Gensets
• MAN Diesel four-stroke diesel and dual

fuel engines from 450 - 18, 900kW. Max
rpm 1200.

Mantrac Group

(B-17) Smart Village Km 28
Cairo-Alexandria Desert Road - 6th of
October
Egypt
Tel: +20 2 35370798
Fax: +20 2 35314000
Web: www.mantracgroup.com
E-mail: info@mantracgroup.com

Mantrac Group is the authorized Caterpillar
dealer, distributing and supporting
Caterpillar construction machines, power
systems and material-handling equipment
in nine countries spread over three
continents. 
With decades of experience as CAT
suppliers, Mantrac provides customers with
comprehensive solutions backed by
technical know-how, experience and in-
depth knowledge of their local markets.
Agents: 
Egypt - Mantrac Egypt Ltd.
Iraq - Iratrac (Mantrac Group)
United Arab Emirates - UNA Trading FZE

Marelli Motori S.p.A.

Via Sabbionara 1
Arzignano Vicenza
36071
Italy
Tel: +39 0444 479711
Fax: +39 0444 479888
Web: www.marellimotori.com
E-mail: sales@marellimotori.com

Marelli Motori is a global leading designer
and manufacturer of generators and
electric motors. Our products are suitable
for a variety of applications: power
generation, industrial manufacturing, oil &
gas, renewable energies (hydro),
cogeneration and UPS, marine and navy.

Mecc Alte UK Ltd.

6 Lands End Way
Oakham, Rutland
LE15 6RF
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1572 771160
Fax: +44 1572 771161
Web: www.meccalte.co.uk
E-mail: gen@meccalte.co.uk

Mecc Alte is proud to be the largest
independent producer of synchronous
alternators. Quite simply, we manufacture
the world’s widest range of low voltage
alternators through ‘made for
manufacturing’ product designs. As a
specialised manufacturer of synchronous
alternators / welders and special rotating
machines, within the electromechanical
sector, we can produce products to cover a
highly diverse range of applications.
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Motorenfabrik Hatz GmbH & Co. KG

Ernst-Hatz-Str. 16
Ruhstorf
94099
Germany
Tel: +49 8531 3190
Fax: +49 8531 319418
Web: www.hatz-diesel.com
E-mail: marketing@hatz-diesel.de

Hatz is a specialist in 1 to 4-cylinder diesel
engines with up to 56 kW, which are used in
all manner of applications such as
construction machinery, compressors and
utility vehicles. Besides, Hats delivers
power generators with a range from 2 kVA
to 2000 kVA, smart grid solutions and
customized products.
Agents: 
Bahrain - Gulf Equipment & Technology (G.E.T.)
Jordan - Al Ghanem Trading & Contracting Co. 
Oman - INMA Co. Oman LLC
Qatar - INMA Co. Qatar LLC
Saudi Arabia - Electrical Work & Maintenance
United Arab Emirates - Inma Gulf Development &

Construction LLC

Motortech GmbH

Hogrevestr. 21-23
Celle
29223
Germany
Tel: +49 5141 93990
Fax: +49 5141 939999
Web: www.motortech.de
E-mail: motortech@motortech.de

Motortech develops and manufactures
igniters components, air fuel ratio
controllers engine management systems
and other accessories for stationary gas
engines.

N J Froment and Co. Ltd.

Easton-on-the-Hill
Stamford
PE9 3NP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1780 480033
Fax: +44 1780 480044
Web: www.froment.co.uk
E-mail: sales@froment.co.uk

A world leader in the design and
manufacture of resistive, inductive,
combined and capacitive load banks,
Froment offers innovative engineering for
power testing in a long term, value for
money, professionally engineered package.
Sigma load control is the leader in
simplicity, ease of use, accuracy and
control application. It also brings cost
effective solutions to today’s power testing
requirements, which require high-level
instrumentation, data capture, verification
and fully adjustable leading and lagging
power factors.
Sigma load banks are intended for tough,
heavy-duty continuous use, are built to
withstand the rigors of the world’s varying
climatic conditions, and are available in
sizes from 1kW to many mVA with a wide
voltage test range.
There are no limits and no detail is too
small to warrant our interest and help – we
are never more than a phone call away.

OMICRON Electronics Middle East

Almoayyad Tower 39th Floor
Offices 3901 & 3902 - Bldg 2504 - Rd
2832
Block 428, Seef District
Manama
Bahrain
Tel: +973 17116400
Fax: +973 17116401
Web: www.omicron.at
E-mail: info.mideast@omicron.at

Perkins Engines Co. Ltd.

Peterborough
PE1 5NA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1733 583000
Fax: +44 1733 582240
Web: www.perkins.com

One of the world’s leading suppliers of off-
highway diesel and gas engines in the 4 -
2000kW market, Perkins key strength is its
ability to tailor engines to meet customer’s
precise requirements, which is why its
power solutions are trusted by over 1000
leading manufactures around the world.
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - Power Systems Gulf LLC

Power and Industrial Machinery Co.
“PIMCO”

Rashid Karameh Street
Verdun 732, 7th Floor
Lebanon
Tel: +961 1 812818
Fax: +961 1 812819
Web: www.pimcolb.com
E-mail: pimco@pimcolb.com

We are specialised in selling and
assembling generating sets and electrical
control panel boards, manufacturing
soundproofs, finding solutions for all
soundproofing systems, offering
installations of all kinds of generating sets
with their correlative accessories
synchronising and ATS panels.
All kinds of insulation and anti-vibration
systems and installation of fuel systems.

Powersource Projects Ltd.

PowerPro House, Unit 4
Capital Park Industrial Estate
Combe Lane, Wormley, Godalming
Surrey
GU8 5TJ
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1428 684980
Fax: +44 1428 687979
Web: www.power-source-pro.co.uk
E-mail: sales@power-source-pro.co.uk

Powersource Projects Limited is an
experienced and active supplier of
generating sets under our brand name
“PowerPro”. We offer very competitive
prices on a range of 1500 rpm, 50Hz
gensets powered by Perkins, Volvo, Scania
and Deutz. We hold a number of standard
build units in stock for ex-stock delivery. We
can also stock a wide variety of engine,
alternator and panel spares. We are a
Perkins SPI dealer and hold over 300 AVRs
in our stock.

Pramac Middle East FZE

PO Box 262478
1206 Jafza View 18
Jebel Ali Free Zone - South 1
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 8865275
Fax: +971 4 8865276
Web: www.pramac.com www.lifter.it
E-mail: dubai@pramac.com

- Pramac produces generators from 1 kVA
to 3300 kVA with Perkins, Volvo, MTU,
Deute, Cummins, Doosan, FPT Iveco and
YANMAR Engines.
- Material handling equipment and
forklights.
- Solar panels.

Rolls-Royce plc

The Iceni Centre
Warwick Technology Park
Warwick
CV34 6DA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1926 307700
Fax: +44 1926 307987
Web: www.rolls-royce.com

S.I.C.E.S S.r.l.

Via Molinello 8B
Jerago Con Orago (VA)
21040
Italy
Tel: +39 0331 212941
Fax: +39 0331 216102
Web: www.sices.eu
E-mail: info@sices.eu

SICES S.r.l. is an Italian company with more
than 35 years of experience in the field of
design, supply and start-up of electronic
control panels & electronic controllers for
generator sets equipped with diesel, gas or
vegetable oil engines. SICES provides the
ideal control module for AMF, parallel and
cogeneration gen sets.

SAB, Evers & Co. Standard
Aggregatebau KG

Oststrasse 11
Norderstedt
22844
Germany
Tel: +49 40 52250110
Fax: +49 40 522501144
Web: www.generatingset.com
E-mail: info@generatingset.com

Reputable German manufacturer of diesel-
driven generating sets from 50 to 4000 kVA
in stationary, transportable or mobile
executions for standby, peak load or base
load applications world-wide. Main
competencies are the planning, designing,
manufacturing, installation and servicing of
global plant constructions under
consideration of individual customer and
project requirements.

Scania

Vagnmakarvägen 1
Södertälje
15187
Sweden
Tel: +46 8 55381000
Fax: +46 8 55381037
Web: www.scania.com
E-mail: engines@scania.com

SDMO Industries

12 bis
rue de la Villeneuve
CS 92848
BREST Cedex 2
29228
France
Tel: +33 2 98414141
Fax: +33 2 98416307
Web: www.sdmo.com
E-mail: sdmo@sdmo.com

SDMO Industries is one of the world’s
leading generating sets manufacturers. A
wide of standard products from 1 kVA to
several Megawatts through an efficient
engineering department meets non-
standard requirements. Present in over 150
countries through a dense network, SDMO
Industries devotes its energy to supporting
you in the successful completion of each of
your projects world wide.
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - SDMO Middle East

Success Electronics & Transformer
Manufacturer Sdn Bhd

No. 3
5 & 7
Jalan TSB 8
Taman Industri Sg. Buloh
Sungai Buloh
Selangor
47000
Malaysia
Tel: +60 3 61572788
Fax: +60 3 61572722/23
Web: www.success.com.my
E-mail: ses@success.com.my
marketing@success.com.my
export@success.com.my

Su-Kam Power Systems

Corporate Office
Plot No. 54
Udyog Vihar
Phase VI
Sector - 37
Gurgaon
Haryana
122001
India
Tel: +91 124 4170500
Fax: +91 124 4038700/1
Web: www.su-kam.com
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Visa S.p.A.

Via I° Maggio, 55
Fontanelle (TV)
31043
Italy
Tel: +39 0422 5091
Fax: +39 0422 509350
Web: www.visa.it
E-mail: visa@visa.it

Visa S.p.A is a modern Italian company
manufacturing around 4000 gensets per
year, for continuous and emergency
services, ranging from 9 to 3000 kVA, in
standard or customized versions
(construction, telecommunications, etc.). It
has a network of distributors in more than
80 countries around the world. Visa is
amongst the most qualified companies in
the sector, guaranteeing a highly
operational flexibility and qualitative
standards for it has become a leader in the
market for more than 50 years.

Volvo Penta

Region International
Gothenburg, 40508
Sweden
Tel: +46 31 235460
Fax: +46 31 510348/508187
Web: www.volvopenta.com
E-mail: info.volvopenta@volvo.com

Power generation diesel engines stage 1, 2
and 3. 
5-16 liter engine range. 
Prime and standby power.
Agents: 
Bahrain - International Agencies Co. Ltd.
Iran - Karimi Dealer
Iran - Parsian Pishro Sanat
Iran - Parsian Pishro Yadak
Iraq - Ittihadia General Trading Company. (A Sardar

Group Co.) 
Jordan - Mithkal, Shawkat & Sami Asfour Co.
Kuwait - Al Boom Marine Co.
Lebanon - Khonaysser Motors
Qatar - Al Badi Trading & Cont. Co. Ltd.
Saudi Arabia - Alkhorayef Commercial Co. Ltd.

(Riyadh)
Saudi Arabia - Alkhorayef Ind. Co. Marine Division
Syria - Nahas Enterprises
United Arab Emirates - Al Masaood Marine and

Engineering (Abu Dhabi)
United Arab Emirates - Al Masaood Marine and

Engineering (Dubai)
Yemen - Elaghil Trading Co. Ltd.

Wärtsilä Corporation

PO Box 196
Helsinki
00531
Finland
Tel: +358 10 7090000
Fax: +358 10 7095700
Web: www.wartsila.com

Wartsila Power Plants delivers gas and oil
fired power plant solutions from 1 MW to
300 MW based on Wartsila diesel and gas
engines with a range of 920-17,000kW and
a maximum rpm of 1,000. Wärtsilä power
plants are used for baseload, load
management, cogeneration and gas
compression applications. Deliveries
include turnkey construction and longterm
maintenance and operation.

For other Middle East offices, please log on
to our website.
Agents: 
Oman - Apollo LLC
United Arab Emirates - AlMansoori Specialized

Engineering Company LLC
Yemen - Al Ahram Trading Co. Ltd.

Yamuna Cable Accessories Pvt. Ltd.

3/101, Kaushalaya Park
Hauz Khaz, New Delhi, 110016, India
Tel: +91 11 43577777
Fax: +91 11 43577778
Web: www.yamunapower.com
E-mail: enquiry@yamunapower.com

Established in 1973, Yamuna Cable
Accessories Pvt. Ltd. (YCAPL) is a leading
designing/manufacturing/supplier for
power cable jointing accessories and
associated power distribution goods,
through its 4 global plants and channel
partners through 35 countries under the
“DENSONS” brand. 
Offering a complete range in resin cast,
heat shrink, cold shrink and pre moulded
power cable jointing accessories up to 66
kV and plug in and elbow/straight/T
connectors for GIS and RMU’s application. 
All products are qualified and type tested
under qualifying standards in NABL
approved labs such as CESI, CPRI, KEMA,
etc. The company’s strong R&D wing and
in-house manufacturing of all key inputs
and strict qualification compliance inputs
ensures high quality materials and
solutions, batch on batch, year on year.
Agents: 
United Arab Emirates - Al Yamuna Densons FZE
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BAHRAIN
Abbas Biljeek & Sons
PO Box 308
Sh. Salman Avenue
Tel: +973 17401555
Fax: +973 17401333
Web: www.biljeek.com
E-mail: biljeek@biljeek.com.bh

Al Thawadi Electrical &
Mechanical Est. 
PO Box 28372, East Riffa
Tel: +973 1 7700114
Fax: +973 1 7700998
Web: www.althawadigroup.com

Elctrical Machines Industries 
PO Box 5696, Manama
Tel: +973 17830710
Fax: +973 17830709
E-mail: emib@batelco.com.bh

Gulf Equipment &
Technology (G.E.T.)
PO Box 704
Office 2569,  Avenue E:80
Al-Estiqlal Highway
Nuwaidrat, 646
Tel: +973 1700008
Fax: +973 1700983
Web: www.al-alawi.com
E-mail: sales@al-alawi.com

International Agencies 
Co. Ltd.
PO Box 310, 131 Al Khalita Ave
Manama
Tel: +973 727114/28691
Fax: +973 728412
E-mail: sm-service@
intercol.com

M.H. AL Mahroos BSC ©
PO Box 65
Manama
Tel: +973 17408090
E-mail: almahroos@
almahroos.com

SALWO Trading Ltd. 
PO Box 17372
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8810591
Fax: +971 4 8810593
E-mail: wspies@
emirates.net.ae

EGYPT
Egyptian Engineering &
Trading Co.
45 Champillion Street
Cairo
Tel: +20 225755229
E-mail: eetco@link.net

Egyptian Marketing
Consultants
24, Iskandar El-Akbar Street
Heliopolis, Cairo, 11341
Tel: +20 2 22906773/
22913912
Fax: +20 2 22906264
E-mail: aelsayed@
emcegy1.com.eg

IPC
9 Mohamed Adly Kafafy Street
Heliopolis 9, 11361
Tel: +20 226348397
E-mail: samir.wahib@
ipcmachinery.com

Mantrac Egypt Ltd.
30 Lebanon st., El Mohandesin
Cairo
Tel: +2 02 33004000
Fax: +2 02 33039648
Web: www.mantracegypt.com
E-mail: hmounir@
mantracegypt.com

IRAN
Karimi Dealer
Trucks Exhibitions Complex
Payambar Bvld Main Entrance
12th km, Saveh Road, Tehran
Tel: +98 21 55250631/
32/33/34
Fax: +98 21 55241888

Parsian Pishro Sanat
25 Zagros Avenue
Tehran
Tel: +98 21 88774499
Fax: +98 21 88878261
Web: www.parsianind.com
E-mail: info@parsianind.com

Parsian Pishro Yadak
Volvo Building
Qapan Crossing
Qazvin Avenue
Tehran
Tel: +98 21 55787637/38/39
Fax: +98 21 55787640

IRAQ
Al Ghodwa 
Baghdad
Tel: +964 7 809124 689
E-mail:
sales@alghodwagroup.com

Iratrac 
Dist. 923, St. 29,  Bldg. 76
University St. Jaderia
Baghdad
Tel: +964 1 7783783
Fax: +964 1 7786714
Web: www.iratrac.com
E-mail: idawood@Iratrac.iq

Ittihadia General Trading
Company. (A Sardar Group
Co.)
100 m St., Makhmour
Intersection, Erbil
Tel: +964 7 501989350
Web: www.sardargroup.com
E-mail: waleed.alhakeem@
ittihadia.com

JMG Iraq
Alwehda Area, St. No. 62
Baghdad
Tel: +964 78 11249145
Web: www.jmglimited.com
E-mail: salesiraq@
jmglimited.com

KM Machinery 
100 Meter Road
Nearby Cihan University
Erbil
Tel: +964 77 15795687
E-mail:
mustafa.sed@kmachinery.com

Nafithat Al-Sharq For
General Contracting
Company
Al Wahda Quarter
District No. 904, No. 56
Hse #1/16, Baghdad
Tel: +964 781 1111196
Fax: +964 770 0008000

Section Two: Agents & subsidiaries in the Middle East
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Speed Electro
Karada 52
Baghdad
Tel: +964 7702 778877
Fax: +964 7702 778488
E-mail: speedelectro@
yahoo.com

JORDAN
Al Ghanem Trading &
Contracting Co. 
PO  Box 7109
Amman Commercial Complex
Omaya Str. Al Abidali, Amman
11118
Tel: +962 6 4395155
Fax: +962 6 4395663
Web: www.alghanemgroup.com
E-mail: m.naji@
alghanemgroup.com

Mithkal, Shawkat & Sami
Asfour Co.
Amman,  11118
Tel: +962 6 4651989
Fax: +962 6 4649636

Yazoure Est. Engineering
Mechanical Agri
PO Box 12067
Amman, 11141
Tel: +962 6 4771071
Fax: +962 6 4771071
E-mail: ramadan_estgroup@
yahoo.com

KUWAIT
Abek Intl’ General Trading &
Contracting Co.
Suwaikh
Tel: +965 24835395
Fax: +965 24835258
Web: www.althawadigroup.com

Al Boom Marine Co.
PO Box 42188
Shuwaikh
70652
Tel: +965 2 4830474/
4830570
Fax: +965 4838293
E-mail: volvopenta@hotmail.com
boomkwt@kuwait.net

Al Fajr Al Jadid
PO Box 420484
Shuwaik
70651
Tel: +965 4847592/
4825488/4825487
Fax: +965 4845184
E-mail: alfajr@qualitynet.net
alfajr@fajraljadid.com

Al-Khonaini Gen. Trading &
Contracting Co. WLL
PO Box 593, Safat, 13006
Tel: +965 888600
Fax: +965 4842986
Web: www.alkhonaini.net
E-mail: akckw@alkhonaini.net

Boodai Trading Co. 
PO Box No 1287, Safat
Tel: +965 2 4838727
E-mail: psharma@boodai.com

Equipment Co.
Al Safat 13002, 192
Tel: +965 94005563
E-mail: mostafa.nabil
@equipcokuwait.com

Jubaili Bros
Kuwait Free Trade Zone
Tel: +965 24610356
Fax: +965 24613160
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail: jbkuwait@
jubailibros.com

Riham 
Tel: +965 66945557
E-mail: david.peterson@
faa.com.kw

LEBANON
Arison SARL
PO Box 13/582
Itani Brothers Building
El Solh Avenue, Beirut
Tel: +961 1 864824
Fax: +961 3 287936
Web: www.arison.com.lb

Fares Baladi 
Tel: +961 3688060
E-mail: carl@baladifreres.com

Hassan Hussein 
Machinery Est.
PO Box 246
Dair Al Zahrani Main Street
Nabatieh
Tel: +961 7 530730
E-mail: n.ahmad@
hmh-machines.com

Jubaili Bros 
Sidon
Tel: +961 7 730871
Fax: +961 7 720813
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail:
jblebanon@jubailibros.com

Khonaysser Motors
Naher El Mott, Main Road
Beirut
Tel: +961 1 870078
Fax: +961 1 874795
E-mail: info@khonaysser.com

LIBYA
Al Noras
Alsawni, Tripoli
Tel: +218 91 2123504
E-mail:
m.rwimi@alnoras.com.ly

MOROCCO
EL Midakhat Rotaxe
64, Angle Rue Bachir
Al Ibrahimi ET, Hammam EL
Ang, Casablanca, 20500
Tel: +212
22306970/22440111/13
E-mail:
rotaxe@marocnet.net.ma
rotaxe@wanadoo.net.ma

OMAN
Al Shirawi Modern
Enterprises LLC
P O Box 678, Mabela
Muscat
122
Tel: +968 22005478
E-mail: kaushik@ase.ae

Apollo LLC
P.O.Box.98
Al Seeb, 121
Tel: +968 24545269
Fax: +968 24554278

Bin Salim Enterprises LLC 
PO Box 808
Al Rawahy Bldg., Muscat, 100
Tel: +968 24563078
Fax: +968 24561193
Web: www.binsalim.com

Energy Machine Services LLC
PO Box 85, Azaiba, 130
Tel: +958 501495
Fax: +963 503257
E-mail: emserve@
omantel.net.om

INMA Co. Oman LLC
Nizwa/Salalah Road
Al-Mawaleh South, Al-Seeb
Tel: +968 24552455
Fax: +968 24552555
E-mail: inmaco@omantel.net.om

Mohamed & Ahmed 
Alkhonji LLC
PO Box 73, Muscat, 100
Tel: +968 99446421

Moosa Abdul Rahman
Hassan & Co. LLC
PO Box 4, Muscat, 100
Tel: +968 24591261
Fax: +968 24505441
Web: www.moosagroup.com
E-mail: moosahvy@
omantel.net.om

MOS
PO Box 1288, Muttrah
Muscat, 114
Tel: +968 97750460
E-mail: kumar.senthil@
muscatoverseas.com

Technical Trading Co. LLC
PO Box 1693
Building No. 331
Mina Street Way No. 2625
Darsait, Muscat, 112
Tel: +968 99434687

UES
PO Box 2688, Ruwi, 112
Tel: +968 24597531
Fax: +968 24597514
E-mail:
universal@becoman.com
allen.gensales@becoman.com

QATAR
Al Badi Trading & Cont. Co.
Ltd.
PO Box 3915, Doha
Tel: +974 4 320715
Fax: +974 4 442888
E-mail: albadi@qatar.net.qa

Al-Kholaifi Trading Co.
PO Box 301, Doha
Tel: +974 4 4423000
Fax: +974 4 4427862
E-mail: kholaifi@qatar.net.qa

Boodai Trading Co. Ltd.  
PO Box 4569
Doha
Tel: +974 44601304
E-mail: boodai@btcqtr.com

INMA Co. Qatar LLC
PO Box 9238, Showroom No. 5
Al Awqaf Commercial Complex
Al Mirqaf Area
Salwa Main Road, Doha
Tel: +974 4 430088
Fax: +974 4 430099
E-mail: inmaco@qatar.net.qa

Jubaili Bros WLL 
Doha
Tel: +974 44160121
Fax: +974 44162257
Web: www.JubailiBros.com
E-mail:
jbqatar@jubailibros.com

M/s. Mannai Trading Co.WLL
Industrial Supplies &
Building Materials 
Industrial Supplies & Bldg Mat
PO Box 76, Doha
Tel: +974 44076374/
44603681
Fax: +974 44076398/
44601780
Web: www.mannai.com
E-mail: ramanna.rai@
mannai.com.qa

Mannai 
PO Box 76, Doha
Tel: +974 55861787
Web: www.mannaiautos.com
E-mail: hashim.elgendi@
mannai.com.qa

Mannai Trading Co WLL 
PO Box 76
Industrial Supplies & Building
Doha
Tel: +974 44076000
Fax: +974 44076398
Web: www.mannai.com

Progress Building Materials
Qatar WLL
PO Box 23
Al-Mansoura B-Ring Road
Bldg # 117, 2nd Floor, Doha
Tel: +974 4375662
Fax: +961 1561880
E-mail: info@
progress-qatar.com

SALWO Trading Ltd. 
PO Box 17372
Jebel Ali Free Zone, Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8810591
Fax: +971 4 8810593
E-mail: wspies@emirates.net.ae

SAUDI ARABIA
A.Abunayyan Trading
Corporation
PO Box 321
Abunayyan Group Building
King Abdulaziz Street
Intersection with Mecca Road
11411
Web:
www.abunayyantrading.com

Abahsain
PO Box 209, Al Khobar
31952
Tel: +966 55 7163980
Web: www.abahsainhed.com
E-mail: qasim@abahsain.biz

Abdullah Hashim Co. Ltd. 
PO Box 44, Jeddah
Tel: +966 2 6472200
E-mail: azizr@ahcl.com.sa

AlKhorayef 
(Broadcrown Ltd.)
PO Box 281808, Riyadh, 11392
Tel: +966 1 4955452
Fax: +966 1 4955452
Web: www.alkhorayef.com
E-mail: ehussien@
alkhorayef.com

Alkhorayef Commercial Co.
Ltd. (Riyadh)
PO Box 305
Riyadh
Tel: +966 1 4955452
Fax: +966 1 4950261
E-mail: msd@alkhorayef.com

Alkhorayef Ind. Co. Marine
Division
Jeddah
Tel: +966 2 4202666
Fax: +966 2 4202777
E-mail: mnaser@
alkhorayef.com

Elctrical Machines Industries
PO Box 5696
Manama
Tel: +973 17830710
Fax: +973 17830709

Electrical Work &
Maintenance
Madinah Road
Kilo 9
Jeddah
21462
Tel: +966 2 6916655
Fax: +966 2 6911116
Web: www.ewmcom.com
E-mail: commercial@
ewmcom.com

Intermodal Services of SA
Trading & Contracting
PO Box 23317
Jeddah
Tel: +966 26479229
Fax: +966 26495066
Web:
www.intermodaltrade.com
E-mail: salescd@
intermodalsa.com

M/S. Hydrofit Trading Est.
PO Box 13495
Al Khudareya
Jubail Highway
Dammam
31493
Tel: +966 13 8374676
Fax: +966 13 8374677

M/S. Mohammed & Ibrahim
Deifallah Company
PO Box 172
Riyadh
Tel: +966 63300018

Qurum Technical Co.
PO BOX 4092
Riyadh
11491
Tel: +966 597084352

SALWO Trading Ltd.
PO Box 17372
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8810591
Fax: +971 4 8810593
E-mail:
wspies@emirates.net.ae

Utility Auto Corp JLT
(Distributor for Saudi Arabia)
PO Box 33714
Unit No. 401, HDS Towers
Jumairah Lake Towers
Dubai
Tel: +971 50 5587428
E-mail:
murari@uacgroupdubai.com
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SUDAN
Central Advanced Digitech Garri Free
Zone Area
PO Box 980, Zubeir Pasha Street
Khartoum
Tel: +249 912304299
E-mail: yahya.gasim@digitech.sd

SYRIA
Nahas Enterprises
PO Box 3050, Damascus
Tel: +963 11 2129736/9742
Fax: +963 11 2129851
E-mail: nahas-co@scs-net.org

TURKEY
SIF 
E-5 Maltepe Kavsagi
Ataturk Cad, Istanbul
4034844
Tel: +90 216 3520000
Web: www.sif-jcb.com.tr/products
E-mail: cihah.unlu@sif.com.tr

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Al Masaood
PO Box 322, Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 6424222
Fax: +971 2 6424111
E-mail: jagjit_singh@masaood.com

Al Masaood Marine and Engineering
(Abu Dhabi)
Salaam Street, Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 6424222
Fax: +971 2 6424111

Al Masaood Marine and Engineering
(Dubai)
PO Box 3945, Dubai
Tel: + 971 4 3241232
Fax: + 971 4 3241262

Al Rawahy Establishment LLC
PO Box 14405
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8829570
Fax: +971 4 8829571
Web: www.alrawahydubai.com

Al Shirawi Enterprises LLC
PO Box 7427
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3718585
E-mail: charan@ase.ae

Al Yamuna Densons FZE
PO Box 14577
W.H. No. 1, Shed No. 9
Technology Park
Ras Al Khaimah
Tel: +971 7 2233013
Web: www.alyamunadensons.ae
E-mail:
production@alyamunadensons.ae

AlMansoori Specialized Engineering
Company LLC
17th Floor Mansoori Tower, Sal
Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 8157000
Fax: +971 2 6784638
Web: www.almansoori.biz

COELMO (JTL branch)
PO Box 39311
Office 909
1 Lake Plaza Jumeira Lake
Tower Cluster T Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3695548
Fax: +971 4 3695549
Web: www.coelmo.it
E-mail: dubai@coelmo.it

Express Engineering
PO Box 16797, Jebel Ali Free Zone
Plot No. EWTA-92
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8819575/55 8864531
Fax: +971 4 8873990
Web: www.exeuae.com
E-mail: romieo@exeuae.com

Galadari 
PO Box 11080, Dubai
Tel: +971 501215275
E-mail:
khaled.gthe@galadarigroup.com

Genavco
PO Box 5563
ZA Abeel Road
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3961000
Fax: +971 4 3961308
Web: www.genavco.com
E-mail: equipment@genavco.com
equip.sec@genavco.com

Greaves Cotton 
Middle East FZC
PO Box 8241, Sharjah
Tel: +971 6 5573081/50 6348688 
Fax: +971 6 5573082
E-mail: info@greavescotton.ae

HIMOINSA Middle East 
PO Box 18515
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8873315
Fax: +971 4 8873318
Web: www.himoinsa.com
E-mail: kwebb@himoinsa.ae

Inma Gulf Development &
Construction LLC
Al Ramoul Industrial Area
Area 215, Street 17
Bldg. 34
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 2857272
Fax: +971 4 2857512
E-mail: inmadxb@emirates.net.ae

Kirloskar JLT
PO Box 37745
Unit No. 504
Jumeirah Business Centre 5
Lake Towers Dubai
Tel: +971 6 7457667/
4 4438591
Fax: +971 4 4414532
E-mail: ajay-saraf@kirloskar.ae kmef-
admin@kirloskar.ae

Leroy-Somer C/o Emerson FZE
PO Box 17034
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8118100
Fax: +971 4 8865465

M.A.H.Y. Khoory & Co.
PO Box 41
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 2666300
Fax: +971 4 2661642
Web: www.mahykhoory.com
E-mail: sales@mahykhoory.com

Ocean Automation Solutions LLC
PO Box 117470
Al Quoz Industrial Area 1
Tel: +971 4 3236610
Fax: +971 4 3236615
Web: www.ocean-automation.com
E-mail: info@ocean-automation.com

Power Systems Gulf LLC
PO Box 290
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 3378400/50 6562514
Fax: +971 4 33736600
Web: www.psgulf.com
E-mail: krishna.warrier@psgulf.com

SALWO Trading Ltd. 
PO Box 17372
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8810591
Fax: +971 4 8810593
E-mail: wspies@emirates.net.ae

SDMO Middle East
Building EIB01, Office 310
Internet City
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 4587020
Fax: +971 4 4586985
Web: www.sdmo.com
E-mail: laurent.berthloux@sdmo.com

TRIZAC Abu Dhabi Oilfield Supply
and Services
PO Box 4434
Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 6330552
Fax: +971 2 6330557
Web: www trizac.ae
E-mail: trizac@emirates.net.ae

UNA Trading FZE
PO box 18747
Plot S 60525
Jebel Ali Free Zone South
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 48074065
Web: www.mantracpowersystems.com
E-mail: mkhalifa@mantracgroup.com

YEMEN
Al Ahram Trading Co. Ltd.
PO Box 7230, Hadda Street
Sana(apostrophe)a
Tel: +967 1 413807
Fax: +967 1 420473

Al-Mahfadi Company Ltd.
PO Box 2835, Shoop Main Street
Sanaá
Tel: +967 1 224766/222529
Fax: +967 1 237321/226499

Bahaj Yemen
PO Box 55811
Gamal St. Taiz
Tel: +967 4 251245
Fax: +967 4 251246
Web: www.bahaj-yemen.com
E-mail: ali@bahaj-yemen.com

Elaghil Trading Co. Ltd.
PO Box 66209, Zubeiri Street
Sana’a
Tel: +967 1 207470/471/594/595
Fax: +967 1 207596/213380
E-mail: elaghil@y.net.ye
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EXHIBITOR LISTINGS

COMPANY NAME STAND NUMBER COUNTRY
Abloy Oy 6 F56 Kuwait
ACICO Industries Co. 6 A64 Kuwait
ACO Group 6 D36 UAE
Ahlia Chemicals Company, Kuwait 6 A50 Kuwait
Ajal International Contracting for 6 A57 Kuwait
Decoration & Building Co.w.L.L
Al muzini Solidarity Company 6 E11 Saudi Arabia
Al Sager Industries 6 D61 Kuwait
Al Tawbad - Polarkon Metal 6 E57 Kuwait
Al-Arabiya Electrical Company 6 B61 Kuwait
ALFA FAÇADE SYSTEMS PVT. LTD. 6 H53 India
Alghanim Equipment Co. 6 A02 Kuwait
Alhasawi Industrial Group 6 A40 Kuwait
Al-Qatami Insulation Material 6 H59 Kuwait
Factory - Works & Building Co.
Al-Sultan & Khalaf Trading Co. OS 300 Kuwait
Al-Sultan & Khalaf Trading Co. 6 B51 Kuwait
Ana / Star 6 D30 Kuwait
Anhui Jinke Rubber & 6 H27 China
Plastic Products Co., Ltd.
Arab Construction World (ACW) Magazine6 G23 Lebanon
Arab International Industrial Company 6 C65 Kuwait
Arab Suppliers 6 A10 UAE
Arabi Company 6 C51 Kuwait
ARNON PLASTIC INDUSTRIES CO. LTD 6 A28 Saudi Arabia
ARROW IMPEX CORPORATION 6 G40 India
Asgar Ali Yousuf Trading Co. LLC 6 A04 UAE
ASSAN PANEL SANAYI VE TICARET A.S. 6 A22 Turkey
Attieh Steel 6 B71 Kuwait
B&H Designs 6 E34 United States
Bader Al Mulla & Brothers Co WLL 6 D51 Kuwait
Blue Ocean Middle East FZCO 6 B11 UAE
Brightstone 6 C67 Kuwait
Bubiyan Aggregate Co. 6 E61 Kuwait
Bubiyan Ready Mix Co. W.L.L. 6 E67 Kuwait
CADE: Sport facilities and equipment 6 C46 Spain
Canadian Clear Waters FZC 6 A06 UAE
Capital Business 6 H24 UAE
Chabros International Group 6 C41 UAE
CHEIL GRINDING WHEEL IND.CO.,LTD. 6 E42 Korea
CLASSIC MARBLE (HAYAT GROUP) 6 E47 India
Climate Control Middle East 6 G25 UAE
Combined Construction Co. for G.T. 6 F66 Kuwait
Conares 6 A56 UAE
Confederation of Indian Industry Hall 6 India
COOLEX 6 E41 Kuwait
Cooltra Shade, Wherever there is shade 6 E44 Korea
COSMOS CONSTRUCTION MACHINERIES 6 F42 India
& EQUIPMENTS (P) LTD.

COMPANY NAME STAND NUMBER COUNTRY
CYBER CERAMICS 6 G48 India
Cyber International General Trading Co. 6 D10 Kuwait
Dahan 6 E51 Kuwait
DC MACCHINE SRL 6 C36 Italy
Decision (Ningbo) Import & 6 E31 China
Export Trading Co.,Ltd
DEKA BOYA ITH. IHR. SAN VE TIC. LTD. STI 6 C27 Turkey
DELTON CERAMIC PVT.LTD. 6 G47 India
Diversity Group for General 6 C71 Kuwait
Trading & Contracting
Dolphin Manufacturing LLC 6 C31 UAE
Echo Precast Engineering NV 6 C37 Belgium
Ecopro Fibre Cement Boards 6 C01 Kuwait
Emirates Building Systems Co. LLC 6 D02 UAE
Emirates Steel Industries 6 A41 UAE
Encyclomedia S.A.L 6 H22 Lebanon
Environment Preservation 6 A38 Kuwait
Industrial Company
Epo Gulf Specialities 6 E61 Kuwait
ESQUIRE MACHINES PVT. LTD. 6 F44 India
Fares Al Dabbous & Sons Trading Co WLL 6 A71 Kuwait
Fask Kuwait General 6 A52 Kuwait
Trading & Contracting Co.
Fischer Innovative Solutions 6 E10 UAE
Forum Interiors Co. 6 D31 Kuwait
Foshan Lianxing Deli 6 H30 China
Decoation Material Co.,Ltd
Framecad 6 D13 UAE
FRAMUSA GARDEN FURNITURE 6 C40 Spain
France Metal 6 E27 Egypt
FRUMECAR 6 B47 Spain
G.TECH SPLICING PVT. LTD. 6 H45 India
Gale Pacific - Australia 6 C17 UAE
GDPA Fasteners, India 6 F17 India
German Pipes Centre 6 D60 Kuwait
Giesse Gulf Group 6 B31 UAE
Giisco Industrial. Machinery 6 A48 Kuwait
Trading Company
GLAZETECH - Mich.Vakirzis & Co 6 A46 Greece
GOLDNET FENCING SYSTEM CO.,LTD 6 F30 China
GRTC Solar 6 H60 Kuwait
Gruppo Stamplast SRL 6 A37 Italy
Gulf Resources General 6 D62 Kuwait
Trading and Contracting Co.
HEELCERA / CAPSON TILES PVT.LTD 6 G43 India
Henan Yongwei Security Co., Ltd. 6 E35 China
High Quality for General 6 E60 Kuwait
Trading & Contracting company
Hotline Trading LLC 6 B05 UAE
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COMPANY NAME STAND NUMBER COUNTRY
Inshaa Holding Company 6 E61 Kuwait
Instant Access 6 A34 Kuwait
Instant Access OS 100 Kuwait
International Insulation Co. 6 D66 Kuwait
ISCON CERAMIC PVT. LTD. 6 F47 India
IVACIS Holding Company 6 E14 Kuwait
J K Cement Works (Fujairah) FZC 6 F11 UAE
Jiangsu Huahai Steel Structure Co.,Ltd. 6 G37 China
JIANGSU SKYRUN CORPORATION 6 H36 China
JiangXi GuoLian Ceramic CO.,LTD 6 F32 China
Jostone 6 D41 Jordan
Jubaili Bros s.a.l 6 E21 Kuwait
Kalingastone 6 C47 India
KAMIL BHAI ISMAIl JI 6 H46 India
KIMMCO INSULATION 6 C57 Kuwait
KONECRANES ME FZE 6 A02 UAE
(Alghanim Equipment Co.)
Kuwait Green Building Council Concourse 100 Kuwait
Kuwait Towers Factory 6 F66 Kuwait
Lagan Bitumen Ltd 6 D35 Ireland
LANDMARK TILES PVT. LTD. 6 E45 India
Leca Co. 6 E02 Iran
LENZ CERAMIC PVT. LTD. 6 F45 India
LIVON CERAMIC 6 F43 India
LP Art & Oud 6 F16 UAE
MAGIC CERAMIC 6 H40 India
MAJOR CERAMIC 6 H42 India
MEPCO 6 D56 Kuwait
MERT MADEN A.S. 6 C26 Turkey
Metalex General Trading & Contracting Co.6 E70 Kuwait
Middle East Plant & Equipment 6 H20 UAE
MTC METAL DIS TICARET LTD.STI. 6 B21 Turkey
Musaed Supply Center 6 C61 Kuwait
Nabil Aba Hussain Trading Co. 6 F51 Kuwait
NAFFCO FZCO 6 A11 UAE
NATURELMAR MADENCILIK 6 A21 Turkey 
SANAYI VE TICARET A.S
NBTC 6 G70 Kuwait
NOBEL WALL TILES 6 H51 India
OCTIVA CERAMIC 6 G41 India
ONUR MARBLE CO. 6 C21 Turkey
Oppein Home GROUP INC 6 F36 China
Oscam 6 B36 Italy
POQUTEC CO., LTD. 6 E46 Korea
Prime - Focus Air Conditioning 6 E16 UAE
Industries LLC Dubai
Progress Group 6 C37 Germany
PROGRESS MASCHINEN & 6 C37 Italy
AUTOMATION AG

COMPANY NAME STAND NUMBER COUNTRY
Rajhi Steel 6 A61 Saudi Arabia
RAMCO INDUSTRIES LIMITED 6 H57 India
Region of Murcia, Spain 6 B41, 6 C40, 6 C46, 6 B47 Spain
REIS TEKSTIL MAD.INS.KAGIT SAN.TIC.A.S.6 A27 Turkey
Reynaers Aluminium 6 B02 Bahrain
RMG POLYVINYL INDIA LIMITED 6 H49 India
S.A.GLASS PVT. LTD. 6 H55 India
Sanmen Lion Manhole Cover 6 H36 China
SANMEN LION MANHOLE COVER CO.,LTD.6 H34 China
Saudi Bitumen Industries Co. LTD. - SABIT6 E17 Saudi Arabia
Schnell SPA 6 A26 Italy
SF Technology and Cartel Manufacturing Co.6 C35 Kuwait
SHANDONG LUJIANG INTERNATIONAL 6 G31 China
TRADE CO.,LTD
Sharjah Airport International 6 D11 UAE
Free Zone (Saif Zone)
SIMBEL CERAMIC PVT. LTD. 6 F41 India
SOBER CERAMICS 6 H37 India
SOBER CERAMICS (GLOSSY TILES) 6 H39 India
SOYLU TURIZM VE TIC. LTD. STI. 6 B27 Turkey
SPENTIKA CERAMIC PVT. LTD. 6 E43 India
SRI VENKATESH GRANITES PVT. LTD. 6 G45 India
SRSL INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD. 6 H43 India
TA Group 6 E36 Lebanon
Tecfire Middle East FZE 6 B01 UAE
Technical Review Middle East 6 G21 UAE
Techno Plastic Industry LLC, Oman. 6 D37 Oman
tecnocom 6 C37 Italy
TEKINLER SU ARMATURLERI IMALAT 6 C20 Turkey
GIDA VE ITRIYAT SAN. TIC. LTD. STI
Tekla 6 D16 UAE
The Regency Hotel - Kuwait Concourse 110 Kuwait
Three Flags Co. 6 C11 Kuwait
Tianjin Elecmotor Co.,Ltd 6 E33 China
TRITURADOS ROMERAL 6 B41 Spain
Uniflo - Al Shihhe Industry Co. (L.L.C.) 6 D17 UAE
URC INFOTEC PRIVATE LIMITED 6 H44 India
USAKLIGIL INS. TEL ORME 6 B26 Turkey
CIT SAN VE TIC LTD STI
Ventures Onsite 6 H23 UAE
Western Systems 6 A46 Kuwait
(Arch Est Trad & Contracting)
Wuxi Huake Machine Equipment Co.,Ltd 6 H35 China
Xuzhou construction machinery group 6 F37 China
Xuzhou construction machinery group OS 700 China
Yonggao Co.,Ltd 6 E37 China
ZED VITRIFIED 6 H41 India
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تالــــيلـحت

Ÿü°Éf™ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI GCbπ HμãÒ eø GC… WÉbá LójóI J©àªó Y∏≈ GdƒbƒO G’CMØƒQ…. hHƒV°ƒì ‚ó

GC¿ Jƒd«ó Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á hWÉbá GdôjÉì jƒaô e«õGä H«Ä«á. hbó bÉeâ GŸ¨ôÜ Hàü°ª«º eû°ôhYÉJ¡É

dàæóQê GCS°Øπ e©ÉjÒ GBd«á Gdàæª«á Gdæ¶«Øá GdàÉH©á dÓC· GŸàëóI. hbó jù°ÉYó  Pd∂ GCj†°É ‘ JƒaÒ

Gdàªƒjπ Ÿû°ôhYÉä Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI f¶ôG ÿØ†°¡É ’fÑ©ÉKÉä KÉÊ GChcù°«ó GdμôHƒ¿.

hha≤É ŸÉ PcôJ¬ Gd∏éæá G’bàü°ÉOjá dÓC· GŸàëóI GÿÉU°á HÉCaôj≤«É )�����(, aÉE¿ eü°ô

J©àÈ MÉd«É g» Gd≤ÉFó ‘ GŸæ£≤á a«ªÉ jà©∏≥ Hù°©á Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI GŸôcÑá, e™ GEfàÉL¡É 0082

e«éÉhG• eø Gd£Ébá GŸÉF«á hfëƒ 055e«éÉhG• eø WÉbá GdôjÉì. GE’ GC¿ e©¶º Gdù°©á eø Gd£Ébá

Gdμ¡ôheÉF«á d∏óhdá ” HÉdØ©π GS°à¨Ód¡É. hJ¡ó± hRGQI Gdμ¡ôHÉA hGd£Ébá GE¤ eù°Égªá eü°ÉOQ

Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI Hæù°Ñá 02‘ GŸÉFá eø Jƒd«ó Gd£Ébá d∏óhdá Hë∏ƒ∫ 0202, M«å JÉCJ» 21‘ GŸÉFá

eø J∏∂ Gı£§ d¡É eø eõGQ´ GdôjÉì G÷ójóI HÉELªÉ‹ 0027e«éÉhG•. h“ãπ eü°ÉOQ Gd£Ébá

GŸàéóOI G’CNôi Gdæù°Ñá GŸàÑ≤«á hg» 8‘ GŸÉFá. h‘ Xπ N£à¡É GÿÉU°á HÉd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á, Gdà»

” GEWÓb¡É ‘ U°«∞ 2102, –àÉê eü°ô GE¤ GEfàÉê 0053e«éÉhG• eø Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á Hë∏ƒ∫

7202. heø GdƒGV°í GC¿ QZÑá eü°ô ‘ G◊ü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI fÉH©á eø Gdæ≤ü¢ Gdû°ójó ‘

Gd£Ébá Gdò… J©ÉÊ eæ¬. a≤ó GCU°Ñí Gf≤£É´ Gd£Ébá Gdμ¡ôHÉF«á GCeôG T°ÉF©É Mà≈ ‘ Gd≤ÉgôI

Gd©ÉU°ªá. hj©àªó Jƒd«ó c¡ôHÉA GŸójæá ` Hû°μπ cÑÒ ` Y∏≈ Gd¨ÉR Gd£Ñ«©», e™ Jû°¨«π GCcÌ eø 09‘

GŸÉFá eø eü°Éf™ Gd£Ébá HÉd¨ÉR. h’ j≤àü°ô G’Ceô Y∏≈ cØÉì S°©á Gd£Ébá GŸôcÑá eø GCLπ eƒGcÑá

Gd£∏Ö, hdμø Gdæ≤ü¢ ‘ Gd¨ÉR GdÓRΩ dàõhjó GŸü°Éf™ HÉdƒbƒO bó L©π G’Ceô GCj†°É jõOGO S°ƒAGk ‘

Gdù°æƒGä G’CNÒI GERGA GEfàÉê Gd¨ÉR GÙ∏» G’BNò ‘ Gd¡Ñƒ•. h‘ e£∏™ gòG Gd©ÉΩ, GCY∏æâ eü°ô Yø

N£§ ’S°àãªÉQ 1e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» eø GCLπ GEfû°ÉA Gd©ójó eø GŸû°ôhYÉä ‘ ›É∫ Gd£Ébá

Gdû°˘˘˘ªù°˘˘˘«˘˘˘á. ZÒ GC¿ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘ÉU°˘˘˘«˘˘˘π GÿÉU°˘˘˘á H˘˘˘ÉŸÑ˘˘˘ÉOQI ’ J˘˘˘õG∫ b˘˘˘∏˘˘˘«˘˘˘∏˘˘˘á. hha˘˘˘≤˘˘˘É d˘˘∏˘˘¡˘˘«˘˘Ä˘˘á GŸü°˘˘ôj˘˘á Gd˘˘©˘˘Ée˘˘á

dÓS°à©ÓeÉä, J¡ó± GŸÑÉOQI d«ù¢ a≤§ GE¤ GŸù°ÉYóI ‘ RjÉOI eû°ÉQcá GŸü°ÉOQ GŸàéóOI ‘ eõjè

Gd£Ébá, hdμø GCj†°É ÿ∏≥ GŸõjó eø aôU¢ Gd©ªπ, hHîÉU°á d∏û°ÑÉÜ.

GE’ GC¿ GdóYº Gd¡ÉFπ Gdò… J≤óe¬ G◊μƒeá Y∏≈ GdƒbƒO )Gd¨ÉR hGdμ¡ôHÉA( hGdò… j∏à¡º 02‘

GŸÉFá eø e«õGf«á Gdóhdá, jƒGU°π Yôb∏à¬ ÷òÜ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI d∏≤£É´ GÿÉU¢ HÉdóhdá. he™

Yéõ GŸƒGRfá GŸà†°îº Y∏≈ GdóhGΩ, Jàîò G◊μƒeá G÷ójóI, –â QFÉS°á YÑó GdØàÉì Gdù°«ù°»,

N£ƒGä ’EU°Óì HôfÉeè GdóYº. hbó HóGCä GCS°©ÉQ Gdμ¡ôHÉA ‘ G’QJØÉ´ ‘ jƒf«ƒ/MõjôG¿ ‘ Xπ

N£á dôa™ GdóYº Yø Gd£Ébá NÓ∫ Nªù¢ S°æƒGä. h‘ G’Ch∫ eø jƒd«ƒ/“ƒR ” NØ†¢ GdóYº Y∏≈

GdƒbƒO. hjÑ≤≈ GC¿ fôi eói ‚Éì J∏∂ G÷¡ƒO.

hb˘˘˘ó GCY˘˘˘∏˘˘˘æâ eü°˘˘˘ô e˘˘˘ƒDN˘˘˘ôG Y˘˘˘ø GN˘˘˘à˘˘˘«˘˘˘ÉQ {Gdù°˘˘˘ƒj˘˘˘ó… GEd˘˘˘μÎj∂z d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘ƒR Ãæ˘˘Ébü°˘˘á H˘˘æ˘˘ÉA hJû°˘˘¨˘˘«˘˘π 6

fi£Éä Jƒd«ó c¡ôHÉA eø WÉbá GdôjÉì H≤óQI 001e«éÉhG• Y∏≈ S°ÉMπ GdÑëô G’CMªô. hS°ƒ±

Jμƒ¿ g» GCh∫ T°ôcá b£É´ NÉU¢ jàº Gdù°ªÉì d¡É HÑ«™ Gdμ¡ôHÉA Hû°μπ eù°à≤π ‘ eü°ô. GE’ GCf¬ ‘

hbâ càÉHá Gdà≤ôjô, ⁄ jμø bó ” H©ó Jƒb«™ Y≤ó f¡ÉF», hMà≈ G’B¿ ⁄ jàº –ójó JÉQjï G’fà¡ÉA

GŸàƒb™ d∏ªû°ôh´. heãπ Gd©ójó eø Gd©ƒGeπ Gdà» “ãπ YÑÄÉ Y∏≈ G’bàü°ÉO, Jàƒb∞ N£§ Gd£Ébá

GŸàéóOI dói eü°ô  Y∏≈ G’S°à≤ôGQ Gdù°«ÉS°» ‘ GdÑÓO Gdà» T°¡óä GCQH©á J¨«ÒGä d∏ëμƒeá NÓ∫

GCQH™ S°æƒGä. GCeÉ G÷õGFô, a¡» Jù°à¡ó± N£ák WªƒMÉk HÉ◊ü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ S°©á GEfàÉê Gd£Ébá GŸôcÑá

Gdà» Jü°π GE¤ 22GCd∞ e«éÉhG• eø GŸü°ÉOQ GŸàéóOI Hë∏ƒ∫ 0302. hha≤É dÈfÉeè Gd£ÉbÉä

GŸàéóOI hGdØ©Éd«á Gd£Ébƒjá HÉdÑÓO, Gdò… ” GEbôGQ√ ‘ 1102hGdò… JõYªà¬ T°ôcá Gdμ¡ôHÉA

hGd¨ÉR GŸª∏ƒcá d∏ëμƒeá G÷õGFôjá S°ƒf∏¨ÉR, aÉEf¬ j¡ó± GE¤ eù°Égªá Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á Hæù°Ñá 73

‘ GŸÉFá eø GEfàÉê Gdμ¡ôHÉA HÉ÷õGFô Hë∏ƒ∫ 0302, Hù°©á 008e«éÉhG• Hë∏ƒ∫ 0202. heø

GŸ≤Îì GC¿ jÉCJ» GdàƒGR¿ eø GCLπ –≤«≥ gó± 0302eø WÉbá GdôjÉì. heø Gd¡ó± 22GCd∞

e«éÉhG•, J£ªí G÷õGFô GE¤ Jîü°«ü¢ 01GB’± e«éÉhG• d∏àü°ójô.

hf¶ôG ’C¿ 79‘ GŸÉFá eø GEjôGOGJ¡É eø Gd©ª∏á G’CLæÑ«á JÉCJ» eø GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR, h89‘ GŸÉFá

eø Jƒd«ó Gdμ¡ôHÉA Gdò… j©àªó Y∏≈ Gd¨ÉR, aÉE¿ Gdàæƒ´ eø NÓ∫ J£ƒjô Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á Hû°μπ cÑÒ

jÉCJ» Y∏≈ bÉFªá GChdƒjÉä Gdóhdá. hjû°¡ó G’S°à¡Ó∑ GÙ∏» OYªÉ cÑÒG. hj≤óQ U°æóh¥ Gdæ≤ó

Gdóh‹ GELªÉ‹ Jμ∏Øá GdóYº Gd†°ªæ» Y∏≈ eæàéÉä GdæØ§ hGd¨ÉR Gd£Ñ«©» Hæëƒ 2^22e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q

GCeôjμ», GCh 7^01‘ GŸÉFá eø GELªÉ‹ GdæÉœ GÙ∏». hbó MòQ Gdü°æóh¥ ‘ jæÉjô/cÉfƒ¿ GdãÉÊ

eø GC¿ S°ôYá JÉCKô Yª∏«Éä Gdà£ƒjô HÉ÷õGFô ‘ b£É´ Gd¡«óQhcôHƒ¿ S°ƒ± JõOGO S°ƒAG hPd∂ f¶ôG

’C¿ GfîØÉV¢ GEfàÉê Gd¡«óQhcôHƒ¿ hG’S°à¡Ó∑ GÙ∏» Gd¡ÉFπ jæàè Yæ¬ NØ†¢ GCQbÉΩ Gdàü°ójô.

hGCT°ÉQ Gdü°æóh¥ GCj†°É GE¤ GC¿ GŸ£ÉdÖ G’LàªÉY«á J¶π eôJØ©á Y∏≈ GdôZº eø GŸù°àƒjÉä GŸôJØ©á

eø G’EfØÉ¥ G’LàªÉY» Gdò… J≤ƒΩ H¬ G◊μƒeá.  Y∏ªÉ HÉC¿ GŸù°Égªá G’CcÈ eø Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI ‘

eõjè Gd£Ébá ’ J≤àü°ô aÉFóJ¡É a≤§ Y∏≈ –ôjô GŸõjó eø Gd¨ÉR Gıü°ü¢ fi∏«É d∏àü°ójô,

hdμæ¡É GCj†°É Jù°ÉYó ‘ N∏≥ GŸõjó eø aôU¢ Gd©ªπ ‘ Gdóhdá, a≤£É´ Gd¡«óQhcôHƒ¿ ’ j≤ƒΩ

HàƒX«∞ ZÒ 3‘ GŸÉFá eø Gd≤ƒI Gd©Ée∏á, H«æªÉ J≤ÎÜ fù°Ñá GdÑ£Édá HÚ Gdû°ÑÉÜ eø 52‘ GŸÉFá.

hdμø GYàÑÉQG eø 2102, cÉ¿ dói G÷õGFô 872e«éÉhG• a≤§ eø Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI GŸôcÑá,

hPd∂ ha˘˘˘≤˘˘˘É d˘˘˘∏˘˘˘é˘˘˘æ˘˘á G’b˘˘àü°˘˘ÉOj˘˘á d˘˘ÓC· GŸà˘˘ë˘˘óI GÿÉU°˘˘á H˘˘ÉCa˘˘ôj˘˘≤˘˘«˘˘É )�����(, he˘˘˘©˘˘˘¶˘˘º J˘˘∏∂

Gd£Ébá LÉA eø GEfû°ÉA eü°Éf™ Gd£Ébá Gdμ¡ôheÉF«á ‘ aÎI Gÿªù°«æ«Éä hGdù°à«æ«Éä. hdói Gdóhdá

GCMó GCh∫ GŸü°Éf™ Gdà» J©ªπ Hæ¶ÉΩ GdóhQI GŸôcÑá hGŸ©õRI HÉd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á, hgƒ eü°æ™ MÉS°»

Gdôeπ Hù°©á 051e«éÉhG•, hGdò… ” Jû°¨«∏¬ ‘ jƒd«ƒ/“ƒR 1102, Hù°©á 02e«éÉhG• eø Gd£Ébá

Gdû°ªù°«á. h‘ Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°» bÉeâ S°ƒf∏¨ÉR Ãæí eû°ôhYÉä Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á Hù°©á Jü°π GE¤ 004

e«éÉhG•, ÃÉ ‘ Pd∂ 332e«éÉhG• eø eû°ôhYÉä GdØƒdà«á Gd†°ƒF«á )��( GE¤ G–ÉO eø

Gdû°ôcÉä GdØôY«á V°º 	
������	��
��
������	
��Gdü°«æ«á h�����������
���
h������
���������

hd∏ªù°ÉYóI ‘ G’ES°ôG´ ‘ –≤«≥ GCgóGa¡É GÿÉU°á HÉd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á, bÉeâ G÷õGFô ‘

GCHôjπ/f«ù°É¿ HÉEWÓ¥ S°«ÉS°á J©ôjØá Gdà¨òjá )���( Gd£ªƒì Ÿû°ôhYÉä GdØƒdà«á Gd†°ƒF«á )��(

Y∏≈ f£É¥ hGS°™. hbó S°ÉYó Pd∂ ` HÓ T°∂ ` ‘ RjÉOI LòÜ Gdóhdá ’S°àãªÉQGä Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á

eø LÉfÖ T°ôcÉä GCLæÑ«á. heø fÉM«á GCNôi, J©ÉÊ G÷õGFô eø GCMó GCcÈ H«ÄÉä G’CYªÉ∫ U°©ƒHá

‘ Gdû°ô¥ G’ChS°§ hT°ªÉ∫ GCaôj≤«É. hPcô U°æóh¥ Gdæ≤ó Gdóh‹ GC¿ G’EU°ÓMÉä hGS°©á Gdæ£É¥

e£∏ƒHá dàëù°Ú eæÉñ G’CYªÉ∫ HÉdóhdá hLòÜ G’S°àãªÉQGä G’CLæÑ«á. aÑ«Äá G’CeÉ¿ ZÒ GŸù°à≤ôI

HÉ÷õGFô –ó eø QZÑá GŸù°àãªôjø d∏ªîÉWôI.

hGCeÉ Jƒfù¢, a¡» J¡ó± GE¤ GŸù°Égªá HÉd£Ébá GŸàéóOI Hæù°Ñá 03‘ GŸÉFá eø Jƒd«ó Gdμ¡ôHÉA

Hë∏ƒ∫ 0302. hdμø H¨†¢ Gdæ¶ô Yø fi£Éä Gd£Ébá GŸÉF«á Hù°©á 66e«éÉhG• Gdà» ” Jû°¨«∏¡É ‘

Gÿªù°«æ«Éä hGdù°à«æ«Éä, GCU°Ñí GS°àîóGΩ  Gdóhdá d∏£Ébá GŸàéóOI, GYàÑÉQG eø 2102, ‘ MóhO

551e«éÉhG• eø WÉbá GdôjÉì h4e«éÉhG• eø Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á, hPd∂ Mù°ÑªÉ Pcô J≤ôjô

Gd∏éæá G’bàü°ÉOjá dÓC· GŸàëóI GÿÉU°á HÉCaôj≤«É )�����(.

heø G÷∏» GC¿ S°ÑÖ G’fóaÉ´ fëƒ GŸù°Égªá G’CcÈ Ÿü°ÉOQ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI hGV°í “ÉeÉk.  aÉCcÌ

eø 09‘ GŸÉFá eø Jƒd«ó Gdμ¡ôHÉA ‘ Jƒfù¢ j©àªó Y∏≈ Gd¨ÉR, GCeÉ GdÑ≤«á Gd©¶ª≈ a¡» eø Gd£Ébá

Gdà» j©àªó Jû°¨«∏¡É Y∏≈ GdÑÎh∫. ZÒ GC¿ Gdóhdá J©ó eø Gdóh∫ b∏«∏á G’EfàÉê fù°Ñ«É d∏¡«óhcôHƒ¿.

hbó GCOi Gd£∏Ö GŸàõGjó Y∏≈ Gd£Ébá hRjÉOI GdƒGQOGä, a†°Ók Yø GdóYº, GE¤ JÉCKÒGä S°∏Ñ«á Y∏≈

fØ≤Éä GS°à¡Ó∑ Gd£Ébá. h‘ GEWÉQ L¡ƒOgÉ dà≤∏«π Gd©éõ ‘ GŸ«õGf«á, hGdò… cÉ¿ jù°Éh… ‘ Gd©ÉΩ

GŸÉV°» 3^8‘ GŸÉFá eø GELªÉ‹ GdæÉœ GÙ∏», bÉeâ Mμƒeá Jƒfù¢ Hà≤∏«π GdóYº Y∏≈ GdƒbƒO Y∏≈

GC¿ jμƒ¿ S°ÉQ… GŸØ©ƒ∫ HóGjá eø GCh∫ jƒd«ƒ/“ƒR, M«å ” Qa™ GCS°©ÉQ GdÑæõjø Hæù°Ñá 3^6‘ GŸÉFá.

GCeÉ GS°àîóGΩ d«Ñ«É Ÿü°ÉOQ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI ‘ Gdƒbâ G◊É‹, a¡ƒ GS°àîóGΩ gÉeû°».  aàƒd«ó

Gdμ¡ôHÉA j©àªó HÉdμÉeπ GEeÉ Y∏≈ GdÑÎh∫ GCh Gd¨ÉR. hdμø j©ªπ G÷¡ÉR GdàæØ«ò… d∏£ÉbÉä GŸàéóOI

‘ d«Ñ«É, Gdò… JÉCS°ù¢ YÉΩ 7002, Y∏≈ GS°à¨Ó∫ GEeμÉfÉä Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á hWÉbá GdôjÉì HÉdóhdá.

hj¡ó± GE¤ GC¿ Jü°π fù°Ñá eù°Égªá Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI GE¤ 3‘ GŸÉFá eø GELªÉ‹ eõjè Gd£Ébá dój¡É

Hë∏ƒ∫ 5102, h01‘ GŸÉFá Hë∏ƒ∫ 0202. hJû°Ò H©†¢ Gdà≤ÉQjô G◊ójãá GE¤ GCf¬ bó ” Qa™ gó±

0202Hæù°Ñá 01‘ GŸÉFá GEV°Éa«á. h’T°∂ GC¿ G◊ôÜ G’Cg∏«á YÉΩ 1102, hGd©æ∞ GŸù°àªô hf≤ü¢

G’S°àãªÉQGä, cπ Pd∂ jû°μπ Y≤ÑÉä gÉF∏á GCeÉΩ L¡ƒO d«Ñ«É eø GCLπ –≤«≥ WªƒMÉJ¡É ‘ ›É∫

Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI.

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

hK«≤á GEWÉQ Gd©ªπ ‘ Ojù°ªÈ 3102ŸμàÖ Gd∏éæá G’bàü°ÉOjá dÓC· GŸàëóI GÿÉU°á HÉCaôj≤«É

)�����( dû°ªÉ∫ GCaôj≤«É H©æƒG¿ {S°«ÉS°á Gdà©Éh¿ G’Eb∏«ª» dà£ƒjô Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI Hû°ªÉ∫

GCaôj≤«Éz hbó LÉAä HÉdÑ«ÉfÉä f≤Ók Yø G’–ÉO Gd©ôH» d∏£Ébá GŸàéóOI hOh∫ aôOjá. Gdμ¡ôHÉA Gdà» jàº Jƒd«ógÉ ‘ Gdù°ó Gd©É‹ HÉCS°ƒG¿ Jù°¡º ‘ S°©á Gdàƒd«ó Gdμ¡ôheÉF» HÉdÑÓO Ã≤óGQ 0082e«éÉhG•
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تالــــيلـحت

..................................................................................................................................................... لوليأ/ربمتبس
تيوكلا........................................................................ تيوكلا فياف جيب ضرعم........٤٢ ـ٢٢

...................................................................................................................................لو&ا نيرشت/ربوتكأ

يبظوبأ....................................................ءاملاو ءابرهكلا ضرعمو رمتؤم........٤١ ـ٢١
ليبرإ.......................................................................................قارعلا عورشم ضرعم........٣٢ ـ٠٢

........................................................................................................................يناثلا نيرشت/ربمفون

ضايرلا......................ةليقثلا ءانيلا تالآو يدوعسلا ءانبلا ضرعم........٣١ ـ٠١
يف نداـــــعــــملاو نـــــيدــــعتلا ةـــــعانص ةودــــنو ضرـــعـــم........٣١ ـ١١
ضايرلا......................................................................................................................................................ةيدوعسلا
يبد ............................................................................................................فياف جيب ضرعم........٠٢ ـ٧١

Pcô eù°ƒDhdƒ¿ ‘ g«Äá Gd£ô¥ hGŸƒGU°Óä GCf¬  S°«àº G’fà¡ÉA bôjÑÉ
eø GŸôM∏á G’CNÒI eø Gd©ªπ ‘ JôGΩ OH», heø GŸ≤ôQ HóA Yª∏«Éä
GdÎGΩ Hë∏ƒ∫ T°¡ô fƒaªÈ/Jû°ôjø GdãÉÊ 4102. hPcô GŸù°ƒDhdƒ¿ GCf¬ bó

” GEfû°ÉA GBNô GdàëƒjÓä GŸôhQjá Gı£§ d¡É Y∏≈ T°ÉQ´ LªÒG H«àû¢
Qjõjófù¢ ‘ OH» eÉQjæÉ. hGCV°É± GŸù°ƒDhdƒ¿ GC¿ Gdàëƒj∏á “àó Ÿù°Éaá
hGMó c«∏ƒeÎ, hS°«àº JæØ«ògÉ NÓ∫ T°¡ô hGMó Y∏≈ G’Cbπ. hbÉdâ e«ãÉA
H˘˘˘ø Y˘˘˘ó…, GŸój˘˘˘ô Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘æ˘˘˘Ø˘˘˘«˘˘˘ò… ŸƒDS°ù°˘˘˘á GŸôhQ hGd˘˘˘£˘˘˘ô¥: {S°˘˘˘à˘˘˘ë˘˘˘à˘˘Éê GCY˘˘ª˘˘É∫
Gdàëƒj∏á GE¤ GEZÓ¥ MÉQJÚ Y∏≈ GŒÉg» Gdû°ÉQ´, h–ƒjπ GŸôhQ Hû°μπ

eƒDbâ GE¤ T°ÉQ´ Gÿóeá. hS°ƒ± jéô… Gd©ªπ Y∏≈ eóGQ Gdù°ÉYá HƒLƒO
aôj≥ eø GŸ≤ÉhdÚ hG’S°àû°ÉQjÚ Mà≈ jàº G’fà¡ÉA eø cÉaá G’CYªÉ∫
GÿÉU°á Hû°Ñμá GdÎGΩ. hS°àμƒ¿ Gdàëƒj∏á GŸôhQjá, G÷ÉQ… JæØ«ògÉ,

Y˘˘˘∏˘˘˘≈ Gd˘˘˘à˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ÉW˘˘˘©˘˘˘Éä Gd˘˘˘ã˘˘˘ÓK˘˘˘á dû°˘˘˘ÉQ´ L˘˘ªÒG H˘˘«˘˘àû¢ QRj˘˘ófù¢z. hS°˘˘ƒ± “à˘˘ó
GŸôM∏á G’Ch¤ eø JôGΩ OH» GE¤ eù°Éaá 6^01cº hS°ƒ± JàμÉeπ e™

eÎh OH» HÉYàÑÉQgÉ ‰£Ék LójóGk eø Gdæ≤π Gd©ÉΩ. hS°«ü°π GdÎGΩ GE¤
eæÉW≥ Gdü°Øƒì hbôjá OH» d∏ª©ôaá, heójæá G’EYÓΩ, hOH» eÉQjæÉ,
hLªÒG H«àû¢ QRjófù¢. heø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ jù°àîóΩ GdÎGΩ MƒG‹ 72GCd∞
QGcÖ ‘ GŸôM∏á G’Ch¤. hjoëàªπ GC¿ jü°π gòG Gd©óO GE¤ 66GCdØÉk Hë∏ƒ∫
0202. hS°ƒ± Jμƒ¿ gò√ g» T°Ñμá GdÎGΩ G’Ch¤ eø fƒY¡É GŸõhOI
HëÉLõ RLÉL» H£ƒ∫ GŸæü°á, hGCHƒGÜ GBd«á GdØàí hG’EZÓ¥, hS°ƒ± J©ªπ

‘ 11fi£á. heø Gı£§ GEfû°ÉA S°â fi£Éä GEV°Éa«á ‘ GŸôM∏á
GdãÉf«á.

لولحب يبد مارت ليغشت ءدب
 ماعلا اذه ربمفون

ةددجتملا ةقاطلاب صاخلا طاشنلا ةدايز
T°¡óä G’CYƒGΩ Gd≤∏«∏á GŸÉV°«á Jü°óQ eƒV°ƒ´ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI d≤ƒGFº G’CYªÉ∫ Gdù°«ÉS°«á ‘ Oh∫ T°ªÉ∫ GCaôj≤«É, M«å

JÑëå MμƒeÉJ¡É Yø HóGFπ d≤£ÉYÉä Gd£Ébá Gdà» jù°«£ô Y∏«¡É GdƒbƒO G’CMØƒQ…. hGÙô∑ G’CS°ÉS°» hQGA GCgóG±

GŸü°ÉOQ GŸàéóOI Gd£ªƒì Gdà» Jæà¡é¡É GŸæ£≤á gƒ Gd£∏Ö GŸàõGjó Hù°ôYá Y∏≈ Gd£Ébá. aÉdóh∫ GŸù°àƒQOI d∏ƒbƒO, eãπ

GŸ¨ôÜ hJƒfù¢, ‘ MÉLá GE¤ NØ†¢ GYàªÉOgÉ Y∏≈ hGQOGä GdƒbƒO G’CMØƒQ… dà©õjõ JÉCeÚ Gd£Ébá. h‘ Gdƒbâ fØù°¬, JμÉaí

Gdóh∫ GŸü°óQI d∏¡«óQhcôHƒ¿, eãπ d«Ñ«É hG÷õGFô, eø GCLπ RjÉOI eü°ÉOQ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI ’C¿ Gd£∏Ö GÙ∏» GŸàõGjó

Hù°ôYá j∏à¡º ` Hû°μπ OGFº ` Gdæü°«Ö G’CcÈ eø GEfàÉê GdƒbƒO G’CMØƒQ… dój¡É, ‡É jƒDO… GE¤ G◊ó eø GEjôGOGä Gdàü°ójô

Gdà» JõOGO G◊ÉLá GEd«¡É, e™ RjÉOI Gd©ÖA Y∏≈ Gdæªƒ G’bàü°ÉO….

aÉŸ¨ôÜ dój¡É GCcÌ HôGeè Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI WªƒMÉ ‘ T°ªÉ∫ GCaôj≤«É, hJù°à¡ó± G◊ü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ 24‘ GŸÉFá )eÉ jù°Éh…

fëƒ 6GB’± e«éÉhG•( eø GELªÉ‹ eõjè Gd£Ébá dój¡É eø GŸü°ÉOQ GŸàéóOI Hë∏ƒ∫ 0202. hbó bÉeâ HÉdàî£«§

Ÿû°ôhYÉä WÉbá GdôjÉì hGd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á Gdà» JØƒ¥ GC… Ohdá GCNôi ‘ GŸæ£≤á. a¡» Jù°à¡ó± G◊ü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ GCdØ»r
e«éÉhG• eø cπ eø Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á hWÉbá GdôjÉì Hæ¡Éjá Gd©≤ó G◊É‹. cªÉ GC¿ dój¡É MÉaõGk bƒjÉk dàƒS°«™ S°©à¡É ‘

eü°ÉOQ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI Hû°μπ S°ôj™. aÉMà«ÉW» hGEfàÉê GŸ¨ôÜ eø eü°ÉOQ GdƒbƒO Gdà≤∏«ójá V°Ä«π, aƒGQOGJ¡É Jü°π GE¤

GCcÌ eø 69‘ GŸÉFá eø GMà«ÉLÉJ¡É d∏ƒbƒO G’CMØƒQ…, ‡É jé©∏¡É GCcÈ Ohdá eù°àƒQOI d∏£Ébá ‘ T°ªÉ∫ GCaôj≤«É.  hbó

S°é∏â hGQOGä GdƒbƒO hGd£Ébá eÉ jõjó Yø GdôH™ eø GELªÉ‹ GdƒGQOGä ‘ 3102, M«å H∏¨â b«ªá aÉJƒQI hGQOGä Gd£Ébá

31e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ», e≤ÉQfá ÃÉ j≤ôÜ eø 8^11e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» ‘ 2102. cªÉ GC¿ OYº Gd£Ébá GŸÑÉT°ô Áãπ YÑÄÉ

GEV°Éa«É. a≤ó H∏¨â b«ªà¬ G’ELªÉd«á fëƒ 3^6e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» ‘ 2102. h‘ 3102, GCOä eù°ÒI eø GCLπ GEU°Óì

G’ChV°É´ GŸÉd«á Gd©Éeá GE¤ HóA GŸ¨ôÜ ‘ GdàÑƒjÖ G÷õF» ’CS°©ÉQ Gd£Ébá ha≤É Ÿù°àƒjÉä Gdù°ƒ¥ Gdóhd«á. hGCY∏æâ, ‘ T°¡ô

jæÉjô/cÉfƒ¿ GdãÉÊ eø gòG Gd©ÉΩ, GCf¬ ⁄ j©ó GdÑæõjø hGdƒbƒO eø HÚ GŸæàéÉä Gdà» Jî†°™ d∏óYº eø LÉfÖ G◊μƒeá.

hcòd∂ HóGCä Gdóhdá ‘ NØ†¢ OYª¡É d∏ójõ∫ Hû°μπ cÑÒ. ZÒ GC¿ Gd£∏Ö Y∏≈ Gd£Ébá ‘ GŸ¨ôÜ jõOGO Hû°μπ cÑÒ Hæù°Ñá

5^6‘ GŸÉFá J≤ôjÑÉ ‘ Gd©ÉΩ. hha≤É dà≤ôjô Gd∏éæá G’bàü°ÉOjá dÓC· GŸàëóI GÿÉU°á HÉCaôj≤«É )�����(d©ÉΩ

2102, cÉ¿ GELªÉ‹ S°©á Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI GŸôcÑá fëƒ 5402e«éÉhG•, Jû°ªπ ‘ e©¶ª¡É Gd£Ébá Gdμ¡ôheÉF«á )0771

e«éÉhG•( hG÷õA GŸàÑ≤» eø Gd£Ébá jÉCJ» eø WÉbá GdôjÉì )552e«éÉhG•( hGd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á )02e«éÉhG•(. hÁà∏∂

gò√ GŸü°ÉOQ HÉdμÉeπ J≤ôjÑÉ GŸμàÖ GdƒWæ» d∏μ¡ôHÉA hGŸÉA ����.

h‘ Gdƒbâ G◊É‹, “†°» G◊μƒeá bóeÉ Hî£á Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á Gd£ªƒì H≤«ªá 9e∏«ÉQGä Oh’Q GCeôjμ».  hgò√

Gÿ£á Jù°à¡ó± Jƒd«ó GCdØ»r e«éÉhG• eø Gd£Ébá Gdû°ªù°«á Hë∏ƒ∫ 0202‘ Nªù¢ eƒGb™ Jù°àØ«ó eø J≤æ«àÚ gªÉ Gd£Ébá

Gdû°ªù°«á GŸôcõI )�	�( hGdØƒdà«á Gd†°ƒF«á )
�(. GCeÉ a«ªÉ jà©∏≥ H£Ébá GdôjÉì,  cªÉ Pcô GBfØÉ, aÉE¿ gó± GŸ¨ôÜ gƒ

GdƒU°ƒ∫ GE¤ GCdØ»r e«éÉhGä Hë∏ƒ∫ 0202. h‘ GCHôjπ/f«ù°É¿ eø gòG Gd©ÉΩ, HóGC eƒb™ HéƒGQ WôaÉjá, hgƒ GCMóç eõQYá

QjÉì HÉdóhdá hG’CcÈ ‘ bÉQI GCaôj≤«É, ‘ Jƒd«ó GCh∫ WÉbá c¡ôHÉA d¬. heø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ jàº Jû°¨«∏¬ HÉdμÉeπ Hë∏ƒ∫ T°¡ô

GCcàƒHô/Jû°ôjø G’Ch∫. hjü°π GEfàÉL¬ GE¤ 003e«éÉhG• eø Gdμ¡ôHÉA. còd∂ j≤ƒΩ GŸμàÖ GdƒWæ» d∏μ¡ôHÉA hGŸÉA ����
Hóa™ GŸôM∏á GdãÉf«á eø HôfÉeè WÉbá GdôjÉì d∏ª¨ôÜ GE¤ G’CeÉΩ. hg» Jû°ªπ Nªù°á eû°ôhYÉä GEV°Éa«á ŸõQYá GdôjÉì ‘

Nªù¢ eƒGb™ HÉELªÉ‹ S°©á 058e«éÉhG•. heø GŸù°à¡ó± JæØ«ò GŸû°ôhYÉä ‘ GdØÎI eÉ HÚ 6102h0202.

h‡É ’ T°∂ a«¬ GC¿ GEfû°ÉA eü°Éf™ Gd£Ébá GŸàéóOI jëàÉê Jμ∏Øá eÉd«á eôJØ©á, hdμø eø ZÒ GŸôLí GC¿ jû°μπ Gdàªƒjπ

YÉF≤É GCeÉΩ GŸ¨ôÜ jëƒ∫ Oh¿ –≤«≤¡É ÿ££¡É Gd£ªƒì. hÃéôO GEfû°ÉA J∏∂ GŸü°Éf™, aù°ƒ± Jμƒ¿ Gdàμ∏Øá Gdàû°¨«∏«á

GŸ¨ôÜ dój¡É N£§ Ÿû°ôhYÉä WÉbá QjÉì GCcÌ eø LÉQGJ¡É ‘ T°ªÉ∫ GCaôj≤«É
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Pcô J≤ôjô GC¿ b«ªá GŸpæní Ÿû°ôhYÉä GdÑæ«á Gdàëà«á, YÈ Oh∫ ›∏ù¢ Gdà©Éh¿

Gÿ∏«é», S°ƒ± JàéÉhR 68e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» ‘ 4102, HõjÉOI 8^77‘ GŸÉFá

Yø 3102.  hJÑÚ G’CQbÉΩ G÷ójóI, Gdà» GCU°óQJ¡É ����������	���
,RjÉOI ‘

Y˘˘˘ª˘˘˘∏˘˘˘«˘˘˘Éä e˘˘˘æ˘˘˘í Gd˘˘˘©˘˘˘≤˘˘˘ƒO YÈ GŸæ˘˘˘£˘˘˘≤˘˘˘á ‘ L˘˘˘ª˘˘˘«˘˘˘™ Gd˘˘˘óh∫ H˘˘˘ÉS°˘˘˘à˘˘ã˘˘æ˘˘ÉA GŸª˘˘∏˘˘μ˘˘á Gd˘˘©˘˘ôH˘˘«˘˘á

Gdù°©ƒOjá. 

hPcô Gdà≤ôjô GC¿ b£ô S°ƒ± “æí 2^62e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» b«ªá eû°ôhYÉä,

e≤ÉQfák ÃÑ∏≠ 4^9e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» ‘ Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°». H«æªÉ Jàƒb™ Gdμƒjâ eæí

54^3e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ», hgƒ eÉ Áãπ 01GCV°©É± Gd≤«ªá ‘ Gd©ÉΩ 3102. GCeÉ ‘

G’Ee˘˘˘˘ÉQGä Gd˘˘˘˘©˘˘˘˘ôH˘˘˘˘«˘˘˘˘á GŸà˘˘˘ë˘˘˘óI, aù°˘˘˘ƒ± j˘˘˘à˘˘˘º e˘˘˘æ˘˘˘í 81^51e˘˘˘∏˘˘˘«˘˘ÉQ Oh’Q GCe˘˘ôj˘˘μ˘˘» b˘˘«˘˘ª˘˘á

eû°ôhYÉä, hgƒ eÉ Áãπ 5GCV°©É± b«ªá Gd©≤ƒO Gdà» ” eæë¡É ‘ 3102. gòG heø

GŸàƒb™ ‘ YªÉ¿ GC¿ Jü°π b«ªá eæí GdÑæ«á Gdàëà«á GE¤ 4^7e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ»,

HõjÉOI 5^5e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» Yø 3102. 

h‘ Gdƒbâ fØù°¬, eø GŸàƒb™ GC¿ “æí GdÑëôjø, Gdà» bÉeâ Ãæí 283e∏«ƒ¿ Oh’Q

GCeôjμ» ‘ Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°», 4^3e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» d∏ªû°ôhYÉä. hY∏≈ GdôZº eø GC¿

Jƒb©Éä eæí GŸª∏μá Gd©ôH«á Gdù°©ƒOjá Jù°Éh… 43^92e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ», hg»

Gd≤«ªá G’CY∏≈ ‘ GŸæ£≤á, aÉEf¡É “ãπ GfîØÉV°É Yø Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°». hGCT°ÉQ Gdà≤ôjô GE¤

GCf¬ bó H∏≠ GELªÉ‹ b«ªá GŸæí ‘ Gd©ÉΩ GŸÉV°» 6^33e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ», ÃÉ ‘ Pd∂

5^22e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» ‘ eû°ôh´ eÎh GdôjÉV¢. 

hha≤É d∏à≤ôjô, “ãπ eû°ôhYÉä GdÑæ«á Gdàëà«á 61‘ GŸÉFá eø GELªÉ‹ b«ªá

G’Efû°ÉAGä Ãû°ôhYÉä Oh∫ ›∏ù¢ Gdà©Éh¿ Gÿ∏«é». hGŸù°àØ«ó G’CS°ÉS°» eø Pd∂

g˘˘˘˘» eû°˘˘˘˘ôhY˘˘˘˘Éä Gdù°˘˘˘˘μ∂ G◊ój˘˘˘˘ój˘˘˘˘á; e˘˘˘˘ã˘˘˘˘π eû°˘˘˘˘ôh´ eÎh Gd˘˘˘˘ôj˘˘˘˘ÉV¢. hMù°˘˘˘˘Ñ˘˘˘˘ª˘˘˘É Pc˘˘˘ôä

����������	���
,J≤óQ eæí b£É´ Gdù°μ∂ G◊ójójá H≤«ªá 002e∏«ÉQ Oh’Q

GCeôjμ», M«å J¡ó± Gdóh∫ Gdù°â GE¤ G◊ü°ƒ∫ Y∏≈ T°Ñμá eƒMóI YÈ eæ£≤á

›∏ù¢ Gdà©Éh¿ Gÿ∏«é» Hë∏ƒ∫ 8102.

eû°ôhYÉä GdÑæ«á Gdàëà«á “ãπ61‘ GŸÉFá eø GELªÉ‹ b«ªá GŸû°ôhYÉä G’Efû°ÉF«á ‘ eæ£≤á ›∏ù¢ Gdà©Éh¿ Gÿ∏«é»

 جيلخلا يف ةيتحتلا ةينبلا تاعورشمل  رالود رايلم٦٨ نم رثكأ

ةرح ةراجت ةقطنم ءاشنإ نامزتعت ايسورو رصم
GCT°ÉQä cπ eø eü°ô hQhS°«É GE¤ GEeμÉf«á GEfû°ÉF¡ªÉ Ÿæ£≤á ŒÉQI MôI ‘ eü°ô

heæ£≤á U°æÉY«á ‘ QhS°«É. hha≤É d≤æÉI ''QhS°«É Gd«ƒΩ'' Gdà∏«Øõjƒf«á GdôhS°«á, GLàª™

QF«ù¢ Lª¡ƒQjá eü°ô Gd©ôH«á, YÑó GdØàÉì Gdù°«ù°», e™ f¶Ò√ GdôhS°», aÓOÁÒ

HƒJÚ, ‘ eƒS°μƒ M«å Hëå GdôF«ù°É¿ GdàéÉQI GdãæÉF«á hGS°ÎGJ«é«Éä G’S°àãªÉQ

HÚ GdÑ∏ójø.

hbÉ∫ QT°ÉO YÑó√, QF«ù¢ GŸæàói GŸü°ô… d∏óQGS°Éä G’bàü°ÉOjá, GE¿ eæ£≤á

GdàéÉQI G◊ôI GŸõe™ GEbÉeà¡É dø J≤àü°ôa≤§ Y∏≈ JÑÉO∫ GŸæàéÉä GŸ©Ø«á eø

GdôS°ƒΩ hdμæ¡É, YÓhI Y∏≈ Pd∂, S°à©ªπ ` GCj†°É ` Y∏≈ J©õjõ hOYº G’S°àãªÉQGä

HÚ GdÑ∏ójø. hbÉ∫ GdôF«ù¢ Gdù°«ù°»: ''fÉCeπ GC¿ J≤ƒΩ QhS°«É HàÉCS°«ù¢ eæ£≤á U°æÉY«á

QhS°«á, HÉdàõGeø e™ GEWÓ¥ eû°ôh´ bæÉI Gdù°ƒjù¢ G÷ójóI, hGdò… eø GŸ≤ôQ

G’fà¡ÉA eæ¬ NÓ∫ YÉΩ''.

hPcôä Gd¡«Äá GŸü°ôjá Gd©Éeá dÓS°à©ÓeÉä GC¿ G’S°àãªÉQGä GdôhS°«á ‘ eü°ô

bó H∏¨â b«ªà¡É 26^56e∏«ƒ¿ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» ‘ jæÉjô/cÉfƒ¿ GdãÉÊ 3102, M«å

J˘˘˘≤˘˘ƒΩ 383T°˘˘˘ôc˘˘˘á QhS°˘˘˘«˘˘˘á H˘˘˘É’S°˘˘˘à˘˘˘ã˘˘˘ª˘˘˘ÉQ ‘ eü°˘˘˘ô. h‘ Gd˘˘˘ƒbâ f˘˘˘Øù°˘˘˘¬, H˘˘˘∏˘˘˘¨â b˘˘«˘˘ª˘˘á

G’S°àãªÉQGä GŸü°ôjá ‘ QhS°«É 7^31e∏«ƒ¿ Oh’Q GCeôjμ» ‘ Ojù°ªÈ/cÉfƒ¿

G’Ch∫ 2102. Y∏ªÉ HÉC¿ Gd≤ªí j©ó eø GCcÈ Gdü°ÉOQGä GdôhS°«á GE¤ eü°ô. 

hbó GCV°É± HƒJÚ HÉC¿ QhS°«É S°ƒ± J≤ƒΩ HõjÉOI Gdü°ÉOQGä eø Gd≤ªí GE¤ eü°ô

Hæëƒ Nªù°á eÓjÚ Wø Y∏≈ G’Cbπ. aæ¶ôG ◊Édá YóΩ G’S°à≤ôGQ Gdù°«ÉS°», JƒGL¬

eü°ô f≤ü°Ék  ‘ Gd≤ªí eæò KÓKá GCYƒGΩ. hbó GCU°Ñëâ eü°ô G’B¿ GCcÈ eù°àƒQO ‘

Gd©É⁄. hGCY∏æâ Gd¡«Äá GŸü°ôjá Gd©Éeá d∏ù°∏™ Gdàªƒjæ«á GC¿ eü°ô bÉeâ, ‘ YÉΩ

4102, HÉS°àÒGO 3^3e∏«ƒ¿ Wø eø Gd≤ªí eø QhS°«É. h‘ GŸ≤ÉHπ, eø GÙàªπ GC¿

J≤ƒΩ eü°ô HõjÉOI T°ëæÉä eæàéÉJ¡É GdõQGY«á GE¤ QhS°«É; eãπ GdÑ£ÉWù¢ hGdÑü°π

hGd˘˘˘ã˘˘˘ƒΩ hGdÈJ˘˘˘≤˘˘˘É∫. hH˘˘˘É’EV°˘˘˘Éa˘˘˘á GE¤ Pd∂, H˘˘˘ëå Gd˘˘˘ôF˘˘˘«ù°˘˘˘É¿ GEe˘˘˘μ˘˘Éf˘˘«˘˘á GEfû°˘˘ÉA e˘˘ôc˘˘õ

dƒL«ù°à» eü°ô… Y∏≈ S°ÉMπ GdÑëô G’CS°ƒO ‘ QhS°«É, heôcõ U°æÉY» ‘ eü°ô,

céõA eø eû°ôh´ J£ƒjô bæÉI Gdù°ƒjù¢.

GEeμÉf«á GEfû°ÉA fiƒQ U°æÉY» ‘ eü°ô cÉfâ LõAG eø GÙÉOKÉä HÚ GdÑ∏ójø
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ةينبلا تاعورشمل رالود رايلم٦٨ نم رثكأ
جيلخلا يف ةيتحتلا

 ةرح ةراجت ةقطنم ءاشنإ نامزتعت ايسورو رصم

ماعلا اذه ربمفون لولحب يبد مارت ليغشت ءدب

لاـــمش لود حاـــفــــك دادزــــي
ةقاطلا ىلع لوصحلل ايقيرفأ
اهدامتعا ليـلـقـتـل ةددـجـتـمـلا

يروــفــح&ا دوـــقوـــلا ىـــلـــع
نكل .ةقاطلا ديلوتل بولطملا

سمشلا اـتـقاـط رشبـت اـمـيــف
له ،ةلئاه تالامـتـحاـب حاـيرـلاو
بلغتلا لودلا هذه ةعاطتساب

تابقع نم اهضرتعي ام ىلع
يف هيلإ وبصت ام ققحت يكل

؟ةددجتملا تاقاطلا لاجم

:٤/٥ ةحفص -راــــبخأ

 ةددجتملا ةقاطلاب صاخلا طاشنلا ةدايز

:٦ ةحفص -تاليلحت
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